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It's the old story
ol the chain!
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Consider every link when you
choose radio valves--look for special
features-check correct construction,
constancy, current economy, char,
acteristicsBut decide by the filament! ... upon
this vital part depends the value you
receive for your money.
Demand a big filament, a tough
filament- a filament that cannot be
broken except by the very roughest
handling . . .

THE WONDERFUL MULLARD
P.M. FILAMENT
This supreme filament will serve you a
thousand times round the clock and then con,
tinue the same perfect operation as when new.
Obtainable in a complete range of Mullard
P.M. Valves to give improved results in all
circuits.

Mullard
THE·MASTER·VALVE

The best valve operation is secured
by a long filament. Look at the
sectional view ol the P.M. SX shown
above. Note the great length and
thickness of the wonderful P.M.
Filament . . . this, combined with
the Mullard Matched Electrode
System, means more and better value
for y;:,ur money.
~DVT.

THB MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DF.NMARK STRBB1·, W. C. 2
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Cossor
-the reaLLy strong VaLve
essentiaL for aLL Portable Receivers

I

F you mvn a pol'tahlc 'Virdess Set you need rohust
valves. The ordinary valve with its delicate gossamet·-like filament is much loo fntgile to resist
hanl knocks. An accidental blow and its life is
ended. But fo..tunately fm· those who enjoy their
Hadio music in the open air Cosso1· has invented a
filament which is lH"aclically unbreakable. The Cossor
1\..alcnised filament is so tough that even after 1:2
( :ossm· Valves we1·c hurled 600 feet from an aeroplane e\cry filament \vas found to he intact.
~uch a dnnnatie lest had ncvct.· hefm·e been attempted
in Llw history of Hadic>. IL proves once and for all
that the Cossor Kalenisctl filament is the strongest
in the world.
BememhcL· this when you buy your
ne~l valves-whctlwt· you want them fm· a pm·tahle
~el ot· nut.
~\flet· all. every man wants long seniee
fmm his valves-ami the Cossm· user gels it every time.
Full 1·ange
for 2 ,olt
J, 'oh & 6 ·\01 t
_\ecumulalors

Cossor
-the meLody maker
Adt'cr!iscmwl of A. C, Cossor, Lld., Highbury Gro!'e,

N.s.

Gil~;r;

Ad. 88t7·
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THE EDITOR'S CHAT
Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., the ~ditor of the" Wireless Constructor," has something to say about
th'e "Long-Wave Special," and other matters of general interest to all readers.
is the lot· of every Editor to
receive a 'big postbag ; indeed,
there is , something radically
1vrong with his journal if he does not !
By careful j)erusal of such letters is
he able· to keep in touch with the
opinions and desires of his readers,
and thus both readers and magazine
benefit.
Such a stndv of letters from readers
of the WIRELESS CoxsTRUCTOn has
gi;-en rise to some of the features in
this journal which ha;-e the widest
appeal. Lat~ly it has been evident
that there exi1sts a wide desire for
what ma v be termed a " more
specialised." st.i1dy of the reception
of Daventry ·and the loug-wa ,.e
stations. It wpuld be easy to assume
that, as such a ~mltiplicity of stations
can be. heard .on the band between
200 and 600 metres, few people would
need-or desire to receive-the longerwave st.ations.

I

T

designed for long-wa;-e reception,
although, when desired, the ordinary
broadcast wave-lengths can be receiwcl quite satisfaotorily. It has
many intere;;ting features which
should give it a wide appeal, not the
least o(which is that although a high-

worship of everything in radio that
is American.
After pouring scorn on British
sets, " To me," he says, "it is
v~ry
clear that the· crystal set
and the one-, two-, and three-valve
sets will soon be losing all interest

frequency stage is incorporated, singledial tuning is possible without the
difficulties attendant upon the use of
gang condensers.
One of the most amusing letters I
have received for a loug ti~11e comes
from a reader in Dublin who seems to
be suffering from what may be
termed "Americanitis," or 11 blind

to constructing amateurs. Already
in America they are dead, and even
the four-valve set is fast dying. The
future here, as it does there, lies with
the frame aerial and six- to eightvalve sets, couplet! tci battery eliminators run from the house mains."
The WIRELESs CoNSTRUCTOR will
continue unblushingly to publish

The "Long~Wave Special"
Such an assumption, however,
would ovedook the fact that owing
to severe. jauiming from ship and
coast stations reception of the nearest
station' on the ordinary broadcast
band is by no means always the simple
task we might believe. Again, while
the Londoner ·may rarely trouble to
listen to Daventry, _as it is in nine
cases out of ten but a repetition of
the London station programme, many
listeners in the provinces for this
very reason prefer it to their local
statiun.
''The Long-Wave Special," which
forms the :feuding feature of the
current issue', is a receiver specifically
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The Editor's Chat-concluded
flesigns for new crystal sets, just
\Yhenever improvements in them can
be found, and in the same way one-,
two-, and three-valve sets as well as
multi-valvers will make their appear:wcc from time to time. As a dose
,tnclent of all American radio development I am by no means blind to the
fact that multi-valve sets are increasing rapidly in popularity there,
but I am equally well aware of the
Yast difference in conditions on the
two l'ides of the Atlantic. Thank
goodness, we have not yet-and I
hope we never shall have-twenty
or thirty stations working together
within a few miles of one another,
nnd therefore we are not forced, as are
many Americans, to use frame aerials
to obtain suflleient .~electivity for comfortable reception of the local station.

Serious Interference
In America interference makes the
use of the crystal set impossibl~ ;
t1Yo stages of radio-frequency mnplification preceding the detector being
in nearly all cases necessary to give
sharp enough tuning. Six- and eightvalve sets have come into use in
America just because fi\'e-valve sets
will not give adcq uate distance and
Yolume on a frame aerial. Such
receivers have such an appalling hightension consumption that they cannot
be run sati;;factorily from dry-cell
high-tension batteries and are almost
invariably run from " mains units."
As the voltage and periodicity of the
American electric-lighting maim; are
the same everywhere, such mains
units can be standardised. In this
country we have all kinds of voltages
and periodieities, and the problem is
much greater.
Fortunately English valves are the
best and most efficient in the world,
and so far a.s special valves for

resistance-capacity magnification are
concerned we are miles ahead of
c\ m erica. Our ·1 amp. valves are
decidedly superior to the American
quarter-ampere valves, and in addition
we hnvc an excellent series of valves
spet·i,tlly de,igned for high-frequency
circuits, with <t magnification of
about IS to 25, and au impedance of
20,000 to 23,000 ohms. While for
resistance-capacity coupling we have
n1lves with a magnification as high
as 30, the Americans are still endeavouring to do high-frequency, detection,
and low-frequency work (save for
super-power valves) with the same
general type of valve.

Our Future Policy
British constructional sets are now
incorporating the bc~t features from
the circuits of all countries, and \'ery
high eflicieueie.~ are being obtained
for the number of valves we use.
The aim of the WIRELESS Co~
STRUCTOR is to give its readers
efiicient, inexpensive, aull handsome
receiver~<, cnpable of tilling British
requirements, and not those of the
American public, while keeping them
in touch with what is being done on
the other side of the Atlantic from
time to time.

~*******************

~

READERS' RADIANO
RESULTS

~

'*=*'
:#
********************'*

:#
~<=

The Radiano Three in Norwich

Sm,--Having made the three-valve
set " Radiano Three " de8erihed in
the :\'larch number of vVIRELESS Co~
STRUCTOR, I wish to inform you how
pleased we are with same.
In the first place, the issue lll~'ll
tioned was the first copy of your

journal I haJ seen, and this was my
first attempt at building a set unaided.
The result is most gratifying bee a tme,
although about llO miles from Daventry, we are getting splendiJ volume
on loud speaker, the music not only
filling the room, but, if required,
filling the house. I ha\'e allded a
Lissen anode r0:-<i,;tance, thereby
enabling me to control both quality
of tone and volume.
Without profe~sing any authority
to pronounce opinion, it certainly
appears to me, a comparative novicP.
that the "Radiano Three" circuit mu.-;t
be a good one, and the clear instructions and simple chart are well thought
out and wonderfully easy to follow.
' .l\fy sole idea in writiug is to exprcR'l
appreciation, as I expect you receive
many queries and, perhaps, sometimes complaints.
Wishing you further successes.
Yours faithfulh·,
E. B. REYXOLn8.
23, Nevillc St., Norwich.

"A Great Success"
Sir,-I made the" Radiano Three,'·
and it is a great succe.ss. Using the
parts mentioned by you and P.lVI.
2-volt valves, with an Amplion £5 5s.
speaker, I get splendid volume from
Glasgow (60 miles), the mme from
Daventry, and the Continental ~ta
tions eome in powerfully. Aerial, 40
feet height with 80 feet of wire.
Selectivity is excellent and the set is
very easily manipulated. The tone
is good also. I can tunc in Daventry
at one ·o'cloek and get Frascati'R
orchestra on the speaker with more
than sufficient volume to fill a fairsized room. I think this is very good.
Yours faithfully,
JA~IES )L-1..\:WELI,.
Thornhill, Dumfriesshire.

"Something Attempted,
Something Done
"
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~''LONG

-WAVb

SPbCIAL
A Nt;W SINGLt;

CONTROL l-L~. SI;',T
~y Percy W.Ha~r:iEs

T

"Long-Wave Special" has
been dewloped in response to
many requests from ·WIRELESS
CoNSTRUCTOR readers for an inexpensive, simply controlled .. and efficient
set, capable of giving three or four
alternative programmes in really good
quality on the loud speaker. It will
be. I venture to sav, of more than
or~linary interest tc; the home constructor, for it embodies several idE'as
which, I think, have not been previously incorporated in any such
receiver.
Most, if not all, sets designed fur
home construction have been primarily cksigned for the 200- to 60Umetre wave-band, and by the use of
interchangpable coils a1;d transformers haYc enal>led DaYentrv, RadioParis, and other long-wave station»
to be received if desired. In manv
cases the necessity of incorporating
some arrangement to enable Dan'ntry
to be received has prennted the
dPsigner from making the set quit<·
so efficient as it might be if de,igned
fOT the shorter band alone. Thosr' of
us who are situatE'd sufficiE'ntlY far
from the seaboard to be free· from
coast stations and ship jamming are
rather prone to ovE'rlook the fact that
thousands of listeners arE' really
dependent upon DaYentry for unintPrrupted reception, and to them the
long wave-band is a nE'ressity rather
than a rarely used alternatin'.
HE

.---------------------.
Lfn easily-built reeei·ver designed
for tlw reception of tlw nwny e;rei•llent long-1vave transntis.flliotts no1.v
uvailrrble to lll'itisll listeners.

rlirection so far practically unexplored.
TakE', for example, the question of
simplicity. True, a dE'tector with two
stageB of notE'-magnification and using
reaction will gin loud-speaker results
on Daventrv. Radio-Paris, Hilversum,
and othE'rs' (the "Radiano Three"
is a good ease in point); hut, as many
experimenters know, if the detector
can be pr<'cedE'd by a stage of H.F.
magnification less reaction needs to
be used. and the quality of reproduction will accordingly be appreciably improwd.
Here we come to the first advantage
in the "Long-Wave Special." On
the Daventry wan-band, resistance-

capacity-coupling for H.F. is not
only possible but really practitable,
and with the new high-magnification
valves we can achieve something
really worth while.

Many Circuits Tested
R.C. H.F. coupling nwans considerable simplification, and reduction
of cost. Ac.cordingly, a three-valve set
suggestE'cl itself with sue h a stage of
H.F .. a dPtector. and on() transformercouplE'd L.F. The H.F. stage, being
untuned, dispensed with the usual
H.F. tuning condE'nser, so that a
single tuning eomlenser could he used,
with onlv one coil. or at the most two
if reacti~n were r~quirE'(l
I am sure most readE'rs would be n~ry
surprised if I were to give a list of the
many arrangements which were tried
and discarded before the final drsign
was deeidPd upon. Nearly all the

Special Receiver
While considering this a~pr~f't of
affairs the thought suddenly struck
me-would there be an_r advantage
in designing a reeeiYer specially fur
the long waves, with means for tuning
on the shorter band if necessary ?
'l'he more I considered this point the
~lore attractive it seemed, and after
a few experiments I realised that
there were great possibilities in a

Tl.ough rompacf in layout tlw set
leat•es nothiny to be desired ft•om tile
efllclency point of 'l'iew.
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The "Long-Wave Special" -continued
<litl:icult work centred around the
reaction control, and in the end <ln
arrangement was found which permitted the use of onlv one coil,
and yet was sufficiently flexible to

nary broadcast band really excellent
reproduction on the nearest station is
obtainable. The set is not intended
to receive more than this on the
shorter band, as it is specifically

set so that the direct plate current
does not pass through the loudspeaker windings.
A few words need to be devoted to
the special form of reaction control
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

250,000
OHMS

+

'9--+----JL------+---....-~~----_.._...L.T.
FIG.l TH£0/IETICA.l.

allmY of many different makes of
valves working satisfactorily, both
in the H.F. stage and as detector.

Single- Dial Control
The set as it now stands has a
single-dial control and will give loudspeaker reproduction of excellent
quality, without reaction being pushed
to the limit, on Hilversum, Daventry,
and Radio-Paris in broad daylight,
wilh perfectly controllable reaction
aJl(l excellent selectivity. At night,
K ocnigswusterhausen and sometinH's
3foscow can be added. On the ordi-

CIRCV/r.

designed for high efficiency on the
longer wave-band only.
Fig. 1 shows the circuit. The
aerial is connected to a tapped coil,
the H.F. valve is coupled to the
detector by a ·standard resistancecapacity-coupling mcthO<l, the anode
resistance being from l 00,000 to
500,000 ohms (a value of 230,000
ohms is as good as any). The detector
valve is coupled by a good L.F.
transformer to the output valve,
which for best results should be one
of the modern super-power valves.
For the convenience of those who use
thc;;c valves, a filter is built into the

1 standard cabinet to take panel
16 in. x 8 in., in polished mahogany
or oak. (cameo, Caxton, Artcraft,
Pickett, etc.)
1 ebonite panel, 16 in. x 8 in. x ·i'• in.
or ! in. (Radion, Ebonart, Resiston,
etc.)
1 Burndept Etho-vernier Dial, with
scale (or other suitable vernier with
scale for calibration).
1 variable filament resistanee, 30 ohms.
(Lissen, lgranic, Precision, etc.)
1 on-and~oll switch, (Igranic, Decko,
Lissen, etc.)
1 variable condenser, ·0005 mfd.
This must be of the Hush-fitting
type, not the one-hole-Hxing variety,
if the Burndept dial is to be used as
shown. A Cyldon is used in the set.
Other condensers of the Hush-fitting
type can be substituted, such as the
Bowyer-Lowe latest pattern, Igranic
and others, in which the condenser
is held t~ the panel by two or three
screws. If one-hole-fixing con·
densers are used a special one-holefixing Burndept dial can be obtained.
If the reader cares to use any of the
other vernier dials, either fitted
to the condenser as an integral part,
or sold separately, he can do so
without altering · the ehictrical
efficiency of the set.
2 fixed resistors of any of the leading
makes.
1 baseboard-mounting coil socket.
3 valve sockets. (Benjamin, Lotus,
Precision, Wearite, Magnum, etc.)
1 fixed condenser, ·0003 mfd. (Dubi!ier,
Lissen, etc.)
2 baseboard grid • leak
holders.
(Dumetohm holder, etc.).
1 grid leak, 2 megohms. Any standard
niake.
2 grid leaks, 1 megohm. Any standard
make.
1 anode resistance with base, 250,000
ohms. (Varley, Mullard, I)ubilier, etc.)
1 L.F. choke. (Marconi, Pye, R.I., etc.)
1 L.F. transformer of good make.
(See special note.)
1 2-mfd. Mansbridge condenser.
(T.C.C., Lissen, Dubilier, etc.)
2 neutralising condensers, one of the
"screw up-and-down type," such
as McMichael, Gambrell, etc., and
one of the interleaving-plate type,
such as Bowyer-Lowe, Peto Scott,
etc.
1 terminal strip, as shown, with
terminals indicated.

;,, ...................................................................... t
Tlu~ " TJotlfJ- JJ'n:ve
~·oil ..,

S1Jeeitd "

u•iflt

tuttl t,•nlves in positiotJ.- Tlte
on tltc tert~tinat stri11
tu•e clearly shown.
150
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and how it W>1:-l evolved. First of all
it, was intended to include a reaction
coil in the plate circuit of the detector
valve and couple it inductively
to the aerial, or to use the Reinartz
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The "Long-Wave SpeciaF'-conlinued
arrangement to obtain a similar
effect, but as soon as the experimental work was under way it appe:ued that, in spite of there being
no tuned circuit in the anode
of the H.F. valve, the difficulty

.)B require one of the two series
condensers to be placed at nearly its
minimum and the other at about a
quarter of its maximum value. Another valve, the Cossor RC. 6-volt,
required one neutralising condenser

/6N----------------~

l.7.SWITCH

'

a·

l

s·

~I

3"

PANEL LAYOUT.

was to stop oscillation and not to
stmt it! Not only was the smallest
rea.ction coil most loosely coupled to
thC' aerial far too powerful, but even
!lonnal capacity coupling from the
ph:te of the detector valve was too
powerful. After a very large number
of experiments, including resistance
control of reaction, a state of stability
was found that proved that not only
wt:s the first valve amplifying very
considerably, but that the set was far
mo:-e sensitive than had been hoped
.for.
This particplar arrangement,
hov;ever, proved to be unsatisfactory,
as a change of valves completely
up:-:et everything, the set being useful
for certain valves and no others.

to be nearly at its maximum and the
other at about a third of its value.
Other makes of high-magnification
valveo; fall between these limits, although once the correct adjustment
has been found, all can be used with
good results.
Once preliminary adjustment has
been made, reaction is controlled on
the neutralising condenser nearest
to the aerial, hand-capacity effects
being negligible here. This is not the

case if adjustment is made on the
neutralising condenser next to the
plate of the detector valve. With the
arrangement shown excellent results
are obtainable with a very wiue range
of valves, even with those of medium
impedance and magnification.
So much for theoretical aspects.
Let us see now how the set is designed
practically. The front panel carries
first of all a vernier knob and dial
with a calibration scale. On the right
of this is placed the on-and-off switch,
and on the left the variable filament
resistance for the high-frequency
valve. I have found the high-frequency valve in this set can be run
with a very low filament current, and
that with some valves (such as the
Cosmos S.P.55B) adjustment of this
filament resistance gives a very
delicate final reaction control when
the maximum volume is required.
Behind the panel we have arranged
the various components illustrated,
the layout of the H.F. side having
been given very special attention so
as not to lose efficiency.

Constructional Work
First of all mount the variable
condenser, variable filament resistance, and on-and-off switch on the
front panel, and, without yet attaching
this to the baseboard, lay out your
baseboard component parts as elm;ely

Capacity Value
Luckily, I have on hand specimens
of practically all valves now sold,
and a series of experiments soon
pro\'ed tb.at different makes of highmagnification valve vary consiclerablv in their characteristics for
high-frequency work. Once capacity
reaction had been found to be generally satisfactory it became apparent
that some special arrangement would
have to be found if different makes
of high-magnification valves could be
interchanged with equal satisfaction.
So small is the capacity needed to give
reaction in this receiver that the only
practicable method is to use tw~
neutralising condensers in series.
When this is done it is found that
some valves such as the l.Hullard P.l.H.

('are sltould be tal<en wlten wiring up to see tltat the pin of floc coil ltolder on
the baseboard is connected to the earth terminal, wltile tile socl<et is joine<l to
the grid terminal of the valve holder.
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The "Long-Wave Special"-continued
as pos~ible to the pm;itiqns shown in
the photographs and practical wiring
fliagra m. Having stood the baseboard parts in position (do not yet
screw them down) bring up the front
panel into position and see whether the
variable condenser and the on-and-off
~witch clear the L.F. transformer and
the choke respectively. If not, a slight
readjustment of the positions of these
two parts should be made. The important point in layout is to maintain
the relative positions of the neutralising condensers, anode resistance, and
·0003 mfd. fixed condenser as cluselv
as possible to the layout shown.
•

re

Before attaching the front panel
Choice of Coils
you can carry ont practically all of
The plug-in coil i:; preferably oft lie
the "-iring on the hn,;eboard in cmn250 X variety, \Yith two tappings.
fort, and when you ha\·e wire1l up
Lisscn, Gamlw·ll, anll one or two
other makers are now producing such
these parts as completely ''" pos~iLle
(not forgetting occasionally to place
coils suitable for this rcceivrr. ~ otice
the valves in their sockets and the
that a flexible lcarl tcrmina ting in a
coil in po.-;ition to make sure you
spatle is connected to the acri;l terare not fouling anything) attach
minal. This i~ the connection to one
the front panel anrl COlll]llete your
or other of the tappings to the X coil.
wiring.
If high selectivity i-; not required you
A close-up photograph of the ean nse a centre-tapped coil .iust as
wiring of the H.F. side of the set
effcctivrly, and, indccll, you \Yill get a
is given, in addition to the usual · slight incrca'e in ~ignal strength by
photographs, so as to help you in
using such a coil, at the expeme of
this regard.
selectivity.

WIRING
132

DIAGRAM.
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The "Long-Wave Special"-continued
Normally you will use a 250 X type
coil with a flexible lead connectPcl to
the larger of the two tappings. If you
use a Gambrell centre-tappPd coil an
E and an El will between them cover
the long wave-band satisfactorily. An
E will give you Davrntry and RadioParis, and will not come quite low
enough for Hilversum. for which an El
coil will be necessary. It i;;;. however.
generally preferabl~ to use one of the
long-wave X-type of coils, as the one·
coil will cover the whole long waveband and give you very good selectivity with comparatiYrly little loss
of signal strength.

Choice of V a Ives
Provided you use for tlw first circuit
one of the resistance-capacity-coupling
typeR of valves, an H.F.-cletector type
of valve for the detector. and a small
power valve or a supPI-power notemagnifying valve (if you are getting
very loud signals and you want undistorted reproduction) ..vou can use
any of the leading make,., with satisfa~tion. There will, howen•r, be considerable differrncrs of adjustment
with the two Mutrabing ec•nden~er~ in
series when changmg from one makf>
of valve to anoHwr.
Once you have found tlw right 8f'tting for these CO!ldl'llSf'!'~ only one will
need to be varied, and that for reaction
control only. By the way. do not be
tempted to alter the layout and put
the reaction condenser on the front
of the panel. If you do so the whole
working of the set will bE' upset.

as here it does not tune to any broadca<ting station. The next p~ocE>dure
must be nry carefully carried out.
Now set the interleaving-plate
neutralising condenser so that the
plates are a-bout a third or a half interleaved. and then carefully turn the
up-and-down neutralising condenser
towards its maximum position until
the set oscillates. This will be indicated by a slight " plop " in the loud
speaker.
Leaving this condenser where it is,
vary the interleaYing-plate condenser,
and you should find that you can bring
the set in and out of oscillation by
turning it towards maximum or
minimum respectively. If you find
you can do this, try various poRitions
of the tuning condenser to make sure
that the set can be made to oscillate
freely oYer the whole range. Preferably make these preliminary adjustnwnts out of broadcasting hours,

to avoid interference with other
listE>ners.
The different make~ of RC. valves
will hP found to vary considerably iu
regard to the amount of capacity required in tlw serew-down type of
neutralising condenser. The P.l\L:iB,
for example, will require this set nearly
to its minimum, whereas the Cossor
6-volt RC. will require it near the
maximum.
Somrwhere or other
within the range of this condenser
you will be able to find a correct point
for any of the R.C. valves.

Filament Control
The variable filament resistance
on the H.F. valve will serve aR
an additional fine reaction control,
but a still more important function is
to enable you to run the filament
of the H·.F. valve at as low a
temperature as will gi\·e efficient
results.

The Operating Adjustments
When all wiring has been completed
join up your batteries, using a grid
bias suitable for the L.F. valve
chosen, and connect your loud
speaker. Connect up aerial and earth,
and join the flexible lead to the larger
of the two tappings 011 the X coil.
Set the screw-down nrutrali~ing condenser (that neare~t the plate of the
detector valve) at the minimum position ami the interlraving-plate type
aho at it:-) minimum.
Adjust the variable condenser till
the plat~s are ;;et at maximum capacity position, and usr about 100/120
volts on H.T.+2, and about ·60 to 90
on H.T.+I. Set the variable re;;;istance near the full " on " position
and switch the set on. It is improbable that you will hrar any signals
with the condenser plates at maximum,

The

two

neutralising condensers m•e clearly discCN~iblc in this
taken frona the L.F. end of the set.
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THE "LONG-WAVE"
SPECIAL
concluded

·with mo~t '.·alvcs this filanwnt C"<lll
be run at a very much 10\rC'r tempera·
turc than would normally be the case.
and its life \Yill therefore he appreciably prolonged. Some valves, such
as the C'o~mos S.P.55B, are .~cn
>iti\·e to the filament current changes,
awl in such eases then• will be. an
appreciable reaction control on this
filamrnt resistance. Others, such as
the S.T.61A, will work practically as
\rell over the \Yholc range of the ::10ohm filament resistance.

Operation
To operate the receiver adjust ihc
rPaction eondt>nser so that tlHl set is
hr-low oscillation · point over the
"·hole range, and then simply turn
1he single dial until you hear the
~T<ltion required. You will probably
pick up Hi!Yersnm, Konigs\Yu~trr·
hausen, Da,·entry, and B<!dio-P.aris
without any alteration of rL•aetion
control awl directly on the loud
sp(•aker. Once the <station required
is found, lift the lid of the cabinet
and J1wkc the slight rc·adjt1stmcnt
of the interleaving--plate conden~er
to get maximum volume. 'fo use the
,:et on the short wave-band you can
n~c either the normal c(•ntre.-tappcd
coil or a 60 X coil. The rral dficiencv
of this ~et,, however, is on the long
\\·a ve- band,~ and normally you will
not be able to bring the set n p to
oscillation-point on the shorter hand
h~' \·arying the reaction CO!l(lenser,
although dtis \Yill give an a pprcciable
amplifying effect. 1-fO\Yevpr< hy using
a centre-tapped coil, ~uch as a
-!0 or 30, a much greater reaction
effect is obtained, and probably you
\Yill be able to bring the set up to
oscillation-point onr most of the
band. In any ca,~e, the set is ,mfficiently scnsitiYe to bring in. your
neare~t station at really good loud"Peaker volume, and you will notice
that, on the shorter as wdl as on the
longer waves, the quality of rc>production is considerably above normal.
Indeed, several people, when listening
to this receiver, have gathered the
impression that it is a well-designed
re:;istancc-capacity-conplcd set.

speaker strength in broad daylight
on every occasion when it has been
tried.
As I write, Hilvcrsum is
giving an excellent programme with
this set through an Amplion Radiolux
at :2.15 p.m. For some rcawn or
otlH•r Kouigswusterhau~en doe» not
come o\'Cr very well in daylight, but
aft,,r <lark excellent loml-speaker
f<'J>fO(ludion has been obtained from
it. .\t times other stations have been
heard, but those named are n'gular,
and arc a real source of entertainment
to the listener. The quality of n'production from Hilversum, in particular,
is <'xceetlingly good in ihe,;c day",
and better than that usually obtain<~ble from Raclio-Paris.
Thus, for anyone who wanb loudspeaker reproduction in daylight from
three countries on three valves, the
"Long-Wave Special" fills his requirements, at the same time ]Jroviding a ~et able to give excellent quality

Test Report

A " CLI·P-IN"
~ CONDENSER
*'
~* ATTACHMENT
~

~

~
*'
*=
*'

********************
rer1nirr,; .-,oo frequentlY to shunt

O

XE

anotle rr.-;i.--:tances with condensers, \Yhether they are used
on the high-fr~r1uency ~ide 'of the set
or on the low. th>lt it saves a great
deal of time t;1 n<l<l to· one ·s exi.sting
resistance hulckrs the condenser clip
attachment scC'n in the fig. It is thC'n
the simplest !ll:lttcr in the wurld to
~lip a co_ndcn~cr into the clips in order
to test the dicct uf a shunt capacity.
To make the att<~cluneut calls for no
great skill. .\. pair of condenser clips
arc bent, as shown, their tangs J.e~ng
at right ang!cs.
The condenser clips ha,·ing been
dealt with in this way, Lletach the
spring resistance clips f~·om their base
awl remove from them their lacquered
surface by means of emer:'· paper.
Then tin thP places io which the cundr'!N'r clip~. are io he attached, a~ well
a~ the tang~ of the comlen~·:·r cliJls.

A Perfect Fit

L

On tests extending owr a very
appreciable period this :set has been
found to bring in Hilversum,
Daventry, and Radio-Paris at loud-

~~~*~******~~~~~~~~~

~-

'J'Iu• l1fpe of tlinl used in the ol"iuinrrl
J'e<'<'it_"4?J"
cutrbf(>S file 1uune."l of flu~
stntions to IJe in.•H•riiJctl ot& u Npeeird
•·

.~f{ffiott

enl'll.''

from tlw nearest station on the
ordinary wa\·e-band.
A very interesting applic,ttion of
the set is to simultaneous reception,
in two different parts of the house,
of two distinct programmes. As I
write this 2 L 0 is operating two loudspeakers in the house, while I am
listening on telephones to a t1ifferent
programme from Daventry, using
six feet of wire in the laboratory as
an indoor aerial.

Having thoroughly cleanetl the ~ur
face~, apply a little Jinx and then run
on a small amount of solder.
The coatin~ uf solder sh.ould l:e
thin and :-:n!ooth, not thick and
" blobby." \Yhcn the tinuing is clone
take one clip and one resistance contact and place the two together in
the position that you wish them to
occupy. Apply a ·little flux to the
tinned surface of one of !hem. Hold
them together in a pair of pliers and
place them in the flame of a spirit
lamp, a gas ring, or a blow lamp until
• the solder run.~. Then withdraw them
and allow them to cool before releasing
your hol<l \\·ith the pliers. As soon as
they are cool the t\YO will be found
firmly joined together. The holders
of Dubilier te'i~tance cli]JS are conveniently just w placed that when
clips are fixed as suggested they are
a perfect fit for the condenser:<.

Ctu•e nwst be falien
wl1en bendillfJ tl>e con·
denser clips that tlte
mefnl nt the botfotn of
tlw bend is not c•·rrcl<e<l.
Soft brnss is p••ef<••·nble
to ce•·y lwnl lltcfrrl.

A CoNLi£N.S£.R AJTACHMENr .ro.R
8 &.21
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fancy I am entitletl to the
Banana-skin Sliding Championship of the World, but until I
receive confirmation of my claim to it
from the authorities I shall delay
ordering a larger size in hats or putting
on frilb of any kind. It happened
whilst I was taking the air the other
day. Strolling down the High Street,
meditating the while upon the metagrobolisis of dielectric thingmejig~,
I passed the establishment of Mr.
Grubbs, our largest dealer in fruit
and veg., just at the moment when his
youngest urchin flung upon the pavement a banana skin for which he had
apparently no further use. It reached
the flagstones a fraction of a second
before my right fo0t, which descended
gracefully but firmly upon it. Tne
next instant I was whiJ>:J>:ing down the
High Street with a velocity that would
have left light-waves standing still.
RATHER

" Jf'l•y, Professor Goop! "

1 cried.

As measured by me upon the following
day the total distance eovered was
162 yards 2 feet and 9·4123 inches.
Though this, so far as I can make out,
beats the previous record by at least
·0001 inch, I should have travelled
a great deal further had it not been
that, like the bullet in the proverb,
I found my billet.

My Journey is Broken
Just before I began my epochmaking skid, I had observed, some
distance in front of me, the back view
of a figure which somehow seemed
familiar. I was just trying to puzzle
out which of my acquaintances it
could be who was likely to parade the
High Street wearing one patent leather
boot and one gym. shoe, when Mr.
Grubbs's infant set the Wayfarer, so
to speak, wayfaring. The figure
seemed positively .to leap at me,

though in reality I was, of course,
leaping at it. Anyhow, the result was
in the end the same. We met with
that sickening thud of which the best
lady noye]ists are so fond.

An Old Friend
Mathematicians tell us that when a
fast-moving body is stopped by
impact with an obstacle heat is
generated. Though I have at ordinary
times little respect for mathematicians
I must admit that this statement of
theirs appears to be true. As I
gradually regained consciousness the
cause of my sudden deceleration was
telling the world all about it in Qne
of the most impassioned oratorical
passages that I have ever listened to. I
regret that I am unable to reproduce it
here, for the very good reason that the
-WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR is not printed
upon asbestos pages, and that the
supply of asterisks, daggers, clashes,
and other such things at the disposal
of the printers is far ·too limited.
There seemed to be something vaguely
familiar about the voice. Having
lain until all hopes of anyone arriving
with brandy had disappeared, I
slowly sat up and regarded the human
shock-absorber who had unintentionally done such a noble deed that day.
I looked again. I rubbed my
eyes. There was no doubt about it.
" Why, Professor Goop ! " I cried.

" - - .... - - * * * * t t t t,"

chanted the professor. " Why, it's
Wayfarer! Really, my friend, I
don't know what is coming over
people nowadays. Do you know,
somebody has just pushed me right
over."
I said.
" I absolutely agree,
"Nothing can be more deplorable
than the manners of the rising generation. I also have been positively
hurled down the High Street."
We picked each other up, performed a mutual dusting down (I
took good care to borrow the professor's handkerchief before doing my
share), and continued upon our way
together.
" But what," I asked at length,
" are you doing here 1 "
155

" Why, just walking up to my
house," said the professor.
" But, my good old friend," I
cried, " you're miles and miles and
miles away from home. This is
Mudbury Wallow."
" Mudbury what ? " screamed the
professor.
"Wallow," I told him.
"Then, hang it all," he said, " I
must have got into the wrong train
again. Anyhow, it seems a pleasant
sort of place, so I will stay here."
" But where ? " I inquired.
" There seem to be plenty of
houses,'· said the professor ; " that
is quite a nice one over there, and it
seems to have a good aerial. I will
have that."
Without further ado he opened Miss
'Vorple's garden gate and advanced
towards her front door. He turned
the handle and walked in. The next
moment he had flung himself into
the most comfortable chair in her
drawing room, and was removing the
boot and t~e gym shoe, explaining to
the scandalised Miss Worple that
pavements always made his feet ache.

Miss W orple Surprised
Under the horror-stricken eyes of
the good lady, whom surprise had deprived of 'her wonted powers of speech,
he appropriated the tea cosy, placed
both his feet inside it, sank on to the
chesterfield, and announced that he
proposed to take a little nap to

Before Miss JJ!orple could say anything
he tvas snoring loudly.

restore his shattered nerves. Before
you could say knife-in fact, before
Miss W orple could say anything at
all-he was snoring loudly.
"W-w-w-who,'' quavered Miss
Worple, "w-w-who is this terrible
t-t-t-tramp 1 "
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In Lighter Vein-concluded
"Hush, dear lady! " I breathed.
" Little do you know that you arc
entertaining an angel unawares."
" Angel ! " snorted Miss \Vorple.
" Looks a jolly sight more like the
other thing! Anyhow, what is it 1 "
· " The august, though admittedly
somewhat dishevelled figure that is
at the present moment honouring
your sof<t, is no less--"
" Cut it out ! " snapped ::\Iiss
Wor]Jle. "Tell me what the dickcns
your fricml, Tired Tirn, thinks he's
doing ! .,
" Snoo~:ing, '' I said helpfully.

A Famous Inventor
l\liss W m·plc stamped hard. with
her right foot-not upon the fioor as
she had intended, but upon her left.
Whilst she was hopping round the
room I explained that her guest was
no other than the Professor Coop.

~

illiss u·m·J•le .~tnmpt"t luu·'t witlt lu•r
ritJitt foot-upon he•· left r

Miss \Y orple suddenly stopped
hoppillg.
.. Do you mean," she breathed,
"the innntor of the Super-Putridync
and the Hyr~oiodine ? .,
" Yes, yes ! " I hissc<l. " And not
only of these things ; he is the man
who made long-distance reception
what it is by being the first to suggest
that hand-capacity efieets might be
eliminated by u~ing the feet for
operating the tuning controls ; who
showed the futility of those writers
who in one line advocate the elimination of damping and in the next
advise enthusiasts to water their
earths ; who was the first to raise
l1is voice in protest about the interference with F F B caused by Xew-

castle and Birmingham ; who designed the smooth file for those whose
teeth are set on edge by the disgusting
noise produced by the ordinary tool ;
who gave to the world the Goopltubber
Staple for fixing bare leads ; who
demonstrated that kilocycles, if given
a proper chance, could produce just
as many heterodynes as metres, and
who invented the Li (with its compounds the Bigali and the D<tmli) as
the unit of efficiency in the longdistance receiving set."
l\liss W orple listened spellbound.
I was just going on to tell her more
when the sleeping professor emitted a
snore of such shattering amplitude
that the overloading of his eardrums
caused him to wake with a start.

Miss W orple is Ejected
"A nasty atmospheric, that," he
remarked, sitting up with a smile.
"Wayfarer, what is this l:vly doing
in my drawing-room 1 Tell her to
go away at once."
I hastily effected an introduction,
explaining to the professor that it "·as
)liss W orple ·s house.
"Nonsense! "
cried
Professor
Coop. '· Surh a house would be
quite wasted upon a woman. She
has my permission to depart. Surely,
madam. you have an aunt or something of the sort to whose abode you
can go? You appear to be atlcast
twenty-one ; go to some quiet place
and meditate upon your rP~ponsi
bilities now that vou are about to
have a vote."
"
Rising from the sofa, he gently
shooed Miss \Vorple out of the room
into the hall and out through the
front door, which he locked, harred,
bolted, and chained.
_"And now, my dear friend," said
he, " we can get rlown to work once
more Let us immediately tackle
the question of variable condensers.
Now, it is perfectly dear that dust
can get in between the vanes and
cause trouble. Why should \Ye not

Father Amuses the Family-and Himself
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prevent its entry once and for all by
filling up the spaces between the
vanes with cotton wool ? "\Ye can
do better than that ; we can make the
cotton wool itself a collector upon its
surface of the very dust that does so
much harm. All that we han to do
is to wet it, and if we use as our
moistening medium water mixed with

Hnntl-calmcity effe<·ts mitJhl be elimiunte<l by ttsinrJ tile j'eet for OJICI'(<finf}

tile controls,

a proportion of sulphuric acid Wf~
shall be able to tle~troy the dust as
soon as it settles."
The professor was now becoming
thoroughly worked up on the su:)ject
of condensers. He told me that he
could ;never see why the moving
plates should be turned into mesh
or out of mesh with the fixed.

More Simple Method
It would clearly be vastly more
simple if a variable condenser wern
designed whic-h worked in exactly
the opposite· way. Why shoulrl it
not be possible to leave the moving
plates always in the same position
and to make the fixed plates rotate
about an axis ? This scheme, he explained, would render tuning an infinitely more simple business. \Ye
were still hard at it late in the evening
when, during a •liscussion of the area
of semi-circular plates, the mention of
1r made us both feel hungrv.
But for
the professor ·s inventiori" ~f a ·welsh
rarebit made by French leave in a
Dutch oven by Englishmen we shoulJ.
probably be hungry still.
\VJRELE:"S WAYFABER.
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Long-distance (D.Y) re,cption is
not difficult in sununc•• ij' one
goes the •·ight way to wo•·l•, as
this article shows.
F•·ou• a Speciai CorJ•esponclent.

mrr amateurs bclieYe that reception of distant ~tations in
summer- time is, to put it
colloquially, " a washout" ! It mu~t,
of course, be admitted that in wintertime DX work itl productive of more
interesting and nried results, but it
must not be assumed that in summertime the reception of distant foreign
stations is by any means impossible,
or that the results one can obtain are
uninteresting.

M

America there are transmission!'\ on
even lower wave-lengths whieh the
amateur should h:we' little diftlculty
in receiving on, for example, the
"Short-Wave Radiano."
Let us consider some of the stations
below 300 metres. A good many of
them, for instance, relay the transmissions of main tltations using higher
wave-lengths, and therefore, if a programme cannot be picked up from a
main station on a higher wave-length
owing to atmospheric or other interference, there is a chance of hearing

volume and clarity.
Using th~
" Black Prince" receiver, which was
recently •le~cribed by :\fr. Harris in
our contemporary, ·• Modern "'ireles,," I finrl that .:\Ialmo is easily th,;
loudest of Continental stations ,~·hich
I ran receiYe --aJl(l I :'\ilY thi~ atlvise<lly- -although I can obtain excellent ~ignab from ~.uch stationc; as
Berlin,- Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Toulouse, Yicnna, Rome, anrl
many others.

Long-Distance Relay
A

~t,ttion

of like interest is Kiel,
which work» these days on 234·2
metres. This station often relays the
Hamburg programmes, while Gleiwitz, on 2::->0 Iltetre,.,, rela v:-< those of
Bre~lau.
'

Many Stations Audible
For instance, the amateur wlw
looks into th~ sitll.#.tion carefully will
realise that there arc quite a number
of foreign stations which he will not
have 1{luch difficulty in receiving
throughout the summer months.
There are many transmitting on
low power which, although they can
be heard clearly in the winter, will be
<lifficult, if not iruposl"ible, to receive
in the summer, but there still remain
a great number working on s11fficient
power to ensure good reception not
only in winter-time but in summertime.
Of cour,;e, atmospherics arc the
great bugbear in summer-time, and
their effects on reception from di~tant
points are often adverse. But if the
amateur ·· ~routs round " on the
wave-lengths between, ~ay, 300 and
500 metres, he will find. that atmospherics are not so troublesome as,
~ay, on waYe-lengths exceeding 1,000
metres.

Short-Wave Reception
The WIRELESS CoNSTRl'CTOR this
summer has already drawn considerable attention to the advantages of
short-wave receivers, and it must be
remembered that there are quite a
number of very interesting transmissions on the." medium-length" band,
from 200 and 300 metres ; while from

..4it• tnecltullics J'ct:eiving tltei•• h·aiuiny iu t•tulio at tile Cllchn!ilfoJ•d

it free from interfereuce of any great
degree from one of the shorter-wave
stations relaying the main programme.
A good example of this is Langenberg, which very often relays
Dortmund (28:3 metres), and Munster (241·9 metres). And the Stockholm programmes, if they cannot be
received from the main station or
from Motala, may often be heard
from Malmo (260·9 metres). This
station, by .the way, is coming in as
this article is written with considerable
157

nrb·elet~s

College.

Another interesting ~hort-wave
station is P l' J J, the new Dutch
broadcasting station working on 30
metres. This station is more or less
famous, for it has been successfully
relayed in Australia. I recently listened to P C J J and found the transmissions clear and steady. Later on
in the evening, however, there was a
certain amount of distortion, from
whiclishort-wave telephony seems to
suffer, and later on still a rapid fading,
similar to that .experience~ when
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Summer "D X" Work-concluded
listening to Am;;rican ultra shortwave stations.
K D K A, Pitt~burg. on 63 metre~,
is coming through ftirly well the~e
days, but here again fading is apt to
ruin reception completely as the
evening ach-ances.

Crowded Wave-Band
3IoAt of these short-wave stations,
I find, can be received quite easily on
summer eveningR. especially the transmissions from Toulouse (PT T1 which
i~ now working on a wave-length a
fraction below that of Malmo. Then
there is the new Polish station at
Poseu which was opened the other
dav. and which was working, wlu~n
Ia<t -I heard it. on about 270 n1etres_
Listeners who have been tunin~ in
on the longer wave-lengths lwn·- no

tions. The trouble is likely to become
worse, for there are many high-power
long-wave stations now under course
of erection. There is one in Italy
which is very nearly complete, and
which will shortly start operating on
1,600 metres and 2,000 metres, while
the big station neiu Amsterdam is due
to come on the air shortly with a wavelength of 1,850 metres, and another
one at Stockholm on 1,320 metres is
announced to begin broadcasting
shortly with the colossal power of
120 kw.
However, the growing practice of
some of the smaller stations relaying
the programmes from the big stations
is likely to prove very popular. A
good example of this is the relay from
lYiotala. The Stockholm programmes
arc not always very easy to pick up

perhaps there is some hope for the
future, for war has recently been declared on atmospherics by a committee of the Royal Meteorological
Society, and at a meeting which was
held recently it was explained that
forty-eight observers situated all over
Europe have been enlisted to help.
After seventeen days of observation
and the collection of data from these
observers, the foilowing conclusions
were drawn up :
1. That the average range of many
atmospherics ex('eeds 1,850 miles and
reaches 4,500 miles ;
2. That very few atmospherics ba,-e
a range of less than 100 miles ; and
3. That the random reports sent
in from observers require fuller examination in regard to the meteorological
em'iromnent of individual observers.

Tracking X's
It seems to be a new game these
days to rollect atmospherics just as
the DX listener collects and logs the
largest number of distant stations.
Up to elate, the leading "X-hound "is
.Hr. W. L. Fox, of Falwouth, who,
while listening to 5 X X recently,
recorded a mean number of about 90·3
-atmospherics. The next largest number was 58·9, recorded by a grmtleman
listening in at \Vraysbury, near
Windsor.
The srheme of observation in connection with this war on atmospherics
is rather int<•resting. It has been
based on the use of the individual
syllables of a broadcasting talk as
·' time- marks ,. to which could be
referred the time of incidents of
individual atmospheric disturbances.

Accurate Charts
From the table ..Iwum in the ceNtre of thhl photograph the Beam service front

GrimsbJt is controlled.

doubt noticed lately that these longer
wave-lengths are becoming very overcrowded. Tests have recentlv been
made to find out how much d~gree of
separation of wave-length between
these long-wave stations is necessary
in order to eliminate interference ..The
interference is especially bad, I notice,
on wave-lengths between 1,000 and
1,500 metres, and this is not to be
wondered at when one realises there
are far too many broadcasting stations
on the Continent operating on that
wave-band. Theoretically it should
only accommodate about twelve sta-

because they are considerably interfered with, and it seems that 450
metres is just a little too close to the
ships' wave-length for safety.

Easily Received Station
Motala, which has a power of 30
kw., is quite easy to pick up, although
the wave-length is 1,305 metres and,
no doubt, will be interfered with by
atmospherics, etc., as the summer
progresses.
The atmospheric bugbear is indeed
one which becomes felt more acutely
as each summer comes along, but
158

Up to date a certain amount of
success in connection with this war
on atmospherics has been claimed by
the 1\Ieteo:o~ogical Society, and it
has been decided to apply to all the
meteorological serYices of the world
for full data of thunderstorm disturbances on the seventeen dates of
the observations which were recently
held. It is hoped that from this information it will be possible to compile
thunderstorm charts for the whole
world, on which to base, for future use,
a detailed report showing the connection between the atmospheric
disturbances of the dates in question
and the world meteorological situation
on those dates.
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experience of cr~·~t.•l u"er~
difficulties in the Querv
Department of the WIRELESS
CoxsTRUCTOR has convinced me that it
is time that rather more thought be
gi;-en to the requirement of selectivity
in designing crp;tal sets. In the first
place, there are a 1mmbcr of areas
which are within crysbtl ranl!e of a
~tation, but in which Rpark :\Iorse
jamming i:; a really serious problem ;
the average crvstal set is absolutelv
helpless to 1~1inimise such inte;ference, as many dwellers on the
South Coast and el~cwhere know to
their cost.

M

Y

Daventry Junior
8ecoll!lly, there is the pos.~ibility
of :m altematiYc programme being
provided on the 2;)0-550 metre wave-

It is quite pos~ible to achieve a
useful degree of selectivity in a crystal
receiver without any loss of signal
strength as compared with the old
type with a plain tuned aerial circuit.,
and this without any undue complication. The recein.>r illustrated in the
photographs in this artiele has been
made to show how .~imply the desired
end can be achieved ; the only special
feature i::> the home-wound coil arranged to use a well-tried type of
circuit, aml the results are certainly
Yery pleasing.

Results on Test
Ttsted on a full-~ize outdoor aerial
at 8 miles from 2 L 0, the degree of
~electivity was found to be quite
uc.eful, being of a standard capable of
minimising jamming quite col'lsiderably, while the signal strength was

F!O.IB.
lJ'itlt u small "'"'inl fll<" fnppinfJ·• uwy be
bt•st lol'ttfctl lilw t/ii.•.

equal to l he maximum obtaina hle
from the he~t ~et of the directcoupled type onec the correct po~i
tion for the aerial tap had been fouml.
:\Jention of the aerial tap bring.~
us to a con~i<leration of the circuit
used, and diagrams .~howing this will

ha/A.
'l'lw

best position of fl1e faJ>pit<{J cliJ•·•
is found by ex1>erimcrrt.

l}and, and if and when this comes to
pass there will certainly arise a very
<twkward situation for users of the
older type o( non-selective cr:p;tal
sctR, which must lead to a good deal
of sera pping and re building. With
this fact in mind it would certainly
~cem advisable to sec that any new
ervstal set which one build;; shall
pO'ssess a sufficient degree of selectj,·ity to cope with possible developments of this sort when they arise.

1'1w two smnll

b••at·l~ets

used for sPcurinf} tl>e coil to
a Jmir of gt'i<l-leul' clil>S.

lite

lmsebonrd

wc~·e
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The "Cut-Out" Crystal Set-continued
be found in Figs. l _\. awll B. The~e
are simplified diagrams drawn to illustrate the uses of the various tapping-;
on the coil. and it will be seen
th;tt the arrangement called "autocoupling" is used. In thi~ sch<:>1ne the
aerial and earth are tapped acTo~COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS
USED.
1 ebonite panel, 8! in. x 51 in. :-: it in.
1 baseboard, 8 in. x 6 in. x ~- in.
1 cabinet to nt (Cameo).
1 ·0005 variable condenser (Cyldon).
1 crystal detector (Gecophone).
1 panel-mounting coil socket (BowyerLowe).
4 terminals (Eelex).
1 Radion dial, 4-in. (American Hard
Rubber Co.).
1 piece of Pirtoid tubing, 4 in. diameter,
3 in. long (Messrs. H. Clarke, Manchester).
1 lb. Ne. ·22 D.C.C. wire.
2 tapping clips (Burndept\.
Glazite, screws, etc.
cn!l~·

a part of the eoi[ (ac;uall_1· a1Jnut
one-third). thus remoyinl! to a large
extent th<' damping ll~'tally produet'rl
in the tuned circuit In· the high
resistance of the ~.Yerag··· aerial-ear.th
~Y ..<tem.
· This in ibelf i~ a great ai•l to
Rt'IPctiYity, and onr<' tlie correct tap·
ping-point ha.' lH'en fuuwl h•r the

aerial there is no loss of strength.
Indeed, on a poor aerial there is an
actual gain as compared with a directcoupled circuit. I must emphasise
the fact, however, that it is essential
to find the right tapping to suit a
partieular aerial on the wave-length
of any given station.

making the coil too long. A favourable ratio of length to diameter has
been obtained in this way, although

The Crystal Tap
Another feature which produces
a marked improvement in selectivity
and at the same time leads to a slight
gain in signal strength is the use of a
.. crystal tap," which is simply an
arrangement to permit the detector
and 'phones to be connected across
tile actual positions
varying parts of the coil instead of the 'l'l•is tliagramofslunt•s
tlte tappings.
whole, as in the simple type of set.
quite thick wire has bt'en used, and
How tht'se two arrangements for the
the result is a 0oil of really low H.F.
use of tappings are carried out may be
resistance.
nndt'rstood by obst'rving the two flex
leads bParing clips upon their ends
Winding the Coil
which may be seen in the photo'l.'he
coil
consists of 45 turns of
graphs and in the wiring diagram.
No. 22 D.C.C. wire wound in a
The actual constructional work,
single layer. the ends being securrd
involving the drilling of the panel,
by passing them through small
mounting of the components, and
holE's drilled in the formrr. Tapwiring-up, is extrrmf'ly simple, and I
pings are made at the lOth, 14th.
think calls for no more guidance than
lRth, 22nd, 26th and 30th turns. and
the diagrams give. The winding of
the mf'thod of making thrse. will
the coil is probably the only point
depend upon the skill of the conm·Pding explanation, and this follows.
structor. I used the tape loop method,
Low H.F. Resistance
and this is probably the neatest, but.
Tf1e former is l'Omposed of a special
it is not easy, and if you are not
low-loss matrrial known as "Pirtoid,"
familiar with it the following procedure
and is four inches in diameter and
is acb:ised. Wind the whole coil comthree inches long. This large diameter
plete without tappings, then take a
was chosen in order that only a small
penknife, carefully insert the blade
number of turns of wire would be
under the lOth turn from the start
needed and hence so that it would be
and prise it up a little. Insert half
possible to use thick wire without
a matehstiek under the turn and pull
out the knife.
The matchstick will
hold the wire up sufficiently for a
small spacr to be sera ped clear of
0otton so that a tapping eli p can be
attached here if desired. The same
process is thrn to be repeated at each
drsircd point.

Method of Mounting

JJ"ifh so small a baseboard the panel can be sccm'Cd .by passing screws througlt

it instead of by means of the usual angle brackets.

160

The coil is mounted with the
beginning end upwards. the nwthod of
mounting being to use a couple of
small brass brackets, such as grid-leak
elipt<, or any others that a well~stockcd
junk-box may yield.
'Vhen the set is finished the procedure is to attach the '"crystal-tap"
clip to the 30th turn, the aerial-lead
clip being attached to the 18th turn.
Tune in the local station and adjust
the crystal to the best point you can
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The "Cut-Out" Crystal Set-continued
how the

tuning sharpens as the

iapping is brought down the coil,

and how signal strength actually
incrrases >tt the same time! Although
one may be familiar with the theoretical reasons it always seems extri1ordinary to s••c the crystal and 'phones
connected across perhaps 20 turns
and yet to hear louder signals than
when they arc placed across the whole
coil.

Damp-Proof

PAN.:LLAYOVT.

find. Now proceed to try the aerial
clip on each tapping in tum, rctuning
on the condenser each time, until you
are sure you ha\'C found the best tap.
Then try the crystal tap on each point,
also rctuning a trifle each time. You
will probably find the loudPst signals
are obtained at about the 18th or Llml
turu, but this depends upon the
J'l'sistance of your 'phones, the specimen of crystal, and other factors.
To receive Dawntry, the shorting
plug in the loalling-coil socket should
he replaced by a Ko. 100 or No. 150 coil
(according to the size of your aerial)
and the aerial clip should he attached
to the fixed plates trrminal of the
Yariablc condenser. The crystal-tap
dip can be left in its previous position.

experiment hy those who have not
previously used ~~ set incorporating
one ; as a matter of fact, although
I lmYc made a number of such sets
for publication in various journals,
it i.'3 always interesting to me to note

A point concerning the coil which
perhaps deserYcs a word of mention
while we are •lealing with various
miscellaneous matters is the question
of clamp-proofing.
It was once
fashionable to use all sorts of elaborate
varnishing and impregnating schemes,
some of which have since been found
to have in themselves an objectionable
effect upon the efficiency of the coil.
Of late it has ·become quite a rarity
to see a prooferl coil, aml it might
be concluclecl that modern views cliscountcnauce it altogether.

Serious in Some Cases
This, howl'Hl', is not quite true,
and there is, lilt fortunately, no possible

An Interesting Experiment
It will be noted that no scheme for
varying either the aerial tap or the
crystal tap is provided on the
Daventry wave-range, for the reason
that it was not considered that any
particularly high' degree of selectivity
was needed ou these waves : the
ordinary simple single-tuned circuit
seems quite adequate here.
Incidentally, it is perhaps only fair to
point out for the benefit of the
beginner that the special virtues of
this set are confined to the 200 to
500 metre band, and it would not be
worth while to make it simply for
use on Davcntry alone in those
localities where 5 X X is the only
station which can be heard.
The adjustment of the crystal tap
will be found quite a fascinating

..•,,
Ilow tile_ coil is fi.r•••l ;c;;
UIOI'e cleal'ly seen IICJ'C.

101

'I'l"' u·i•·ino is vet•y sh·ai!Jl!tiol'lt'<ll'<l and easy.
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THE "CUT-OUT" CRYSTAL
SET
--cc" .luded
room for doubt that a ~eriow; amount
of clamp in a coil is a mo~t harmful
thing, putting up the H.F. resistancr
quite SPriously Really definitP information is lacking as to the worse
evil--i.e. losses produred by dampproofing and those which maY be
produced by a pos8ible amomit of
moisture-but ome ratlwr rough anrl
ready measurements which I carrie(l
out some two years ago threw a litt],_·
light on the question.
These tests seemed to show that tbe
effect of moisture depended n•1T
largely upon the type of the coil. A
tightly-wound multi-layer coil was
found to be very susceptible to damp.
while an ordinary single-layer coil
which was not very closely wound
was not much affected by an:· amount

of dampness likely to be met with
in an inhabite<l house. A good
metho<l of proofing, however, such as
the use of a moderate quantity of the
brst shellac and thorough baking
out, did not seem to introduce any
n·ry serious losses (remmnber that
my metho<l of detecting losses was
not a very delicate one), and seemed
desirable where a coil was to he used
in a damp spot. For ordinary livingroom conditions, on the other hand,
a single-layer coil appeared to be
fairly safe without any special protection. The point seems to be one
requiring further investigation, and
I hope to carry matters a little further
with improved methods in the near
future.
The results already obtained, howcwr, indicate that so far as this set
i~ concerned it is safe to lenve the
coil without protection when used in
In a rather damp
a living room.
spot, however, a thorough dryinrr0 out
is indicated.

£ARTH

********************
*'
~~

*'
*'~

*'
*'
~
*******************~
LEAKS

~onw

time past there has
a doubt in the minds of
F onexisted
many listeners as to whether or
not the H·.T. battery should be disconnected when shutting down the set.
That being so, the following experience will be of interest.
Csing a set quite recently, with an
external aerial and usual earth the
loud speaker was connected with a
rather long lead which touched the
floor. Since the set was under test. a
milliammeter was connected in series
with the H.T. negative lead, anfl,
strange to relate, it was noticed that
when the set was shut clown by means
of the filament switch the milliammeter gave a reading of 1 milliamp,
slowly dropping to a quarter of a
milliamp, and there remaining. The
condensers across the H.T. battery
were disconnected, but still the rea din'&
of the milliammeter stood at ·25, until
by accident the loud-speaker lead was

POPULAR WIRELESS
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Radio Weekly.
Every Thursday.

Price 3d.

lifted off the floor, when lo and behold.
the milliammeter needle dropped t~
zero! The explanation of this phenomenon seems to be that the insulation of the loud-speaker lead was
faulty and making partial connection
with the earth, virtually connecting
H.T.+ to earth and so shorting
the H.T. battery through the earth
connection proper on the set. This
experience seems to indicate that the
H.T. battery should be disconnected
when shutting down.

Boxes of Trouble
Another possible source of waste in
H.T. current is that of H.T.condensers.
for unless these are really sound they
can discharge an H.T. battery at a
rate of 1 to 1·5 m.a. without the
listener being aware of the fact until
he inserts a milliammeter in circuit.
A really dud condenser will, of course,
short the battery to the extent of rendering the receiver useless as to results
until the faulty component is removed,
but in less obvious cases it is as well
to make perfectly sure that the H.T.
condensers in use are really condensers and not merely boxes of
trouble.
162
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study of American radio
tendencies is alwavs of interest
and value to th~ British experimenter, although the differences
between conditions m the two
HE

'l'lw llm•as Equa>natie couplittf} unit
in JJosifion of •naxinttcln. coupliH!J•

cctmtries must never be forgotten.
The e8sential differences between these
~:onditions have an important bearing
upon set design, for whrreas the
_\merican listener has no nccll to buy
or to build a set to rccci,-e wavclt•ngths owr 600 metres, the European
amitteur must always think in terms
of Radio-Paris and Daventry, with the
accompanying complications of set

).

An inte•·estina m•tiele rlescribiny
some of tire •·ecent radio •·eeeiver --"''',."""""~
dcveloJ>n<ents iu tlw U.S.
By PERCY JV. llAURIS, JU.J.R.E.
(Editor.)

pelled to do, the extension of the
wave-band down to :200 metres has
given him a taste of the problem,
making effieien t design still more
difficult. One of the chief problems
to be faced in making a set to tunc
from 200 to 550 metres, is that of
H.F. coupling between valves. If
atljustecl for best efficiency at the
lower end of the scale (i.e. the shorter
waves), it is much too loose at the
upper end. Similarly, if we adjust
the coupling to suit the longer waves,
it is much too tight for the shorter
ones. 'l'his question of coupling has an
important bearing upon both Relfoscillation of the receiver and selectivity. The tendency to self-oscillation
can be checked by one of the several
neutralising metl~ods frequently described in these pages, by introducing
damping into the grid circuit, by
reducing the voltage applied to the
H.F. valve by means of a resistance

m the plate circuit, or as IS very
frequently done in the cheaper
American sets, by keeping the coupling between stages so loose that even
on the shortest waYe for which the set
is designed there is not sufficient
coupling to give the feed-back which
produces self-oscillation.

Ingenious Coupling Adjusters
In so far as these last sets are concerned, they work quite well on the
shortest wave-band, that is
say,
the coupling which is just loose
enough to prevent self-oscillation
occurring gives good selectivity ancl
a reasonable measure of signal
strength. The trouble of these sets
is that as we turn the dials towards
the longer wave-lengths the effective
coupling becomes looser and looser,
so that we not only get a coupling far
looser than need be, but our signal
strength drops far below the desirable
figure. \Yhen sets were built to cover
300 to 500 metres the " compromise

to

d(~:--lgn.

Selectivity Problems
Again, selectivity problems are
diltcrent. It is true that we now have
a. multiplicity of stations " on the
air" in Europe, but we arc not yet,
fortunately, blessed with that local
concentration of broadcasting stations
\Yhich stimulates the American
designer to perform still greater
feats of selectivity. In both New York
and Chicago, to mention but two of
the great citie:::, there are mon'
staions working simultaneously within
a radius of five miles than are
posse~sed by the British Broadcasting
Corporation throughout the whole of
thi,; countrv.
Yet, alt h~ugh the American listrnrr
has not to cope with the long-cumshort wa\-e problem ·as we are com-

The ll<rlluJHU"IIfttd tuetloo<l of llaryiny the inrllwti•·e nouplitt!J between circuits
siumltaneously with eapn<"ity <rdjusftnenfs.

It3
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Transatlantic Tendencies-continued
coupling " as it may be termed, was
not too bad, and the overall effic:ieucy
was reasonable, but now that sets
must be designed to take waves from
200 to 600 metres, the brains of the
radio industry havt> been turnr~d
towards finding an adPquate solution
of the problrm.
Se\·eral quit!' interesting and
successful solutionR. or partial solutions, of the problem have come

bakelitctube, while the primary consists of 14 turns on a 2-in. bakelite
tube. The secondary is carried on a
slotted metal foot so that its angle to
the condenser shaft can be adjusted,
as well as the separation between
primary and secondary tube9. The
primary winding is pivoted in its
centre, the pivot being attached to
a small tube sliding over the extension
of the condenser shaft and being

and will not alter the coupling
between primary and secondary. At
the other extreme the primary winding can be placed almost in the plane
of the condenser shaft and the'
secondary to correspond with it. giving very great changes of coupling
as the shaft is rotated. The best
angle has been found to be w l~en
the secondary winding is placed at an
angle of 58° from the condenser
shaft line. The primary winding is
- then pivoted to giYe maximum
coupling when all plate3 of the condenser are in. mesh.

Suiting the Valve

Tile ten-valve lnfradyne,
tt"loicll embodies a very interesting modification oftloc super-heterodyne principle.

into being during the la~t twelYe
months, and exnmplPs of the chief
methods are now in my laboratory.
One of the most ~ucr:Pssful and practical, and certainly mo.ot ingt>nious,
is what is known a.R the Karas
Equanwtic sy.'tf'm. \l·hich i~< based on
the King patent,. In this the radiofrequency tramformer consists of a
fixed secondarY and a movable
primary, this fatter attached to a
c-ontinuation of the condenser shaft.
With this arrangement. the coupling,
11 hen all the condenser plates are
interleaved (corresponding to thc>
longest wave-length to which the
circuit is used) is arranged to be tight
Pnoi.igh for effieiency. Now, as we
turn the condenser dial, reducing the
c-apacity ai1d increasing the frequency
to wliich the circuit is tuned, the
coupling is 'progreRsively de9reased,
so that when we reac:h the bottom of
the condenser scale and mii1imum
capacity, the strength of the e(mpling
it! correct. for that position, too. By
si1itably pr,oportioning the windings
and the sep:].ration betwe<"n them the
set can be arranged to have an
optimum coupling~ over the whole
range.

eecured to it by a grub screw. If
necessary, the primary winding band
can be twisted until it is at right
angles to the condenser shaft, and the
secondary winding can be swivelled
on its slotted foot so that thie, too,
is at the same angle. In such a case,
rotation of the condenser shaft will
c;imply rotate the primary winding

Once this angle has been found
the secondary '~inding can be slid
closer to, or farther away· from, the
winding to tighten or loosen the
coupling to suit the valve. I consider
this a very important practical point.
The degree of coupling given by a
particular setting of primary and
secondary coils will remain approximately constant over ·the whole

Constructional Details
Photographs accompanying this
article will show the details of the
coupling as erected on an experimental board for test purposes. The
secondary winding is a single-layer
solenoid of 60 turns on a 2t-in.

Tlte Karas Equamatic instrument at position of minim11m
coupling. Separate secondary and primary units arc
sltown alongside.
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Transatlantic Tendencies-continued
band. If therefore we change the
valYe and the set oscillates over the
whole scale, we can slide the secondary
away from the primary slightly to
keep the set below the oscillationlloint throughout the whole reading.

The Hammarlund Method
Another very intere.'!ting method
which I am now trving is the Hammarlund, in which the ~oupling between
primary and secondary windings is

a very broad sense, and not necessarily in the electrical sense at the
moment) depending upon the size of
the coil and the frequency of the
current passed through it. This means
that the resistance to the cnrrc•nt will
increase as the frc<lucncy increasell,
or put in another way, as we increase
the frequency of the cl!rrent so the
difference of potential across the two
ends of the coil will incn•ase. If
now this <liffero·nce of potPntial an·o~s

this tinw so the resistance which the
condenser will offer to the flow will
decrea:<e. It will thus bre .~et'n that
if the tliffcrcnccs of potential set up
across this conden8cr Le used as a
coupling method to a snhsrquent
valvr, the coupling will rlccreasc as
we increase the frequency or reduce
the wan~- length. The Loftin- White
system usps a combination of these
two form.~ of coupling. i.e. inductive
aml capaeitative, and the circuit
arrangement i.~ shown in the accompanying diagram.

Autom!ltic Compensation
By using a combination of inductive
a'rd capacitative coupling, the dcerea:;e
of coupling occurring as we inere<tse
the frequency with the conrlenscr can
he cxadly compensated by the increase
of coupling given in similar circumstancell by an inductive winding. By
~.:ausing the capacitative coupling to
predominate, it is possible to produce
.L----"'"\lJ,..---".L-...;;..-4-1-~---<i>L. T:
the inten•sting effect of having a st·t
L-~-~----------4----+-----~----~---~L.~ whieh tends to oseillate more n'<Hlily
towanls the lrmger waY•·-Icngths,
or when the capacity is getting
'l'l1c Loj'tin-ll.,tife Jn·itu·iplc trp]Jlictl to IJollt fl•e ae1•inl unf'l I-1. .1 intcJ•valcc •~ouplill!J ol towarrls the maximum, tl1Ml at th<o
a two-valve ll.f'.-Dct. cii'Citit.
other Pnd of the .~ea le; and. of eour~e.
by ll'tting the i nduetive pn·• lomi na tu
the toil is used as a means of coupling
varied by means of a cam attached to
the
opposite effect is obtaim•cL
to
a
subsequent
valve,
it
will
be
seen
the end of the shaft of the condenser.
I haYe rigged up thi~ t·ircuit "n
that as we in<;reasc the frerptem·y (or
In this case, instead of the primary
my experimental bench, all< l w
decreas•; the wave-length) . so the
winding changing its angle in relation
adjusted
the vam•s that a two-Yah-r,
coupling dtcct will increase.
to the secondary it change;; its separa<:OJJI:iisting
o{ one stage of H.F.
set,
Now,
<:onsicler
the
case
of
a
contion.
Obviously the movements
and <t detector without reaetion,
denser. If we pass a raclio-frPquency
throughout the condenser scde can
1.~ automatically kept just below
current through a condt•nser it will,
be made to vary in any required
for its 1mrt, oJJer a, rcsi~tance to the
degree by altering the shape of the
flow, but as we iuncase thn fn'<Jltcney
cam. The secondary winding of the
HammaTlund coil is 2 in. in diameter,
and has about 90 turns of wire spacewound, separation being about equal
to the thickness of the wire, the
former being very thin celluloid. The
primary, which is of slightly finer
wire, consists of ;30 turns of 1'( in.
diameter, with a centre tap so as to be
used for circuits similar to those of tlw.
"S11ecial Five" or the '· Solodyne.''
1
,.

Loftin· White Scheme
Perhaps the most interesting of all,
however, is the Loftin-White mcthocl,
which has no mechanically moving
coupling, but gets the same effect by a
circuit arrangement.
Briefly, the
Loftin-White method is based on the
following facts. If we pass a radiofrequency current through a giY<·n
coil, this coil will offer a resistance to
the flow of the radio-frequency
current (using the term resistance in

'J.'#tc siiOI'f- u:cwe infeJ•mediafe amplifier
unit of tltc lujl·ndyne.
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Transatlantic Tendencies-concluded_
the o,qcilJation- point throughout
its whole range. But this is not the
Clnlv interest-ing point about the
Loftin-Whitc c!rcuit.
By using a
p:uaHel ft•cd to the plate, and a
eond•·ns(•r in series with the inductive
coupling winding and the comlenser,
we are able to alter the phase rela.tion~ltip of t.he feed-back current so that
feed-hack effects are very largdy
neutralised. To give a rough analogy,
the state of affairs is somewhat like
that of a boy pusl1ing a swing in such
a way that his pushes are not in
correct relationship to the movements
of the swing itself. Obviously if the
swing is pushed just as it swings
away from the " pusher," the maximum etteet will be obtained, and if it
is pushed just as it swings towards
the " pusher," then the pushes will
tend to neutralise the swing. The
effect of this condenser between
stages is to alter tlw relationship of
the pushes to the swing. thus enabling
quite a tight coupling to be used without self-os•·illation or fced-baek cfiects.

The lnfradyne
Super- lwkrodynes still retain a
cousiderable measure of popularity
among the more advanced experinwnters, and quite a field of excitement has Leen created by the arrival
of the " Infradyne," a very interest- ·
ing modirication of the supcr-lwterodyne principle. I recently had an
opportunity of testing a compldclybuilt Infradvne-a ten-valve receiver
-so that I ~m able to giveWnmuss
CoNSTRUCTOR readers a- few ideas of
its general
. . working. and principle.

· As readers know, the principle of
the super-heterodyne is to tune t~e
circuit to the incoming signal and
superimpose upon these incoming
signals locally generated oscillations
of a slightly different frequency,' so
that a beat- note is produced, this
beat- note being separated out as
oscillations of a longer wave-length,
and magnified by intermediate-frequency stages. Afrer magnification
of two or three stages, this note-beat
is rectified and magnified by notemagnifying stages in the onlinary
wa:v: One advantage of the superheterodvne is that the intermediate
frcqncn~y is always kept the same
and the received oseillations can be
arranged to keep a constant frequency
tliffcn•nce for the beat-note. Several
tuning controls are thus eliminated.

frequency, and magnifies it in a.fixeq
short-wave amplifier, thus getting
away from long-wave interference,
mush, and several other disadvantages
of the ordinary super-heterodyne.
A special advantage .it possesses is
that instead of having two positions
on the oscillator dial for el\ch .station
-a disadvantage: of the ordinary
super-heterodyn~-there is only one ..

Sensitive Receiver
In the ten-valve Infradyne illustrated there are two preliminary, and
gang - controlled, radio - frequency
stagPs, a first detector, an oscillator 1
three intermediate stages, a second
deter.tor, and two transformer-coupled
note - magnifying stages. The pre~
liminary adjustment of the instrument is exceedingly tricky, as the
intermediate short-wave amplifier,
which operates on a wave-length of
95 metres, · must be set with dead
accuracy to suit the particular valves
in the sockets. ·The set, by the way,
works on an outdoor aerial, and as
stable H.F. stages prr.cede the
first detector it is non-radiating.
Once adjusted, it is amazingly sensitive, although not nwn· so than the

Short-Wave Amplifier
When the locally generated oscillations and the received oscillations are
mixed up we have not only a heatnote or d iifermce frequency produced,
but also a SI/Ill frequency-that is the
n<ldition of the two frequencies. The
Infradyne takes this "addition,"'
which, of course, is of a very high

'l'he mUustment of the interme<liafe s1w•·t-wave amplijf.C'I' of tlw
lnjl•atltJne
is
an " e;rceedingly

tricky" operation,

...In ordC'I' to avoid

und~si1'able

lia~td~~pacity effects sini>ce form

of c;rten$ivtl, handle has to be
employed, as11ho:Wn above.
~~
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normal " super-het," but is not a set
for the beginner, and even the superheterodvne enthusiast would not be
happy ;ith it for a week or two. Great
claims are made for its quality of reprod uetion, but I could not detect any
difierence between it and a conventional super-heterodyne in t}lis respect.
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Th~

CHANGE"

RECEIVER
lHtlt tl1is clumye-ot•c•• set tiU'ee tliffc•·ent ci••cuits m•e
nny one oJ" n·llit~h can be b·t•ou!Jitf iufo
twfion by me•·ely plurwiny in tire "plwues.

ttt•nil<rlJlt!~

By A. S. CLARK.

called this set the "Exchange ·· Receiver because it is
possible to change from one
circuit to another by simply altering
the position of a plug, much in the
same way as a telephonist changes a
subscriber from one number to
another. Any one of three really
different circuits niay be used, and
since there are no switches or wires
to be manipulated it is not necessary
for the family expert to do tlw
changing. It will thus be found

I

HAVE

T£J.£PHON£S

FIG.IA.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
Panel (9 in. x 6 in. x ·i'.- in.)
Cabinet for same, with baseboard Sin.
deep.
Terminal strip, 6 in. x 2 in. Y ! in.
5 terminals marked as indicated.
On-and-off switch.
·0005 variable condenser.
·0003 variable con:lenser.
Semi-permanent
crystal detector.
H.F. Choke.
·0003 fixed condenser with grid-leak
clips. (Dubilier, Lissen, etc.)
2-megohm grid leak. (Dubilier, Lissen,
etc.)
Valve bolder.
2-way coil hold~r with long handle.
(Lotus.)
Fixed resistor to suit valva used.
(Amperite.)
Multi-ratio L.F. transformer. (Radio
Instruments.)
Glazite wire.
6-volt grid-bias battery.
Single-circuit closed jack. (Lotus.)
Filament single-control jack. (Lotus.)
Filament double-control jack. (Lotus.)

by a tran~former-eouph•d alllplifier.
This arrangement is for ea~es where
great strength is ref]uiretl from the
local station. It will work several
pairs of tclephonr~. or at ~hort dis-

tances from the local st<ttion lond-

Z/1£

speaker re:<ults may be ohtaine•l with

the characteristie purity oft he crystal
detector.
The thinl arrangement i~ llst'tl \Yht•n
it is tle~iretl !o reach out alltl bring in
tli,t;mt programmt's. lt i~ a stn11tlnnl

Zlll

very interesting to compare the resnlts obtained with the various arrangements on a particular aerial.

Three Circuits
The actual change from one circuit
to another is made by plugging the
te}cphones into one of the three jacb
,;een at the bottom of the receiver.
ln Figs. lA, 1B and I o the three
circuits available are shown. The first
is a straightforward crystal set, and
although a direct-coupled arrangement is shown, if greater selectivity
is desired an X coil, or a centre-tapped coil, may be used in the aerial
circuit,. This, of course, applic::; to
all three circuits, where greater ~elect
ivity than that obtained with a direct
cou]Jled arrangement is desired.
The second arrangement con~ists of
the crystal circuit of Fig. ln, followed

'l'lte jl·out of tlw prmel, slwn·iuy tlw plugs, e•·ystal tleteetm·, tuul tuuiuu 1\•Ull·ols.

11)7
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The ''Exchange''· Receiver.--continued
single-valve reaction receiver, smooth
cor1trol of oscillation being obtained
hv means of the " throttle " method
of adjustment.
Assuming that the same aerial
arrangement is u~ed in all cases, the
tuning of the aerial remains constant
for each circuit, apart from a slight
effect procluee(l. when reaction is em-

gether with an on-and-off switch for
the valve filament. The valve is
placed inside the cabinet and the coils
are ~arricd in the two-way coil holder
at the side. This coil h~lder is used
for obtaining the best fixed coupling
of the two coils, and is not used for

enable the method of switching from
one circuit to another to be followed.
When the telephone plug is inserted
in jack 1, the circuit of Fig. lA is obtained ; when it is put in jack 2, the
second arrangement (Fig. IB) is used ;
and pltigging the telephones into

pluyecl.

Several Advantages
The advantages of this set will be
quite clear from the foregoing. Take,
for instance, the cost. The only extra
items over those required for an
onlinary single-valv<:l set are the
tram~former, the crystal detector, and
two of the jacks. Thus for a slight
extra expense one has in effect three
complete units, a crystal set, an
amplifier for it, and a good singlevalve receiver. There is also the
advantage of compactness obtained
by having them all in the same
cabinet. I£ your batteries run down,
or for some reason you do not want to
ase a valve set, you are free from the
trouble of disconnecting one set and
connecting up another.
The receiver is contained in the
usual type of cabinet with upright
panel and terminals at the back, to'l'l•is plwtog••npl! slwws
· flu• tl'iring

to the te•·-

Jninal #Joartl.

.-,.+
I
I

I

:H.T.
I

-.£.-_

~

FtG.2.

X/9

controlling reaction, all adjustment of
which is done on the right-hand
variable condenser.
The changes in conneetionR necessary to produce different circuit
arrangements are performed by the
jacks, the use of which makes the
wiring a little more complicated than
u~ual. It is not, however, so difficult
that a beginner cannot tackle it with
confidence.

jack 3 brings the reaction circuit into
action (Fig. IC).
No appreciable amount of highfrequency current can pass through
the reaction coil L2 when the condenser c2 is at its minimum setting,
because of the high-frequency choke.
As the capacity of the variable condenser is increased a shunt path for
the high-frequency currents is produced, and so the reaction effect is

"Throttle Control"
The complete circuit of the receiver
is shown in Fig. 2. The jacks are
inchHled in this diagram, and will

increased as the value of c2 is mcreased. The coupling between L 1
and L 2 , being adjustable, enables the
best control of reaction to be obtained.
A list of the components required
to construct this set will be found in
another part of this article. The
makes of the actual parts used in the
original receiver are indicated after
the components. It is not, of course,
168
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The "Exchange" Receiver-continued
necessary to use the same parts, and
any others of good quality and suitable
size may be satisfactorily substituted.
·Take care that you obtain the
right types of jacks, or all sorts of
complications may arise. Although
the tapped transformer makes it easy
to obtain the best ratio for the crystal
and the particular valve in use, one of
ordinary type can be used, providing

and that the variable condensers are
turned to such a position that they
clear any fillets at the side of the
cabinet.

Concerning the Wiring
Before any components are mounted
on the baseboard, the panel and the
terminal strip must be fixed to it.
This is best done with the panel, base-

The /o11r ffe;rible
leads
to the
rigl1t go to the
coil holder,
tcl•icl• is ntollnfcd on the side
of the cabinet.
To· tlw left are
flae two fferlble
leads to tl•egritlbias battery.

it is rlesigned for a first-stage amplifier. \Yhen all the parts required have
been collPctecl together the construction of the ~et mav be commenced.
Tlw first thing' to do in the construction of the receiver is to mark
ont the panel. This must be done
In
with a scriber of some ROrt.
Fig. 3 will be fount! a diagram of
the front of the panel, from which all
the neces~ary dimensions may be obtained. When you have marked out
the panel, after centre-punching all
points where holes are to be drilled,
you may proceed to do the drilling.

lkspite the variety of cirerlits at•ailable
the back-of-panel wi-••ing is relatively
simple, as shown here.

board, and terminal strip inserted in
the cabinet, otherwise a good fit may
not be obtained. Now remove the
cabinet and mount all the components
except the transformer on the baseboard Some of the wiring has to be
done before the transformer is
mouuterl. The correct point at which
WIRING IN WORDS.
(.Make following connections hdorc tnounting IJ.F, tranofonnrr.)
Join contact 1 of jack 1 to one side of
crystal detector.
Join contact 2 of jack 1 to contact 1 of
jack 2.
Join contact 3 of jack 2 to contact ;;
of jack 3 and A. of V., fixing flex lead for
one side of L 2 to A.
Join contact 4 of jack 2 to rontact 6 of
jack 3: contact 6 of jack 3 to ll.T. +.
Join contact 1 of jack 3 to one side of
C3 and R 2 .
Join contact 2 of jack 3 to G. of V.
Join contact 4 of jack 3 to one side of
R.F.C.
Join one si<le of R 1 ro L.T. - of V.
Join other side of .R1 to one side of S .
•Join other side of i:l. to L.T. -, fixing
flex lead for G.ll. + to J,.T. -.
(Now mount L.F. transformer.)
Join contact 2 of jack 2 to P.O. of T 1
T2.
Join contact 3 of jack 3 to S2 of T 1 T 2 •
•Join flex lead for one side of L 1 t-o
aerial, and join aerial t,o remaining side
of R2 and C3 : same side of R2 and C;J
to remaining side of crystal : same side
of crystal to fixed plates of C1 .
tl oin ftex learl for onP- side of L 1 to
earth, and join earth to L.T. + : L.T. +
to P2 of T 1, T2 : 1'2 of T, T2 to movin_cr
plates of C1 , movin~ plates of C2, contact 3
of jark 1 and L.T. + of V.
Join fixed plates of Ce to rrmainin(l
side of .R.F.C.: same side of R.E'.C. to one
'ide of J,2 via flex lead.
Join flex lead for G.B.- ro S.O. of
T1 T2.

Constructional Details
The drilling of the panel is a simple
job. All the holes, except the three
small ones at the bottom for the
fixing screws, are for single-hole-fixing
components. They may, therefore,
be made with a ~-inch drill. If you
intend to use panel transfers, these
should be fixed at the present stage
of construction.
You have now to mount the comThis will
ponents on the panel.
present no difficulty. Make sure that
you get the jacks in the right positions,

No H.T. negative terminal is p1•ovided, as the ffe"" connections can conveniently
be talwn front L.T. plus.
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The · "Exchange" Receiver-continued
to mount this component i~ imlica ted
in the \Yiring instructions.

Suitable Coils
A point which will simplify tlH.'
\Yiring may with ndvani;lge be mentioned here. All soldering tags .-.honlcl
be tinned before tlJC componcuts a re
mounted. Especially c1oes this npply
to those on the jacb:. Personally, I
tin them so heavily with little halls
o[ bolder that no extm solder needs

to he tv'ed in the actual operation of
\Ylrtllg
Fig. J gins a eo m pldc plan of the
b,1ck of. the panel am! the hast>lwnnl,
nnd shO\YS all the \Yiring. The "·iring is
;dso described in a table. \Yhcn m~k
ing the conneetion.~, which are dune
before the transformer is inserted,
Ll ke c;ne to allow ]Jienty of room for
it. Hoom must also he left for the
Ynh·e nnd for the grid-bins battNy.
Hdcrcnee to the photogra pbs of the

wiriug will be found a help. The t\yo
flex wires. w hi eh are for the coil L,.
arc conneeterl to the nJoYin~ socket
of the coil holder. Tlto.-;c from aer·inl
<llld earth are comH~c:tcd to the fixed
holder. lt is nece:,~niT, in ordPr that
connections Jnnv be ·eorrect for the
use of X coils, tbat the ilPx lend from
the earth terminfll should be con·
nected to the pin of the fix eel coil
holder.
If it is fonwl on i esting the set that
bringing the two coils together doe~
not increase reaction the leads to tlH~
mm·ing holder, and not those to the
fixed, should he changed round. ·when
X coils or centre-tapped coils are
employed, the aerial, instead of being
connected to the aerial terminal, is
connected to the ccutre-ta p terminal
on the coil, or to one of the terminals
on the coil in the case of the X coil.

Operation
Either a general-purpose Yalve or
Olle of the small power types of valve
may be employed with suitable H.T.
Yalues and grid-bias voltages. A higher
Yoltagc will be found better when
working the valYe as an amplifier
than when using it as a detector.
Commence by plugging the telephones in the first jack and tuning in
the local station, and obtaining a
sensitive spot on the crptal detector.
Now insert the plug in the second
jack switching on the filament. The
grid bias should be adjusted to givt·
best results. If you arc near to your
broadcasting station this circuit will
give you better results than the thirll
arrangement on the local station. At
my home at eight mile.s from 2 L 0
I obtained really good lond·speaking
"·ith this arrangement.

•

A Peculiar Fault

BAS~SOARD:-

WIRING

9X8X~8"

DIAGRAM

F!s.4.

l.T.+H.T.- H.T.+

EARTH AERIAL

W/0

In order to help any who should
come up against a similar trouble, I
\\·ill <lescribe a little fault that arose
on plugging into the third socket. The
~et
was
extremely imensitive.
although it oscillated very readily,
but the reaction control was Yerv
Jnmpy. Adjustments of the crystal
detector made alterations to the
reaction. Eventually the trouble wns
traced to the sec01J.d jack. It was
found that the t\yo contacts were
touching all the time, when they should
only ha\·e made cont;lCt when the
telephones plug was inserted. Tllis,
of course, shunted the cry: tal detector
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The "Exchange" Receiver-concluded
good stand-by set which can be used
in many ways with advantage. It is
also the ideal set for the beginner and
the experimenter with small means.

6"

1
FIG.3.

PANEL LAYOUT

YZ2.

Reaction Control
If the reaction control is not used
properly it may easily cause interference to other listeners. Since the
amount of reaction required varies
wit.h the wave-length on which the
set is working, it is necessary to adjust
the reaction condenser at the same
time as the aerial tuning condenser.
Therefore, once the set has been
brought to its most sensitive point,
namely just before oscillation commences, searching is easily carried
out by increasing the capacity of the
reaction condenser as the capacity of
the aerial condenser is increased, and
so keeping the set at its most sensitive
point over the whole of the tuning
range.

and primary of the L.F. transformer
across the aerial and earth.
The
remedy is obvious.
It was generally found best to
have the reaction coil at an angle
of about 45 degrees to the aerial
coil. If this position makes it necessary to have the reaction condenser
all out before oscillation stops, a
smaller coil should be used. If, on
the other hand, it is necessary to
have the reaction condenser all in
to obtain reaction, a larger coil may
be employed. Of course, 45 degrees
of coupling will not necessarily giye
best results and is only mentioned
as a guide. The best position must
be found by the operator.

Results Obtained
Yery little hand ea pacity was
noticed, and although tuning was
fairly sharp on the third arrangement,
slow-motion dials are not really
necessary. They may, however, be
fitted if desired for distant reception.
It was not much use trying to hear
distant stations with the directcoupled arrangement when the local
station was working. However, when
using a No. 60 centre-tapped coil,
10 stations could be tuned in with
more or less freedom from the local
station.
These stations included
Aberdeen, Birmingham, Bournemouth, Vienna, Frankfort, Toulouse,
and Rome.
If you already have a regular large
receiver this set will make a very

Tlzis plzotoyrap1e sltould be compared with tlte wiring diag••a•n.
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informative
survey of events
qt Broadcasting Headquarters ·deals with tlw
eritic~.l' . times in store for
tlie 8:8.0., and with other
"'inside" broadca.~ti,.g
ttews of interest
· t·o
every
·• , listenc·r.

a curious contradiction a real
in programmes and
B aimprovement
more ready response to public
Y

demand are taking place at the same
time as the B.B.C. finds itself faced
with perhaps the most <jerious crisis
of its existence. The returns for
licences show a danger signal. There
were barely 18,000 new licenees taken
out in March-which should be one
of the best months. This falling-off
was all the more significant when the
success of the sporting narratives and
the new features are taken into account.
The basic trouble. of course, is the
delay in the provision of alternative
programmes, and the eclipse of the
British system of distribution by the
German. It may be said that the new
Daventry station will tend to restore
the balance ; but it is doubtful if
even this will be taken as a substantial
augury of better things to come.
What must be done simultaneously is
a better international arrangem~nt,
and one which will be obeved. The
International Union of Br~adcasters,
with its headquarters at Geneva, has
evolved several excellent schemes for
ordering the ether ; but governments
will not recognise or implement these
schemes, with the result that after a
tolerable period during which a kind
of " gentleman's " agreement is observed,.the chronic disturbance breaks
out afresh. One or two malefactors
upset the whole plan, and the ether
becomes a bear-garden.
Distant
listening is mi1eh more in vogue than
it was, 'but present conditions will
kill it.

Difficult Time Coming
The B.B.C. would be well advised to
go slow with financial commitments
not directly associated with essential

THE WIRELESs CoNSTRUCTOR

Happenings at Savoy Hill
By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER

programme service, or likely to
produce a reasonable monetary return.
The financial years 1928 and 1929 are
likely to be lean. Of course, this year
is already stabilised at about £800,000,
which is little enough for changing the
system of distribution and carrying on
programmes at the same time. But if
the Savoy Hill people retain that

Should Radio Artistes Be Seen?
Ladies' Night at the Press Club this
year was enlivened by the transfer
there of 2 L 0. The whole of the main
part of the London and Danntn·
programmes, beginning with the
Second Kews, wa~ relayed from the
banqueting-hall of the Prec.;s Club.

:;::::::::::::::::::::!=

l'art of the

b·an.~>nitting

gear at K D K <4--all Amt>rican station which is quite
familiar to H•·itisl1 sh6rt-wm•e listene·rs,

admirable reserve and imperturbabilitv which has recently characterised "their policy, in ~ontrast to
previous jumpiness and inconsistency,
they will pull through all right. But
they are in for a difficult time, and
will be well advised to make it clear
that they have no funds whereby
outside entertainment enterprises may
be subsidised.

The experiment was undo,ubtedly a
succeHs, a!l(l those present were
extremely appreciative.
But the
incident gave rise to a renewal of
the discussion of whether, in the
nature of thingR, it is wise for the
B.B.C. to allow its artistes to
appear in public. Captain Eckerslcy
is understood to be the energetic
leader of the school of thought which
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Happenings at Savoy Hill-concluded
would not tolerate this in any circumstances. The Chief Engineer feel~
that it is contrary to the whole art of
Radio to bring in the visual element
in this way. Just as he opposes the
public discussion of devices for
securing radio effects, so he thinks
that the radio artistes should remain
as voices to the listening millions.
Perhaps naturally, the other point of
view is maintained most firmly by
those responsible for B.B.C. dramatic
work. Mr. I~. E. Je:ffrey, the Dramatic
Producer, aided and abetted by his
chief, .Mr. It. H. Eckersley, brother

Miss Hilda Matheson

The appointment of Mis::> Hilda
l\Iatheson, formerly political secretary
to Viscotfntess Astor, as head of the
B.B.C. Talks Department was not
generally welcomed.
There was,
indeed, some hostile public criticism.
Events have proved that the
critics were wrong. Miss Matheson
has brought about a veritable revolution in B.B.C. talks. The wireless
correspondent of the Press Association has acclaimed them as excellent.,
and his opinion is shared by a multitude of listeners.
There was, of

Petitions and pulJlic representations
were ·common experience.
Subsequently, howenr, the improvement
of land-line relaying made it possible
to adopt the new policy of concentration, which was accompanied by a
general betterment of programmes.
And now, far from a demand for
more local broadca,sts, there are areas
in which listeners are protesting
against any local programmes at all.
The chief of these is Plymouth, where
a considerable popular agitation is
now being directed against the one
programme a week which is producerl
by the local relay station. Plymouth
listeners want their London nuad ultera tecl.
.

Should Summer Transmissions
Be Shortened ?
There are ~igns that the B.B.C. is
proposing to reduce the hours of
transmissions during the summer.
The educational transmissions, of
course, will be scrapped in the
ordinary way, and are unlikely to be
replaced. There is little doubt that
most listeners 'Yould agree with rt
policy of seasonal reduction of transmissions, especially if this meant more
money for autumn and winter programme builrling, and perhaps also
greater opportunity for research and
experiment. The B.B.C. would not
be far \\Tong if it reduced its
hours of transmission by half in
July aJl(l August. It would be
understood, of course, that the right
times and right material would be
retained.

Sir John Reith's Future
1'/1is Philatlclp1•ian scu.lptm• is conversing by tr-ansatlantic 'pl1one witle a frieml in

Ew·ope, ;,. emmeetion with the war tncnwrialu.pon tllhieh he is wot·l<ing,

of the Chief Engineer, declares that
course, vast room for improve1hcnt,
the successful development of any ·and no doubt there is still much to be
kind of dramatic work requires an
done. But where real progress has
;tndience for vital performance. The
already been recorded is in regard to
music people seem about equally
the topicality and vividness of the
-livided in their view of this problem.
talks, and in regard to the selection of
The forthcoming solution would apappropriate speakers. There are not
pear to be a compromise.
wanting those in close touch with
:\lo:-;t of the studio work will conSavoy -Hill who look upon Miss
tinue without audience ; but wme
Matheson as a potential head of the
concerts and pia ys for the microwhole Broadcasting Service.
phone will be given in outside halls.
Public Opinion Changes
l'ltimately, however, events will
probably accord with the view of the
Less than twelve months ago the
Chief Engineer of the B.B.C. The B.B.C. was embarrassed by local
great radio artiste.> will not appear on protests at the diminution in the
the stage.
proportion of local material broadcaHt.
IH

There are persistent rumours about
Sir John Reith's future. Carlton Club
gossip has it that the able head of the
executive side of the B.B.C. is about
to set out in search of new worlds to
conquer. There is no confirmation of
this to be found at the Athemeum or
at the Caledonian, and it is, of eourRe,
useless to seck it at Savoy Hill.
Nevertheless, where so many rumours
converge, there must be some slight
substratum of truth. It is profoundly
to be hope<l that the Government
is alive to the value of Sir John
Reith's services to broadcasting, and
will not let him slip out easily. It
is up to the P.:\I.G. to see that he
stays with the Br.oadeasting Service
at least until the end of the present
licence.

'
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ThP RICE-KELLOGG
Jnte~esting

is

details of wlwt

considered to be floe

latest advance in loud-

LOUDSP~
Qil\M

speaker design.

By Capt. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.
(The fmnour radio research worker and engineer.)

T

American loud speaker known
as the Rice-Kellogg (R.K.) Cone
is probably the best loud speaker
on the market at the present time.
Unfortunatelv. it is not on the market
at a price that is within the reach of
many, and for the moment it seems
as though a fairly high price is
necessary. The construction of a
good instrument is necessarily expe:1sive, for the magnet system is of
considerable size, and the workmanship must be good to give the very
fine results obtainable with it.
HE

Rice and Kellogg found that if
this diaphragm were suspended in the
middle of a fiat board of as large a
size as possible (Fig. 2), then the
radiation of sound from it could be

Details of the Winding

A Stiff Diaphragm
The American models are worked
with an electro-magnet, but the
B.T.-H. Co. in England have issued
a very good permanent magnet
substitute.
In this type of cone loud speaker,
the general idea is to get a perfectly
stiff diaphragm so that any force

-

R.l<.

CON£

__j
Z2311

applied to it moves the diaphragm
as a whole; and Rice and Kellogg
have found that one about six inches
in diameter, and made in the form of
a right-angled cone, approaches this
ideal.
In practice it will be found that
this diaphragm (illustrated in Fig. 1)
very often has a high-pitched resonance, the effect of which, however,
can be almost completely removed in
a very simple way, which I will
describe later.

direction of the arrows-the direetion
of the dotted arrows shows the direction of the magnetic field. The com·
plete magnetic and diaphragm systems are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5
I give a section of a magnetic system
which will be found satisfactorY.
and which can be wound for six volt~
and two amperes or for, say, lOO
volts and ·1 ampere, the latter
arrangement running satisfactorily off
the mains.

calculated fairly exactly. If the
diaphragm is suspended so lightly
that its swing period is only ten or
twenty per second and a constant
amplitude of force is applied at all
frequencies, then, they pointed out,
the law of motion will be correct
to give a sound wave very fairly
duplicating the original one which
strikes the microphone, providing the
microphone, etc., is also correct. No
ordinary magnetic system such· as a
Brown relay or a balanced-arm relay
will be of much use, because obviously
a stiff spring is always necessary with
such mechanism, and to get a swing
period of the diaphragm of only
twenty or thirty per second will be
difficult with these moving iron
relays.

The magnet system in Fig. 5 must
be cast of dvnamo steel and the central
pole and top of the same material.
This coil, for 6-volt working, can be
made of No. 16 enamelled copprr
wire wound on a metal or fibre
bobbin.
The making of the moving coil is
not too easy. A piece of brass rod
1 in. in diameter should have about
three or four layers of writing paper
wound round· it, then one layer of
the same paper formed into a tube
on top of this. Shellac can be used
for stiffening, but for the experiment
seccotine will be found easier to use,

__UL

The Current-Carrying Coil
They were forced to use a system
originally invented by Sir Oliver
Lodge, in which a coil of wire, carrying
the speech and music current, is
suspended in a strong magnetic field.
When no current is flowing, no force
is applied to the coil, so that no
springs are necessary to keep the
system stable. Such a coil in a
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3.
The forces on the coil are in the
175
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although there is more tendency with
secuotine to remove the enamel from
the wire. No. 36 wire should now be
wound on this paper tube in a coil,
just a little longer than the gap depth,
and as many layers of wire as po~ible
put on, testing all the time whether
the outer plate of the magnet will
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The Rice-Kellogg Loud Speaker-continued
easily go OYer it. Each layer should
he varni~hed or seccotincd, so that
the whole of the winding when it is
dry is a rigid mass. The paper tube
and its three layers of paper underneath will slip off the brass and the
three layers of paper will easily come
out of the tube, unless some varnish
has soaked through, which can be
prevented either by using seccotine
or by waxing the under layers of
paper. These three layers of paper
will giYe, as a usual thing, sufficient
clearance from the central pole, but
several coils will have to be made
before a really satisfactory job is
obtained. This coil must now be
stuck on to the cone and the apex of
the cone remoYecl.

leather, or linen, stuck over the hole,
but not stretched scriouslv. Th<~
cone can now be stuck on" to the
rubber centrally, leaving about i in
of rubber all wund, again using
seccotine, and then, when clry, the
central disc of n1 bher can be remoYed.

Transformer Design

steadying washer to assure the centralisation of the coil, but this is not
essential in an experimental instrument.

The Paper Cone

ZZ34

FiG. 4.

I usually fix my diaphragm and
coil system on a disc of cardboard
and my magnet system to the baftie
board, the latter having in it a hole
a ·little larger than necessary. Experimental fixing for the magnet system
on to the baflle board is shown in
Fig. 6. The" object of the diaphragm
on a separate cardboard disc is to
enable one to lift up the coil in the
gap so that it is moving quite freely-a tricky job unless the gap is large,
when, of course, the magnet system
will be weaker or more current will
be neeessary.

The diaphragm and cone must
move absolutelv free from all contac.t
with pole piec~s, through a distance
of at least k in. either way. Sheet
rubber or linen can he used for fixing
the cone to the cardboard disc, and
one method I use is as follows :
Make the paper cone of drawing
paper, and stick it face do·wnwards
to a similar piece of paper with seccotiw~.
Then, when it is clrv, cut
practically all the tlat pap('l: away
with some curved scissors, leaving an
edge of about ~ in. either way for
rigidity. This sclwme mak<~s the
cone very rigid. The eoil can then
be stuck on to the cone apex. The
cardboard djse can now be cut out,
and a sheet of thin rubber, wash-

Flex Connections
When alignment is obtained the
card can be pinned or screwed on to
the board. The two leads from the
coil should be stuck a little way along
the' cone, and then connections
brought away with very light flex.
Rice and Kellogg use an additional

.l'la.6.

The next process is to design a
transformer for tbe loud speaker,
and the following uwthod although
neglecting certain efiects gives good
results. The resistance of the moving
coil must be determined, and usuallv
a milliamp~rcmeter and a voltmet~r
will give this accurately enough.
Thus, supposing 100 milliamps flow
with 2 volts, then the resistance will
be:
2 volts
= 20 ohms.
1
amp.
10

For those without instruments for
measuring, the length of wire and its
gauge will enable the resistance to be

approximately obtained from a wire
table.
The primary winding of the ·transformer is fixed by the power valve
used. I will take a D.E.5 as a
standard at 150 volts H.T. The
valve resistance will be about 8,000
ohms.
A suitable transformer
primary:
One D.E.5, primary winding, 5,000
turns.
·Four D.E.!J's in parallel, prima1y
winding, 2,500 turns.
Then, if the loud-speaker resistawc
is say, 20 ohms, the ratio of primary
to secondary turns should be the
square root of twice the va]ye resistance divided by twenty.
Thus: One b.E.5 requires a transformer ratio of ~8: 1. FourD.E.5's
(Conti1oued on pa'Je 206.)
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OPERATING THE SHORTWAVE "RADIANO" SET
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" Tl•e teelmique of lwnrtlitlfl n slwrt-tl·m•e set is somet~•lmt diffe,.ent from tlmt of nn ortlimtry reeeit•er.
Certain peculiar effeef.<ii u·ill ot·t•nsionnii!J be oliseJ•t•ed,
nnd it i.~ t11e purpose of f11i" m·tit'le to e.rplain lww
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the time this article appears
manv reatler::< will alrrarlv be
worl~inQ the
Short- \Vavc
"Rarliano" ~nd will ha\·c trsted.
perhaps for the fir~t tinw, the prculiar
jo~-s of short-\l·ave reception.
They
,yjJj han• fonnd the rrnwrkable
~ru~itivih of the sd on thesP low
mtws. a;ul the easr with which the
tiYO leadin!! Am.,riean ~hort-wave
hro~111cast tr'an.,mi~~ion'-' can be picked
up. If. in addition. they haw a knowled(!<' of the Mur ..;p code they IYill han•
li~l~·d mnatPur call~ from' nul\·be a.
dozen countriPs. and certainly. from
manv dii<tricts of thP L'nited States.
At the samP timl' the tf'chnique of
handling a short-wan sl't is somewhat difit·n·nt from that of an ordinary n•ce1ver. Certain peculiar and
puzzling effcets will occasionally be
obscrnd, and it is the purpose of this
article to explain how thry can be
aYoided.
Y

when it is in tunc with an oscillating
circuit. In the case of a short-wave
receiver brought up to oscillationpoint the radiation will be comparatively feeble with an " untuncd "
aerial, fnich as we are utilising in the
present case, but if the aerial with the
coupling coil happens to haYe a
natural wa ve-lrngt h corrr~pomling
with that to which thr~ grir1 circuit is
tuned, then the aPrial IYill rlraw so
murh ener).(y from the grid cirruit and
radiate it into tlH• ~urrnun1ling ethPr
that unlr~~ o~eillation is Pxtn•mp]y
~tronQ it 11·ill actually dam]' out tl;c
oscillation nltogethrr.
Now, if we han an o~cillating
circuit awl we stop it by introdueing
re~istancl', the cessation of o~cillation
i~< d tH' to the absorption of rm·rgy by
the rP~i.,tam·p,
which
dis~ipah·s
it in thP form of hPat. \\'hrn of'cilla-

tion is checked by the aerial coming
into tune with the grid circuit the
af'rial is a hsorhing energy just as
would a plain resistance, and IYr can,
in fac.t, express the loss by radmtioll
in ohms. Thus, an aerial can bP said
to have a rnrliation resistance ol. sav,
tell ohms, when it radiates as much
energy as woulcllw absorbed bv a tPnohm ·n·sistanl'r, similarlv int~oduu·d
into tlw cirnut.
.

Shifting the " Dead Spot"
Olll·iou,Jy. if tlw ~[ricl circuit comr<
into tllll<' \l·i1h nnr aerial. and tJ,is
stops thr s..t O'-Tdlating. we ran start
o.'-<cilliltinu ntw•· lJJI)Jr> bv ,],·tunin!! the
arrial. 'J'Jt,. Jll<~"t r·on\:C'nient w~v to
do t hi~ i-; to in-;prt lJI't wcen tlw a~rial
Jr. ad aJHl t lw aeria i termiual of !111· set
itsplf a nn:Jll fi :-;1·d r-ondt•ns(•r. ~a\'. of
·oont mfd .. or Pn·n -mnll1•r. w tl;at it

Radiation Resistance
For example, yon 11·ill nlwa_l·' find
" dead patdws '' and probably scn~ral
points where the· set nm~ into uncontrollable
oscillation.
" De a cl
patches," or part~ of the tuning ~ra!P
"·hrrc the ~rt will not oscillatP, however much reaction iB ap]Jlied, an•
an indication that, at the freguencie:<
for wl1ich the Ret is tum•d at these
pointR, till' aerial is tmwd either
exac-tlY or to a lmnnonic of that
freque~1ry. This rrquirPs a little explanation, and at the same time will
make clear to rcarlers the meaning
of '· radiation resistance."
J w<t as an aerial will receive best
when it is exactlv in tune with the
incoming signal, s~ it will radiate best

/Sotne of f11e coils tllat a ..e suitable Jut· use ;., tlw .'iltort-ll'ave "lludinno " /Set.
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Operating the Short-Wave "Radiano" Set-concluded
will change the natural frequency of
the aerial-coupling-coil combination.
Of course, this detuning of the aerial
is really shifting the " dead spot "
to another portion of the scale. How·
ever, as we do not wish to tune over
the whole scale at once this does not
matter, and by having a condenser on
hand we can quickly remove any dead
spots we happen to encounter.
In speaking of oscillation here I do
not intend to imply that the set should
always be made to oscillate, but as the
most sensitive state of such a receiver
is that just below the point of oscillation we want to be able to control
reaction to a nicety, and such a dead
''}JOt will prevent us from doing so.
For telephony reception, in which
my readers will be mainly interested,
the set must not oscillate, or distortion will occur, and incidentally interference will be caused to any listeners
within the vicinity who are trying for
the same short-wave station. For the
reception of continuous-wave signals
from amateurs the set should be kept
just feebly oscillating so that the
o;;cillation frequency of the set will
'· beat up" with the oscillation
frequency of the received signal and
give a " beat-note" of a suitable tone
to enable us to receive the Morse
signal. This is what is called" heteroJynirrg the carrier wave" of the C.W.
station.

Cause of " Live Spots "
Just as we may find dead spots, we
can find also particularly " live
spots" where, even when the reaction
condenser is set to a minimum, the
set still oscillates furiously. This is a
plain indic·ation that the plug-in
choke coil is of the wrong size for the
particular portion of the band over
which we are tuning-and happens to
tune to the frequency of the grid
circuit. If this occurs, for example,
on a certain portion of the tuning
scale when you are using a 35 plugin coil, take it out and substitute, say,
a 25 or a 40. Remember that the
radio- frequency choke must never
tune to the same frequency as the grid
circuit, or uncontrollable oscillation
will be set up.
And now a word about the home
construction of coils for this set.
The actual construction of the coils
is a relatively simple matter, any
(lifficulty which may arise being due
to the necessity of making these coils

interchangeable. The simplest way
of making these coils is to obtain
several pieces of Paxolin or " Pirtoid" tube (the latter is sold by
Messrs. Clarke, who make the Atlas
components), and wind on to them the
requisite m1mber of turns given in
the next paragraph.

Constructing the Coils
These tubes look like thin varnished
cardboard, although the material is
really quite different. They are strong,
light, and thin, and have excellent
electrical qualities. Pieces of tubing
with a diameter of 2~ in. and a length
of 3~ in. can be obtained ready cut,
and after the coils have been wound
(remember there will be two separate
and distinct coils on each tube) the
flexible ends of the wires can be
finished off with Clix terminals or
any other convenient plug-in terminals
of which several excellent varieties
are now sold. Four sockets corresponding with these plug terminals
should be fastened to a strip of ebonite
and the leads taken to them.
·when changing over from one coil
to another, it is a matter of a few
moments to detach the plugs from the
corresponding sockets and substitute
the new coil. The aerial coil can be
wound on a piece of tubing of the
same diameter, but half the length,
say, from It in. to 2 in., attachment to
a little ebonite base being by the plugand-socket method. An alternative
scheme is to use four valve pins and
four valve sockets for the larger coils
and two pins and sockets for the aerial
coil. The coils can lie on the baseboard without any separate insulation, or if you prefer to make a slightly
neater job, a kind of wooden cradle
can be made for each coil so as to
keep it in the same position. The
best coupling for the aerial coil to
the grid coil will be founll by
moving the aerial .coil on the baseboard or pivoting it.

The Number of Turns
Now as to the number of turns.
In all cases the separation between
the two coils on the larger former
should be approximately half an inch.
A coil corresponding with the Dimic
S.W.l should have ten turns on each
half, S.W.2 seven turns on each half,
S.W.3 four turns on each half, and
S.W.4 three turns on each half.
The turns should not be touching,
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but should be so spaced that which·
ever sized coil is made the windings
occupy about half an inch. Thus the
S.W.4 coil, which you will very rarely
use (and then only with difficulty, as it
goes down to such very short waves),
will have its turns spaced roughly
a quarter of an inch apart, while the
S.W.l will be spaced little more than
the thickness of the wire. Number 22
or 24 S.W.G., D.C.C. can be used.
When you are first searching for
telephony and you hear speech and
music, do not immelliately assume that
you have picked up America, for you
will find that your nearest broadcasting station probably has a number
of " harmonics " or radiations on
wave-lengths which are sub-multiples
of that on which it is actually working
at the time. For example, a1 station
working on 300 metres may be heard
on 150 metres, i5 metres, 37·5, and
even lower. A strong harmonic of
the 2 L 0 transmission is often heard
very close to K D K A 63 • metre
transmission. When you do pick up
America, however, you will have no
difficulty in identifying it by the
statements of the announcers and
the peculiar quality of the trans·
mission, which you will soon learn to
recognise.

Aerial Coupling
All readers who build the Short·
Wave" Radiano" are recommended to
read the other articles on short-wave
reception, such as " Short-Wave Ad·
ventures" and the "Attaboy Two,"
which have appeared in recent issues
of this magazine. They should also
keep an eye on the news items, as
new short-wa\·e stations are opened
up from time to time, and may
prove a con~iderable source of enjoyment. After you have become
used to receiving the shorter waves
try varying the aerial coupling by
swinging the 1.Jnimic coil from one
side to the other. There is a best
coupling for a particular wave·
band and the aerial used at the time,
and when this has· been found you
will get appreciably better signals.
The" Beam "stations will be heard
on S.W.3 Dimic about the middle of
the condenser scale. They can be
recognised by a steady " br-r-r-r,"
which is really the high-speed automatic transmission, and, of course, it
is totally unrecognisable as Morse to
the human ear.
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After having decided upon the set to be built, the constructor -

= has the difficult task of making up his mind about the ac-

cessories he will use. This article will be of interest and
practical assistance to all readers.

By THE EDITOR.

=
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a previous article hints were
given on choosing crystal detectors, valveR and accumulators. This month I want to tell you
something about the choice of H.T.
batteries, loud speakers, and one or
two useful accessories which make
for tidiness and comfortable working.
N

loud speaker is derived from the H.T.
battery itself. In addition to this,
each ;alve in the set takes at least
some current, the amount drawn by
each rlepending upon the plate volf.
age, the grid bias, and the valve
and exterior impedance. The more
positive the grid of the valve
(other things being equal). the
more current it will take from the
H.T. battery.

Economical Running
Thus an H.F. valve which is stabi-'
lised by means of a potcntiometer
used to place a positive bias on the
grid, may take as much H.T. current
as three H.F. valves of the same
type. when using a neutralised circuit.

Spnde ter•>ninals

en.~ure

a

neat and

eflieient connection.

The H.T. battery is one of the
most vital parts of the wireless installation, and I am sorry to say it
is given far too little attention. Too
ma~y listeners are apt to consider all
H.T. batteries as good provided they
have the right voltage-or, rather, if
they are said to have the right voltage! Far too often I have heard
valves, loud speakers, L.F. transformers, and even aerials blamed for
distortion or weakness due entirely
to the H. T. battery. If the purpose,
use, and construction of these batteries
were better unde~stood, many listeners would get far better reproduction with much lower maintenance costs.

The ael'urate
JneosureJnent
of neeurnulator
voltage is a
great aRsct to
good ·wm·l<iny.

Buying a Battery
It so happens that the valves we
use to-day require an electrical pressure of anything up to 120 volts
applied between. the plate and filament, if the necessary electron flow
is to be obtained. Remember that
all the current which operates the
179

Similarlv. an L.F. nlve usNl without
grid uia~ will be far more extravagant
than one used with the correct grid
bias. Again, a high-impedance vah·e
used as an H.F. coupling will be much
more economical than one of low imperlance ~;imilarly used. As a pra<~
tical example, take the popular
neutralised circuit with two stages
of H.F., a detector, and two notemagnifiers. If the H.F. transformers
in this set are designed to work in
conjunction with a -valve having an
anode impedance of 20,000 ohms and
a magnification factor of 20, the H. T.
drain will be much less than if they
work with a Yalve such as the D.E.~l,
which has an anode impedance of
only S,OUO or so.
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Choosing Your Accessories-continued
Similarly, a high-impedance detector will he more economical than one
of lower impedance, although, if
satisfactory results are to he obtained
with such a valve, the L.F. transformer used with it must have a
~uitable impedance.
Another source
of extravagance in H.T. current is
u~ing a needlessly high voltage on
the }LF. valve. In a neutralised circuit with a high-impedance, highmagnification valve, a high voltage
is definitely advantageous, but with
manv of the older receivers which
are "still in use, particularly those
which are stabilised by mean~ of a
potentiometer, no better results are
obtained by using a. higher voltage than
hy one of a figure round about 40.
In such sets use the lowest voltage
which will give good results on the
H.F. valve. The note-magnifying
valns should have as high a voltage
as you can give them to provide the
necessary gricl-swings to give undistorterl reproduction.

H.T. Battery Renewals
Having briefly outlinecl some of the
points which make for high consumption in the H .T. currrnt, let us ~ee

reasonably long life, say eight or nine
months of average UNe.
With a three- to five-valve set, particular! y when a small power or as uperpower valve is used in the last stage,
such a battery will give satisfactory
result, for a week or two, but it will
then fall off very rapidly and soon
become useles;.;. Many people, on
changing from a small to a larger set.
continue to buy the same size of ll.T.
battery allll, finding that thc7 mn~t
discard them very frequently, luok
upon this as a neeessary evil which
must always accompany tl1e use of a
larger set. The n:oe of Hnudl-siz('
bat"teries for brge sets is a gro~s
extravagance, and is the canse of a
great deal of trou!Jle in wireless reCPption.

more than "·ould be expected by the
increased rate of discharge. If, for
example, you discharge the H.T.
battery at t"-i''C this maximum
figure, you will get 1:ot half the life,
but perhaps a quarter.
Thus we see that the economical
way to buy H.T. batteries is to

The Rate of Discharge
" But,," the reader mav sav,
1s
it not just the same if I bt{y two
small batteries rather than one large
battery ? The large batteries cost a
great deal more than the smaller ones,
even if they do last longer ! "
People who reasou thus overlool' one
t'ery important aspect of the case>.
If one H.T. battery is twice as Luge
as the other it will, within certain
limitations. have considerably more
than twice, the life.
·
These
limitations
n•qu1re
a
moment's explanation. First of all,
it may be said that, roughly :-pPaking.

A.t•e yom• IV{utdc•··l)lugs like this ?

purchase a size which has a maximum
economical discharge rate not less than
that we desire tn take from it. I£ you
have·, say, a five-Yalve set with two
stages of H.F., a detector and two notnmags., the first of which is a sma.ll
power valve and the ·second a superpower valve, the current consumption
will be such that for real economy you
must nm it from a mains unit, H.T.
accumulators, large- capacity Leelanc·hc batteriPs, or the largest and
~peeial ~izes of fhy H.T. batteries.

Comparative Costs

Vsiny <t n<illimumeter to chec1< pl<tfe•cnrrcnt consuntptiott.

what kind of dry batteries we should
choose. The ordinary type of H.T.
battery sold in 60, 66, or 72 units, is
generally made in a box measuring
about 9 in. by 4 in. by 3! in., costing
about 12s: 6d. or 15s: at the most.
Such a battery is quite suitable, for
a one- or two-valve set, and will give a

each size of H. T. battery ha.R a
maximum economical rate of discharge. Provided one does not exceed
this maximum figure the battery will
be satisfactory and economical to use.
If, however, this maximum is exceeded
for a particular battery, then its life
is considerably shortened by much
1':0

The cost of mains units and H.T.
accumulntnrs will be quite considerable, a~ you will sec by consultin,~
makPrs' catalognrs and_ advertiseJlll'nt.~.
The wet Lcclanche type of
H.T. hMtery will be slightly cheaper
hut a little more messy, and renewing
r he electrolyte is rather a tediouc_;
I ask; while if ··ou desire to use
dry H. T. batteries you will find the
largest sizes cost you about 25s. per
15-volt unit. Thus three of these will
cost. you£3 15s. (for this you will have
135 volts, which is ample for giving undistorted loud-speaker reproduction
with a super-power valve).
One
hundred and thirty-five volts in the
small sizes of H.T. batteries of good
make (avoid the cheap H.T. batteries
of unknown make as you would avoid
the plague) will cost you about a
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Choosing Your Accessories-continued
pound to twenty-five shillings,
although some good batteries are
now obtained at somewhat cheaper
prices.
Now, if you want pure,
undistorted reproduction, and you
use such a set· as I have mentioned
regularly and must use dry batteries,
your annual bill for H.T. will be
less, and the rrsults much JJIOJ'P
satisfactory if you take the plunge
and buy the larger sizes at once.
So much for H.T. batteries. Let.
me give you a few hints regan ling
loud speakers-the choice of which
is an important matter aud 1wt
merely one of pricP.

A Simple Analogy
To understand the best way to
choose a loud speaker, having r;gard
to both economy and efficiency, let
us remember that first of all a loud

qualities you will not be able to
detect a great deal of difference
between them.
If, however, you are getting (by
means of a properly designed receiver
with the correct valves, good tJ·ansformers or suitable resistance-coupling,
proper grid bias, and the like) a really
faithful reproduction of the excellent
quality given by the broadcasting
station. then vou will be able to
notice ·a very "appreciable rliftercnce
between loud speakers.
Strangely
enough, comparatively few people
have ever heard a reallv uood set
operating properly. If it 'wr~e otherwise we should not hear ·• tinniness "
so frequently attributed to the metal
horns of loud speakers, or distortion
put down to loud-speaker overloading. Almost any loud speaker of horn
or cone type will give a volume of
music far louder than is pleasant to
hear in eYen a large living-room
without reaching" saturation "point.
The overloading effect is nearly
always due to an unsuitable valve
in the last stage.

Large Types Best
Many people think that small loudspeakers are for use with a small set,
and that a large loud speaker will
" strain " a small set. i\o matter
what receiver you use, small or
large, if it is sufficiently powerful to
give loud-speaker 'reproduction you
will invariably get better results on
the full-size loud speaker than on
the small or baby pattern. These
latter are sold by the manufactmcrs

to cope with the demand for mexpensive loud speakers, and no
manufacturer claims for his small type
equality with the larger. It is purely tt
matter of expense. Pay the price for a
larger loud speaker and you will gd
a better instrument, for it is impossible

Tlte lltillinnutu•teJ• i.fij collnectetl in tlte
ll.T. negntivc lecul.

to give as good reproduction with a
small horn as with the larger, wl1ile
the larger types have mechauism
capable of giving ddinctly lwtt"r
reproduction.

Horn or Cone ?
The dwice of horn or cone must he
left to individual taste. All cm:e loud
speakers are not better than all hom
types. The horn types are generally
more efficient so far as strength is
concC'rncd for a given input, but thr·y
. are not liable to reproduce the low
notes as well ::ts the cone types unlr·,.;s
the horn is far larger than is practical
for home USP. A cone type gpnerally

An efficient mofle••n lt'fnulc••-jJlug.

speaker can do no more than give
faithful sound reproductions from
the electrical currents passed into it.
If these currents carry distorted
reproduction then the best loud
Bpeaker in the world cannot correct
that. distortion. To take a simple
analogy, no matter how good thj'
lamp you put inside a ilirty lampshade, you cannot make that lampshade look clean.

The· Choice of a Loud Speaker
Now the bearing of this upon the
choice of a loud speaker is a very
important point. If you have :1 set
which, to give loud-speaker reproduction, must be pushed up to the
limit of reaction, the output is bound
to be distorted, and if you try half a
dozen loud speakers of varying

B,T, voltage must be tneasure<J rvith a high-resistance t-•oltnlefer,
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Choosing Your Accessories-co-ncluded
suffers slightly in thr reproduction
of the higher notes. On the whole,
my own opinion is that thr balance is
in favour of the good cone type,
and there is every likelihood that
cone, or disc, loud speakers will
gradually replace the l10rns as time
goes on.
In this respect it will be noticed that
practically all loud-speaker manufacturers are now producing the cone
type as well as the horn. Beware,
howeYer, of choosing a loud speaker
on type alone, i.e. do not assume that
of two reasonably priced loud speakers
the cone is bound to be bPtter than
the horn. Have a practical trst wherecYer possible on a set which is capable
of good reproduction.

An Important Detail
If vour own set is unfortunately not

able to give reproduction of the highest
quality, try and arrange to test an:·
loud speaker you intend to bu:· on it
to see how it suits your conditions. It
often happens that a slightly distorting set sounds better with one make
thim anotlwr, although there woulrl he
nothing to choose bC'tWN'll the
!ipeakrrs on a better sf't.
To turn to anothrr matter. rlo not
forget that tidy l~ads mah a great
difference to t.he general workmanlike

both wirf's at each end and twist
them together so that you are using
the two leads in parallel. There aTe a
munber of excellent spaclr terminals
sold, and these can be usecl to finish
each end. The earth lead can ~e
similaTly trea tecl.

Tags for Terminals
I am a great believer in spade tags
for finishing off all leads whioh go to
terminals. Thev make a neat. sound
electrical joint,· have a good appearance, and there is far less likelihood
of their slipping off.
Take, for
example, the leads which go to tlw
accumulatoT. These must be taken oH
and put on at regular interYals, and
if the method of connection is merrlv
to twist two or three strands of wi1:e
underneath the terminals, it is by no
means easy to make a rapid changf',
and veiT often an unsatisfactory joint
is made:. Complete battery cord~ in
whieh high tension and low tension
are combined are available from
srveral manufacturers, and a small
rxpencliturc for tlwse is wE'll worth
while to give a neat appt'arancE'.
Though not absolntPly essC'ntial. a
very useful accessory is a goocl-qnalit:·
combined Yoltmeter and milliammrter. the voltmeh•r winding~ hf'ing
of the high-Tesistanee type suitablP

by using other terminals and changing
the switch to a suitable position,
milliampercs can be read. Articles
have recently appeared in the WIRELESS CoxsnmcTOR explaining how to
use a milliammeter and a voltmeter,
so that there is no need to repeat the
instructions here.
So far as accumulator testing is concerned, if you are not in the position
to obtain a good and rt>liable volt-

Loose ••mls are t•ery •msntisfa.,tory.

meter, do not purchase a cheap one,
but buy instead a battery hydrometer
which will cost you only three or four
shillings, and will enable you to test
the specific gravity of the acid. A
hydrometer is a very simple instrumf'nt to use, as the end of its tube is
simply dipped into the acid and by
means of a suction ball the acid can·
be drawn up into the hydrometer
tubt>. A small float inside the tube
will give an immediate indication of
whether the battery is fully charged,
partially chargrd, or completely discharged.

Accumulator Teats

appearance of your receiver. Take,
for example, the aerial lead. It is
by no means necessary to bring the
actual aerial wire (which is clumsy and
thick) to the aerial terminal of the
set. A much better wav is to use a
lead-in tube with a good substantial
terminal, and then to take a piece
of twin flex from that terminal to the
set. There is no need to separate the
twin flex into its two leads. . Bar~

for H.T. batter:· te~ting.
Admittedly such an instrument will cost
more than the cheapest voltmeters
and milliammeters. but these latter
are often so thoroughly unreliable
as to be worse than useless.
Several makers sell combined instruments, which by turning a switch
can be converted from a six-volt
reading to a 50-volt reading or 120-.
volt reading, according to type, and
182

Experts consider that specificgravity reading in this way is much
more reliable than the voltage reading, for with a good accumulator the
voltage will keep up to two volts per
cell until practically the end of its
safe disoharge, making it quite impossible by voltage reading to tell
whetlwr a battery is fully charged
or nearing the end of its useful
charge. As the specific gravity of
the acid in an accumulator steadily
falls as the charge is taken out, an
approximate idea of the state of the
battery is thus readily obtained from
its readings.
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A'Non :rwist"
FramPAPrial
An ine.rpensir:e but t•ery useful device for nil tt'lw use fl·auw ael'ials,

By H. BRAMFORD.

those who use frame aerials
will appreciate the simplicity
and the usefulness of the component which is about to be described
in this article. The device when
finished presents a neat and pleasing
appearance, as will be seen from the
accompanying photograph. In design
it also has several distinct advantages,
the principal being that one is able
to rotate the frame aerial in any
direction without having to bother
about twisting the flexible connecting
leads.
The means whereby this result
is obtained is somewhat unusual for
the home constructor, as an ordinary open-circuit jack is employed
for this purpose. Terminals are provided upon the jack itself for making
connection from the frame aerial to
the receiving instrument. In addition
to this and as a refinement, a compass
has been attached to the stationary
base as a useful means for locating
any given direction in event of the
entire frame being moved from place
to place.
We will first deal with the constructional work entailed. This is
simple and costs little.

A

LL

2 ebonite variable condenser end-plates
(old pattern), or, alternatively, 2
circular discs of ebonite 3! in. dia. x
!-In. thick.
Some strip fibre, s; in. wide by about
1 ft. long.
Some lengths of ,•., -in. dia. wood rod, such
as Is supplied in packets of Glazite wire.
2 W .0. terminals, nickel.
1 open-circuit plug and jack (IgranicPacent No. 40). Note : This type
must be used.
1 compass, any pattern, of. about 1 In.
diameter.
: • ........................

~ ......................................... 0 0 ..... :

the rods will be found to fit quite
tightly, but to ensure rigid workmanship a little glue may be used. The
jack is mounted upon the top plate, as

indicated, together with the two
terminals. When this is done, connection is made from one terminal
to one of the jack soldering tags, the
remaining jack soldering tags being
connected to the other terminal.
The compass is finally mounted upon
the top plate in the position shown,
in any desirable manner. The one
mounted upon the actual component
was securely and permanently fixed
by means of seccotinc.

Mounting the Frame
To- finish the base, cut the fibre
strip to the width shown, viz. 3!-in.,
and wrap round the end-plates.
Suitably secure the overlap edges with
glue, tic with string, and leave until

EXISTING SecuRING
SCREW.
ADDirtONAI..

FRAME

SECURING

Making the Base
First prepare .the base, which is
entirely independent of the frame
aerial itself. Full working details,
together with the principal dimensions,
are shown clearly in the drawings.
If one is in possession of two discarded
variable condenser ebonite end-plates
of the type shown, very little need be
done as regards this part of the work.
The end-plates, it will be seen, are
supported by four pieces of 35z-in
diameter wood rods. These rods
should be cut in equal lengths of
4 inches each. If holes are made in the
ebonite end plates with a :t'2-in. drill,

X
EXISTING HOJ..E.
SHOWIN6 How EACH HALF' OFPLUS
IS RECESSED TO SUIT FRAME.
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A "Non-Twist" Frame Aerial Mount-concluded
the frame itself is provided with
sockets. as alternatively the leads will
be dispensed with and taken direct
to the winding upon the frame. The
plug is now secured to the frame by
means of the l>dditional securing
screw, as shown, and finally by means
of the existing securing screw. When
this is done the frame is ready for
use, and with the plug thus attached
is inserted into the jack upon the
base. The frame can be rotated completely, unbroken contact being 1~1ade
at all times. The advantage of adding
the compass has been explained.

the glue is perfectly dry, when the
string may be removed. This final
operation has the advantage of giving
the component a particularly neat and
fini~hcd appearance.
Any type of frame may be used.
The frame used in the actual component described consisted of a winding
made upon a rectangular base of 1\-in.
plywood.
It is important, however,
to describe how the plug itself is
prepared, in order to be able to secure
it to any type of frame. If the frame
to be used is thicker than that which
is described, it is only necessary to
recess the wood down to the given
thickness.

********************
;~ COUNTERSINKING ~
~

Supporting the Frame
A diagram is shown which gives
complete details of the plug, showing
how it is attached to the frame. It i
A plwfogra1>1t .of tile <'otuplete device.
is essential to do this ·work neatly
and securely, as it has to bt'ar the
weight of the frame itself; but if the
found in an identical position to that
work is clone well it will be found to
in which the hole is required. Finall!·,
be quite satisfactory.
The first
drill a small hole in a corresponding
task to do is to recess each side of
position to the upper hole of the ping
the plug, which will be found to eonin the frame ittwlf, and slightly rpcess
sist of two halves when the existing
the frame to allow for d0arancc
securing screw is remond. Details
with the lower hold in the plug.
and dimensions of the cut-awav to be
Before securing the plug to tlw frame,
made on each side are shown. in the
take a flexible lead from the positiYedrawing. Whim this is clone, a hole
tip tag and a further flexible lead from
should also be drilled in each side, as
the negatiYe-sleew tag. Each of
shown, in addition to the existing
these leads should be about 12 in.
securing hole. The position for this
long, and the ends should be prohole is easy to locate, as on the inside
\'ided with Clix plugs. This lattel"
of the jack a circular boss will be
detail, however, is louly necessary if

l~i4

IN EBONITE

~

~*~~~*****~$$~$$$$**
·when constructing a wireless set
it is often found necessary to countersink those holes in the panel which
take screws for the panel brackets, or
those screws along the bottom edge
which hPlp to k<>ep the panel and
baseboard safe and secure.
If the constructor do<>s not posscgs
a countPrsinking bit a good plan is
to use a large twist drill. The drill
used for making holes for one-hole
fixing components will he found
suitable, and two or three turns of
this ·will quickly bring about the
desired effect. Do not press too
hard on the drill, as it will bite into
the ebonite and either leave a jagged
hole or else make much too dPep a
eoun tersink.
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."Ill m·ticle on a subject of impm·ftm<·c

to cver!J listener.

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

little' incident which
occurred recently brought home
A x interesting
to me in a rather startling way
the supreme importance of making
sure that the earth conneetion is all
that it ~hould be. Here is what happened. A friend who knows nothing
whatever about wireless had installed
a perfectly good three-Yalve ~et, but
was failing to get anything like tl1e
results that should have been his.

A Puzzling Fault
Yielding to his almost tearful
entreaties, I went round in an en<leavour to discover the source of
the trouble. The circuit was a perfectly ordinary and straightforward
one, incorporating an H.F. valve,
a rectifier, and a note-magnifier ;
it was well made and all the components appeared to be of good
quality. Now, though my house is
only a short distance away from his,
three valves similarly arranged give
me all the volume that I want from
2 L 0, the local station, and bring in
quite a number of others at varying
degrees of loud-speaker strength. Yet
when I tuned in the London station
upon my friend's set, only the feeblest
little bleating issued from his loud
speaker.
Naturally, one suspected the batteries ; there was nothing wrong
with t-hem. The valves, the components, and the wiring were all next
tested out, no fault being found
anywhere. The aerial was an excellent one, some 30 feet in height at the

free end. well insulated and unscreencd; it was, in fact, a very great
deal better than mJ own, for telephone
wires crossing the garden prevent me
from getting quite as much height
as I would like.
This being so, the likeliest cause
of the trouble that remained to be
investigated was the earth counection,
and this at first blush appeared to be
as much beyond reproach as all the
rest of the gear. A short, stout insulated wire 1:an to a copper tube
some three feet in length, which was
driven right home into the soil of a
flower-bed immediately below the
wires of the aerial.
"When a bucket of water was
emptied on to the bed round the earth
tube-a moderately dry spell was in
progress at the time-there \Yds an
immediate slight improvement in
signals. It was not a great improYement, still there was no doubt that
the volume was just a little bigger.
All this busines.~ had taken ;;o long
that I had to rrtnrn home without
being able to do anything fnrt her
that evening. Two days later my
friend told me that signals were just
as weak as they had ever been.

On digging down we found a sL1te
something like that illustrated in tlw
drawing.~ For rather more than tlm'e
feet from the ~nrface the soil was of <t
very light granlly kind with no clay
in it. From that point downwards it
became r>'pidly heavier, and at four
feet was a. bed of sticky cla.y.

The Critical Six Inches
An intere~ting field for experiment~
was opened up at once. \Ve fonJHl
that into no matter what part of the
bed the tube was driven to a depth
of only three feet poor results per-

A Bed of Clay
The facts that in the first place the
set responded so rapidly to the effects
of wetting the soil, and, secondly, that
the improvement was so Rhort lasting,
seemed to show that there wa;; something highly unsatisfactory about
that earth connection. I resolved to
investigate the matter thoroughly as
soon as possible. Though there had
been no great amount of rain for
some time, the weather had not been
dry enough to parch soil for more than
an inch or so below the surface. The
inference was that the earth tube
must have been driven into a partic'ularly porous layer which was
quite incapable of holding moisture
for any length of time, and on that
account very soon developed a high
resistance.
18.3

One oj' tlte curtl•ing-l>lates >uenfioucd
in tllis article.

sisted. On taking it, howe\-er, into
the hole that we had dug and pushing
its point only six inches or so iulo
the day we at once obtained cn<Jfmously improved reception.
After making further testi-l we fonutl
that driving the tube deeply into the
clay appeared to make no further
improvenwnt; so long, in fact, as
its point \Yas thruRt in a few inches
deep perfect working was ubtainrfl.
Directly we removed it from the day
and placed it into the gravel again
there was a noticeable falling oH,
even when the soil was thoroughly
wetted.
I had previously heard reports
that in this particular neighbourhooJ
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Are You Really Earthed ?-concluded
C{·rtain houses were particularly bad
They
were, in fact, regarded, both by their
owners and by experts who had endeavoured unsuccessfully to obtain
good reception in them,- as ~tanding
in small freak blind spots. The
freakishness was accentuated by the
fact that reception in some of "them
had proved to be better with a frame
aerial than with an outdoor wire.

a' regards wireless reception.

" Blind Spot " Explained
The explanation of this queer state
of affairs was at once obvious. The
houses were not in blind spots at all.
The:- were built upon gravelly soil
and the earth connections had not
As
been buried deeply enough.
another friend happened to be living
in one of these houses I went to see
him, in order to put thi,; theory to
practical proof. On tuning in London,
I found that he was quite a valve
worse than he ought to have been.
Actually he was using four to do
work for which three should have
sufficed. The earth lead was next
disco:mected. This affected the tuning
a little, but when a slight adju~tment
had been made signal strength was
certainly as big as it had been with
the earth wire, if, indeed, it was not a
little greater. The earth connection,
in a word, was no connection at all.
When later he had sunk his earth
plate a foot deeper, he found that he
wa~ no longer living in a wireless
blind spot.

" Get Down to' Clay "
One wonders just how much of the
bad. reception complained of in
certain districts round both London
and other broadcasting centres can
be traced to earths that are not
proper earths at all. Gra \-elly soil
with an underlying layer of clay is
common in many parts of this
country, the depth of the gravel
varying from a few inches to several
feet. Should there be clay or other
heavy soil mixed in with the gravel,
as is not infrequently the case, very
fair results are obtainable with an
average earth tube or plate buried
three feet or so below the surface ; hut
if it happens that the soil is light and
porous for some distance down, a
locality may easily receive the reputation of being a blind spot simply
because ordinary earth connections
do not answer properly.
Should any reader . have .encoun-

terc·d in his own case such freaki:-h
conditions as have been described
above, or should he find that he is not
getting such results in the way of
reception as should be hio. I would
strongly advise him to turn hi~ attention to his earth contact. The golden
rule is always : Get down to the clay
if you possibly can.
•
Not a bad test for the quality of
the earth is to try the effect of substituting for it a· makeshift count-erpoise. Detach the earth lead, and to
its terminal on the receiving set fix
one end of a coil of insulatf'd wire
containing twf'nty yards or so.
Arrange the coil loosely upon the
floor. If now reception is ju;;t a little
better than it was, you may feel quite

answers pretty well in porous soil is
one made from an entire sheet of
corrugated roofing iron buried immediately under the aerial. It is by no
means a bad plan to make a rectangular depression immediately above
such an earth plate so that it may
catch as much water as possible
in wet weather. In dry weather,
water should be put down every two
or three days.

Independent of Conditions

There is another type of earth which
I have personally found extremely
good in light, gravelly soil. It has the
advantage that its installation entails
no deep digging, and it scores over the
counterpoise in that it can be used
where there is not much clear space.
It consists of two pieces of stout,
bare, cabled wire, spaced some ten or
twelve feet apart, which run the whole
length of the aerial and are buried only
a few inches below the surface. The
ends nearest the house are connected
together and from the junction a lead
runs to the earth terminal. Such
wires can be put down very quickly;
all that one has to do is to make a
,Ct.AY
small, i<hallow trench for them with a
kflfRrN rN/Ir wt~~$1VoCARTII
%1JS
pick.
When this kind of earth is used one
sure that your earth connection i~ at
is practically independent of the
fault. It ma\- be that you are unable.
dryness or dampness of the "ground.
owing to tl~e depth 'of the gravei
The purpose of the earth connection
8tratum, to get right down to the clay
is, of course, to form one " plate "
below. In this case it is ad.\·i...;able to
of the big condenser (big in size,
adopt some alternative to the ordinary
that is. but not in capacity) consistearth tube or ~mall earth plate.
ing of the aerial and the earth. In
The outdoor counterpoi..;c oftrn
wet weather when contact is good the
answen; n~rv well indeetl. but it ha,,
ground itself forms the lower plate,
it..; drawbacks. It i~ macle by snsprndbut in dry weather there is a capacity
ing one wire. or preferably tv;o,
field between the aerial wire and
below the aerial itself at a hf'ight of
those buried just below the surface.
about eight feet above the gr6und.
In thi:> case the buried wires practically become a counterpoise, since
Counterpoise Earth
they are to all intents and purposes
If two wires are u;~ecl, thev should be , insulated by the bad conductor that
spaced from eight to ten. ~eet apart,
surrounds them.
and they should be for preference a
The Water-Pipe Cure
little longer than the aerial. Whether
it contains one wire or two, the
Readers may wonder why I have
counterpoise must be thoroughly well
not mentioned the simple connection
insulated at both ends, and the wire
of a water-pipe as a cure. The reasons
connecting it to the earth terminal
why I have not done so are two:
of the set must be brought into the First of all not every water-pipe, even
house through an in~uiating tube.
if it is an ascending main, makes a
The great disadvantage of the countergood earth connection. Secondly, I
poise is that it requires a good deal of
feel that whenever an outdoor aerial
space, for it must be clear of all
is used there should always be an
earthed objects such as buildings,
outdoor earth of good quality to
trees, bushes, and so on.
which the aerial may be connected
An earth conn€ction .that often
when th~ set is out of use.
186
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approach of the sun~mer
months I have had qmte a
large numl;leT o£ letters from
constntcwrs . 9£ por~able receivers
asking £01; ass~stan9e vath regard to the
choice of valves for their sets. Most
of thes~ q.liery 'the · c_apabilities of
modern v~lves to stand up to the

W

ITH ~he

Valves /or Portable Sets
·-The B. T.-H. new
2-volt range--Changes in
nomenclature.

carrying a 2-volt accumulator of
non-spillable type in lieu of dry
batteries, and employing ·1 amp.
2-volt valves, of which there are
many available on the market. Csing
ordinary non - mirrophonic valwholders I ban found that these
va!Yes will l:ltand up to a surprising
amount of vibration and rough
handling without becoming in the
least wav dama~ed, and I have nevrr
known "one t<~ have its filament
broken unless the case containing the
set had been allowed to fall.

Choice of Valves
There is another point which I
should lih:e to emphasise with rt'gard
to valves and their uses in portable
sets, aud that is that in most casrs
at any rate you will have to give
up all idea of choosing your valws
with a view to obtaining absolute
purity of reproduction, and to content
yourself with moderately good results
--I do not mean unnecessary rlistorTu·o usefttl portable-set vah•es with
tion-in order to obtain se~1sitivity.
sh·o.,g filanw.,ts.
Tire S.P.1S IHt>e
and that most important point, hi\,~
takes 1"8 volts, while the D.E.11
H.T. current consumption.
requwes only 1·1 volts L.7'. supply.
If you want to cut down the weiuht
jolti.ng and vibrations thc•v will of your H.T. batteries vou will h;ve
reccn·e when used in a receiv~r of a to give up all ideas of super-power
valves, and in some cases of the
portable nature.
Let me answer that quC'stion right ordinary power valves, and use those
awav. I have found very fC'w valve~ suitable for L.F. work having comindeed, with the exeepti"on, perhaps, parativt>ly high impedances. ~
In this respect resistance coupling
of ;;ome of the ·OG filament type,
which will not stand up to fair!;· rough and high- magnification valns are a
handling in a portable set, provided great asset in the construction of
portable rect'ivers, for with the valvt•s
they are properly motmtNL
now available really good amplifiAccumulator Preferred
cation can be obtained by this means,
This must not be taken as an and at the same time weight can be
indieation that ·Q[j valws an• unsuit- save d . b y t h e u s e of - resistance
able for use in such receivers, but coupling instead of the more usual
mC'rely as a warning that if tht>se transformer coupling.
The H.T.
valves, with their necessarily fragile · batteries will haYe nrv little current
(or comparatively fragile) filaments, drain upon them ar{d quite good
are to be employed, a little extra results can be obtained with 90 volts
care must be taken in rendering their made up from ftashlamp batteries.
holders as shockproof as possible.
I notice that the B. T.-H. Co. are
Personally, I prefer to add slightly rapidly coming info line with other
to the weight' of a portable set by well-known valw reople by the
188

production of a new 2-volt series ..
I refer to the three valves, the B21,
B22,and B23 which have just been
placed on the market.
The former has an amplification
factor of 16 with an impedance of
32,000 ohms, and is designed for
H.F. amplification or rectification
where a high impedance value is
required.
I have not vet tested these thrC'e
vulws thoroughly, so cannot giYe
any opinion as to their operation,
though it would appear that the
magnification is rather low in all cases
when compared with the impedances.
The B22 has an impC'dance of
14,000 and a magnification of 7 ·5, and
slwuld make quite a useful gC'm·ral
purpose valw, while the B2:3 is a
power amplifier having an impedam·P
of 8,000 ohms with a magnification
of 6.

New Power Valve
This latter vah·e takes a filament
currC'nt of ·2 amp, while the former
hn• require ·1 eaeh, and with regard
to the B23 it is interesting to note
what the makers themselves saY.
They point out that in designing tl;e
B2:3 two main f('atnres were bonw in

This type of valve ;s not usefl .as often
as its eltidency tvarrants.
Tire D.E.V. and D.E.Q. (H.F.and detector
t•Rlt•es) shorom ltere are ~· suitable
for r•ortable sets and requirelittle space.

mind: ( 1 ) the need for a 2- volt
loud - spC'ahr Yalve which would
approach the performance of the
popular Ri, and (2) the requirement
of a loud-speaker yalve which would
(Continued on,page 206.)
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Each musical instrument
retains its characteristics,
each voice its individuality.
There is no unnatural
accentuation of the treble, no
deliberate emphasis of. the
bass, no artificial " sharpness " or " mellowness " 1n
the new AMPLION CONE
SPEAKER-just a faithful
rendering of notes and tones.

•• Jacobean" Oak Model £6 : 10 : 0
Other models from £3 : 15 : 0

The

~PLIO"

CONE SPEAKER
r.as the following outstaml:ng features:--

fi. An adjustable unit of improved typt', remarkably sensitive and efficient, yet robust.

«.

A cone diaphragm made, not of paper, but
of stronll seamless material, acoustically
correct and entirely impervious to changes
in temperature and climate a vital point.

CY. A system of construction which possesses
all the qualities inherent to cone speakers
without any of the common defects, thus
aifording extraordinarily lifelike and nalu.•al
results.

For the listener who requires an inexpensive loud
speaker of the "horn-reflector" type there is the

(l A carefully considered and well

balanced
design such as to eliminate the necessity for
a special amplifier; in effect the AMP LION
CONE gives -on any ordinary receiving setremarkable fidelity in reproduction.

Amplion "Cabinette," an attractive model with a
reproduction

somewhat

reminiscent

of

that

usually associated with the famous Amplion
" Dragon " Loud Speakers.
Model
AR.lOO.
Jacobean"
Oak Finish
£3.3.0.

u

l.~lll<IUilctment of Graham Amp/i011 Limiltd, 25, Savi/e Row, London, W.
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Some essentially
practical notes
for the setbuilder who
wishes to" Adopt,
Adapt, and
Improve."

NOTES AND
JOTTINGS
By A. V. D. HORT, B.A.

which is probably well known
to the old hands, but which
may eome new to some readers,
consists i~ a simple method of steering
bolts or screws into awkward positions. As shown below, the screw
is pushed through a slip of fairly
stout paper or thin card. The slip
serves as handle to guide the screw
into position, and steadies it while it

A

TIP

a

Z/08

be responsible, and screening the
valves with rubber " jackets " put
matters right. With some makes of
valve-holders this sort of trouble is
particulady likely to occur, the holder
providing ample protection against
the ordinary jarring of the valves
which gives rise to a humming noise
in the telephones or loud speaker, but
allowing so much freedom of mqvement to the bulb of the valve that it
can touch neigl1 bouring components
{tt the limits of its swing.

with contacts held together by means of springs, as
illustruted below, are very convenient
for the attachment of the loud
speaker to a set, the ends of the
loud-speaker leads being fitted with
spade tags. If these devices are fitted
as the loud-speaker terminals on one
or more sets which are in regular use,
the leads can be attached or detached
in a moment, with a certainty of firm
contact when they are in p~sition.
The construction of the terminal
should be clear from the diagram. An
ordinary terminal is used, a type being
chosen which has a good, long shank

TERMINALS

is started with the screwdriver. When
the screw is quite firm, but before it is
turned hard down, the slip is torn away.

A

of an unusual kind, which
proved difficult to locate, was
brought to my notiee the other day.
The trouble oeeurred in a short-wave
set of straightforward design, and
consisted in a persistent " ticking "
noise audible all over the scale when
the set was working. The tiek was
perfectly regular, fading a little at
times, and most noticeable just before
the set started to oscillate.
Methodical investigation of the batteries, eonnections and components
gave no clue to the cause of the
trouble. Changing the valves made
no difference, and removal of the
aerial and earth did not reduce the
intensity of the ticking, so that the
fault almost certainly lay in the set
itself, and was not due to " noises "
picked up from outside. Eventually
" microphonic " nDises were found to
FAULT

The following tipa
include details
for
making
Contact Studs
from Screws, a
Holder for Small
Drills, and a useful"Skeletonised"
Former for ShortWave reception.

the washers by the spring, and it
should then be soldered in position.
Alternatively a lcicknut may be used,
but this is likely to take up too much
room on the shank of the terminal.
Cte£S£-IIt:AaeP
..5c~w

CoNmcr 5roo

CoNTACT5Tuos FROM 5CR£WS.

11.740

If the edges of the fiat washers are
slightly bent, one upwards and the
other downwards, the operation of inserting the Rpade tags will be greatly
facilitated.

JT is

quite an easy matter to make
contact studs for a radio panel
from cheese-headed brass screws. All
that is necessary is to place the screws
in a small·vice, one or two at a time,
and to file down the heads until a

This illustration
shotvs lww to
onake a spring
washer tlmt is
very useful for
loud-speaker
leads.

above the centre block. The ordinary
head is removed, and in its place are
.put two wide, fiat washers, a short
spiral spring, and, finally, a nut on the
top. This nut should be screwed down
until sufficie,nt pressure is exerted on
190

perfectly flat surface is obtained.
After this, smooth the screws by
giving them a good rubbing on the
filed surfaces with emery paper, and
the radio contact studs will be ready
for use.
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CONTROL

~~~!~eq~~e/

a)lthoriitative guide to the correct elecoperation of his receiver. Here
you have the opportunity of obtaining
such a booklet entirely free. just fill
in and send the coupon below and a
copy will be sent to you by return.
" Radio Control " has been prepared
by the Weston Electrical Instrument
Co., Ltd., who, for the past 30 years,
have been universally acknowledged
as the leading manufacturers of
accurate electrical measuring instruments. Since the inception of radio
the Weston Company have examined
carefully every phase in its developnvmt and with each succeeding stage
of progress have designed and produced appropriate instruments to
assist th.e efforts of radio engineers.
Now the r'Olsult of many years' radio
experience •-> placed at your disposal.
" Radio Comcol" will show you
definitely how aiOpreciable economies
may be effected it: the operation of
radio receivers and !;low improved
reception may be obtained at the
same time.
To~day is not too soon---cut out and
post the coupon now.

•

WESTON
STANDARD TilE WORLD OVER

Pioneers since 1888
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.

15, Gt. Saliron Hill, I.cr(on; E.C.l.
Application lor free copy of booklet
~~
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Radio Control" from

•
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Notes and Jottings-concluded
One good point about contact studs
made in this way is that their heads
do not ·protrude too far above the
surface of the panel, and therefore
they impart a much neater appearance
to the receiving set than many of the
contact studs on the market.
Always use an old file for this sort
of work.

.

unduly. The superfluous ebonite is
cut away with a small keyhole saw.
If such a tool is nut available drill a
series of holes round the edges of the
rectangle to be cut out and remove
the webs between them with a small
file, afterwards smoothing the jagged
edges left with a flat file. A rim
about i inch wide should be left at
either end of the former, and the
portions left under the fins should be
half an inch or so in width.
Where longer formers arc required,
as, for example, for coils suitable for
work upon the broadcast wave-band,
a middle ring of ebonite may be left
to support the cross-bars. When
this is done skeleton formers of
ample strength may be turned out
in lengths up to 5 or 6 inches,
which should be sufficient for almost
any purpose .

JN the accompanying illustration will

,4~ELETON1.5ED • fiN rGRAIER.
VEnY effective short-wave coils
of small self-capacity and
low H. F. resistance can easily be
wound upon the moulded formers
furnished with " fins " which are now
obtainable from seyeral ebonite manufacturing firms. If shallow cuts are
made in the fins with a triangular
file or a rather wide hacksaw blade
the turns can be evenly spaced and
put on so securely that they are unlikely to come adrift unless the coils
are subjected to very rough handling.
In making short-wave coils the writer
has found it a great improvement to
" skeletonise " the formers as shown
in the drawing. So long as they are
not any more than 2! inches in length,
which should be sufficient for any
short-wave coil, it will not be found
that this process weakens them

be seen a most useful gadget for
the busy radio constructor. It comprises a holder for small drills, such
as those used for panel drilling and
fine metal work. The construction of
this bench drill holder is a job which
can readily be carried out by the
amateur who is lucky enough tu
possess a lathe, or, on the other hand,
it is an article which any practical
woodworker or cabinet-maker will
turn out for a few pence.
As the illustration depicts, the
drill holder consists of a wooden cone,
drilled with a number of holes in it~
side, and suitably mounted upon a
wooden base.
The cone itself should be about
four or five inches in height. It may
conveniently have a maximum diameter of three or three and a half
inches, tapering to a one-inch diameter
at the top. The base of the article
should be substantially made, m

order to prevent it from becoming topheavy when the drills are in place.
The exact size of the holes bored
in the sides of the cone must, of course,
be dictated by individual requirements. One point, however, should
be noted. The holes for the reception
of the drills must be bored obliquely
into the wood, that is to say, in a
direction slanting downwards, otherwise the drills, when placed in the
holder, will merely slip out.
f::~
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8743.
The larger drills will, naturally, be
placed in holes provided for them at
the base of the cone, whilst the smallest
drills will occupy the top holes.
One advantage of this holder lies
in the fact that the drills are alwavs
available for use. The holder is" a
fairly portable one, and it can be
carried about from room to room.
Thus, the constructor using this article
will always have his full complement
of drills immediately at hand, a convenience which makes for rapid
working, besides obviating the annoy·
ance caused by mislaying a drill and
having to make a search for it before
the work on hand can be undertaken.

SAVE YOUR VALVES!

Hl2
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the early days of broadcast
receivers, some three or four years
ago, the filament rheostat was
rather a C'inderella amongst radio
components. It was necessary, of
course, as a means of cutting down

I

N
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An interesting artiele ttpon t1re
rlet•elop>nent of a ftrn>ilinr co>nponent.

=

F.lnst.P.

-

- By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, =
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critical adjustments of the circuit,
and, moreover, with the general refinement which took place in receivinu
apparatus, it was soon recognised that
a clumsy rheostat, in which all kinds
of bad contacts arose as the slider
moved over the resistance element
was entirely out of keeping with th~
other components of the set.
Consequently great improvements
h:n·e been made in rheostats, and the
bette~ types of to-day may well be
(lescnbed as real engineering products.
~ot on!~- have improvcmentB been
made in the design and operation of
rheost,at. deYices, but the CO!l1 ponent
the battery voltage to suit the filament, but little thought or care wns
given to its design or construction.
R.heostats, in fact, were usua!lv very
cheap and inferior devices, and the~e
was a prevailing belief that almost any
old adjustable resistance would suffice
for the purpose.
With the development of \\·ireless
receiving circuits, however, the control of the filament tem.perature became, in many cases, one of the

%96

has been made in a variety of forms
adaptable to the great var(ety of filament ratings of valves now in use.
It is probably impossible, or at anv
rate impracticable, to design a singie
rheostat which will operate satisfactorily and economically with any
type of valve, but at the same timl
it is quite readily possible to devise
a rheostat which is not limited to one
pa~ticular type of valve rating, but
whwh may be used with a certain range
of types.

.A little thought devoted to the sub~
ject of rheostats in general will show
the reader that it is easily possible to
evolve a very great variety of resistance arrangements. In Fig. 1 is
shown in conventional diagrammatic
style the usual 5- to 7-ohm plaill

rheostat with a single control knob.
Fig. 2 shows a well-known arrangement in which two resistnnce elements
are provided, one of about 5 ohms and
the other of about 30 ohms. Thi~'>
rheostat was more particularly fashion·
able at the time of the gradual changeover from bright-emitter valves to
(lull-emitter valYes : the low re!list
ance was adopted for bright emitters
and the high resistance for dull
emitters. Ifthe slider were connected
to one terminal of the rheostat. the
other terminal could be conn~eted
either to the position marked (1) or

Two Elements

An example

of the

ordinary •·1wosfal.

Some rheostats now l1ave a double
operating knob and carry two resistance elements, the main resistance
element to give a coarse adjustment
and a fine element to give what is
sometimes called a " vernier " adjustment.
·
193

A smooth contnet ;s made by the springy
tnOt'ing

a·t•nt •
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Some Curious Rheostat Arrangements-continued
tiiC position marked (3).
AlterI'<ltiYely, if it were conneded to the
jun('tion of the tiYO resistance elements, then either clt>ment could he
brought into use by simply operating
the slitler on the left-hand or on the
97

----sOHNs

(i)~30tJII.Ks./

~

ALr&RN.ATIY£

INYERT£0
VCoNr.Acr ON

PostnOIV OF

S0NNMNOIN6

CONntiCT ON

FiG6

300NM MNO!NtF.

right-lwnd element.
Of course,
although the elements are represented
in thi~; way diagrammatically in the
ligure, in practice they are either
mounted round the former of the
rlH'o.,tat as hvo parallel windings, or
:.Iternatively as a single winding, one
half C"Oilsisting qf the low-resistance
1rincling and the other half of the
liigh-re~istanee 11·inding.

gested arrangement which enables
either of two resistance values to he
used, and which has the adnl!ltage
that the whole range of motion of the
eontact-ann is available with either
element. It will be seen tlJ<tt a
little change-over switch is provided
at the ends of the resistance element~
so that the terminal (l) may be con·
nccted either to the 5-ohm element
or to the 00-ohm element (valurs
5 ohms and 30 ohms are merely
taken as representatiYe, although, ~f
course, any desired values may he
given to these elements). The lower
drawing in Fig. 4 show>~ a form of
V-slider, which makes contact simultaneoudy with the two resistance
elements.
These two resistance
elements are placed side by side
around
the
usual
cylindrical
·'former," being laid in two parallel
grooves. The slider forms one of the
terminals of the rheostat, and it will
be evitlent that when the switch at (1)

Vernier Rheostats
Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the
nrmngenwnt of a main resistance
elenwllt for eoar"c arljustnwnt, in
~Pries with a fine rcsi~tance element
(that is, of wry low resi"tnnl'e \'alue)
for Yeruicr adjustnwnt. '1\Yo ,.,]itlers
arc used, operntecl by two control
knobs, anJ the portions of the elements in use are, of eour~e, in series.
The arrangement shown in FigB. I,
t, a ncl 3 a re more or ll.'sH conycutional

In Fig. 8 is ill\1~tratccl an intere;;ting arrangement where tiYo dcments
of different. vnlne are placed ~irle
by .'ide.
The tr•rminals of the
rheo.-,tat are at the po;;itions markc<l
(1) and (2), am! the two remainin~
ends of the elements are connected
together, as >:.hown hv the Llottell line.
A don hie V-eontnc·t ;]idc,; betwccn the

A fixetl•·esistm• of tile fyJJc now eomino
into oenc•·ul use,

two elements, making contact with
both simultaneonslv, am! it will be
seen that when the. contact slides the
amount of tl10 resistance due to the
one element i11crcases whilst the
amount due to the other element
decreases at the same time. This gin,:
the effect of a "ingle resistance
element intermecliate in 1·alne he·
tween the two values d1oseJL ancl
though, as shmn1, it h<ls no ·'of!,.
position, it has certain Yl'rnier f]Halitic3
which will be evident to the reader.

Further Methods

is over to the 5-ohm element, the
30-ohm element is idle (even though
it is iJ1 contact with the slider).
Fig. 5 shows precisely the same
arrangement as in Fig. 4, except that
a seeond control-knob is introduced,
which operates a slider on the vernier
element, so that after any particular position has been chosen for
the main slider the vernier slider may
he brought into operation.

In Fig. () two elements are shown
having terminals at the positions
marked (1) and (2), the remaining two
ends of the elements being connedc•l
together. In thi.'l case two separatl!
sliclers are used, operated by two
COJJtrol knobs.
The rc~istance in
circuit is the sum of the two resistance portions to the right of the tii'O
sliders, that is to say, it is the portion

An Interesting Case
Tn Fig. 6 a somewhat similar ar-

T1•is dual windinu is mmle tmo·try of tflicl~
amlpao·tly of tl1in tei••e,

arrangements of rheostats which have
been for a long time on the market.
In Fig. 4, however, iB shown a sug-

rnngement is used to that in Fig. 4,
except that the two resistance
clements are permanently connected
together at the point marked (1) and
the change-over or selection of the
low resistance or high resistance
element is obta incd bv means of a
riding contact, which ~·an he shifted
to ride upon one clement or the other.
Fig. 7 shows the same arrangement
as in Fig. G, except that a vernier
element is introdncecl in series with
either of the main elements after the
manner indicated already in Fig. 5.
l!J!

to the right of the upper slitler alld('tl
to, or in series with, the portion to
the right of the lower slider, the hH>
portions to the left of the tiYo slicler.:
being iJle or" dead cn,Js."
The terminnls arc <·oHnt•ded to tl1e
two sliders (1) and (2).
Fig 10 is the snme nrrnngcment n-;
Fig. \J, except t hnt <l yemier port ion
is introduced at the end of caeh of
(Gontin uc,[ ou

ji''U''

:?1.). \
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he presence')
• in a Draw- What IGRANIC
1ng Room') of a Radio Devices Did
"On test this transmitter excelled itself
Q-type and
exceeded all expectations
"
Loud Speaker
stamps the
0 wner as a
Man of excellent discrimination. £15.15s.
is not a high
price to pay for
such a luxury
So Mr. Wilkinson, ofG 2 YU, comments
on the performance of this transmitter
after he had installed some lgratJic components. lgranic components are particularly effective on short-wave work.

Y V,
R.S.G.fl.,
T. & R. Section.
Messrs. lgranic Electric Co., Ltd.
•
Dear Sirs,-May I tal,;c the lih('rty of writing
to expre-ss my appreciation of tbe efficiency of
your sbort-waYe coils ?
I h~n·c userl these in my strttion, G 2 Y U, for
a conside:rable time fo,r receiving purposes, and
found them extremely satisfactory in. every
way.
Last 'Yeek my Transmittf'r \Yas not \Yorldng
up to stan<1ard, anrJ reports coming in Wf'rP. not
up to standard. I thrrefore decided to relmild
tbe Tran~mittcr, anrl having regard to the
efficiency of thPse coil5 l decided to give them a
trv-out.
~I used a Ko. 4 Coil as an aerial coupling coil
and two Ko. q in the plate and grid. circuits, and
also I~ranic ·ooo3 rS/6 t~pe Variable Con·
densers for tuning the respective circuits, and
[ll3o lgranic l'ixecl Condensers as grid and
stoppirlg condenser~.
On test this Transmitter excelled itself, and
exceeded all expectations, on 45 metres a
better note, steaJier, and more .piercing being
obtained. My first QSO was with ET 2 X Q at
Riga at :23·oo B.S.T. on Thursdav last, the 20th
instant, who reported me very steady DC R7
r ,8oo miles or. .1 watts with Igranic components.
Since then I have received reports and .QSO's
wlth S\Yeden R7, Fcar:i·ce R6, Belgium RS anct
9, Holland R8~ :and am exceptionally .@:ratified
with my new Transmitter. lt speaks volumes
for the cfficiencv of your coils· and -components,
and you arc at ~liberty to use this letter in any
way you desire t.. further the sales of. these
excellent good~ ..
I remain,.
·yours' faithfully,
(Signed-) ll!. H. \\.ILKINSON.
G

Q
Speaker
the

tTuth

S G. BROWN, Ltd., Western Avenue,N.Acton, W.3
Retail Showrooms: 19, Mortimer Street, W. 1: 15, Moorfields, Liverpool:
67, High Street, Southampton. Wholesale Depots throughout the Country
Gilbert A a. 8852
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Send for lgranic Catalogue No. J 247

·IGRANIC ELECfRIC (9 ~~
149, Queen Victoria St., LONDON.
Works • -
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CRYSTAL SET

~

From a Correspondent.

*''~';

F

crystal reception of two stations on
the broadcast wave-band, but in this
ca:se L1 and L.l will be coils of about
the same size as one another, and
only the condenser settings will be
different.

A Choice of Circuit
e~;sence of the idea consists in
a single closed circuit jack for
switching the aerial connections to one

The

u~ing

·,·.

f

.........._.............~••._......................................_.••~.........................................._..,._.............._.•.,.

one lives 'vithin crystal range of
Daventry and a main station it
is most convenient to have a
means of going from one to the other
without the bother of altering the
coils or of carrying out adjustments
of the tuning controls. Fig. 1 shows
a simple and effective way of constmcting a two-range crystal set or
converting an existing one to receive
either the local or the high-power
station at will. The same idea may
be used by those who are so fort?uatcly placed that they can obtam

I

TIP.J

Tlris slwrt article desct•ifJe.• o simple but efficient mcflrod of arranging
o two-ci•·cuit ct•yslal set [or use on Davcnlry or lite local slntion.

tuning circuit or the other. It will be
seen that in the position shown in the
drawing the arm and the leaf of the
jack are in contact, so that there is a
path from the aerial through the
circuit L1 C\ to earth, as well as
through the detector and the telephones.

A Home-Made Plug
The plug is not of the standard type
sold for use with jacks ; it is a simple
home-made affair of the type illustrated in Fig. 2. The dimensions
given in the drawing are correct for
Edison Bell and Igranic-Pacent jacks,
though they may be a little different if
other makes are used. The point of the
rod is rounded off, and its other end is
thrust into a cork or round wooden
knob. The length of the protruding
portion must be such that when the
arm of the jack is raised, on the plug
being thrust home, the point does
not come into contact with the leaf.
When the plug is inserted the arm
of the jack is raised, thus breaking
contact with the leaf. 'l'here is now
no path from the aerial through 1 1
and C1 to earth, but there is a way
via the arm of the jack, the plug, and
the body of the jack through 12 and c2.

Eliminating the Condenser
Thus, if the circuit L1 C1 is
tuned to the local station and L2C2
to 5 X X, the change from one to the
other is made instantly by the mere
in~ertion of the plug.
:\[any owners of crystal sets will
not wish to incorporate a second
variable condenser, and actually c2
may be eliminated without much

trouble. All that is necessary is to
wind a coil which will bring in
Daventry without any added parallel
capacity. A very effective coil can
be wound on a piece of cardboard
tubing about three inches in diameter
provided with glued-on cardboard
" cheeks " about four inches in diameter. No. 30 wire is used and the
coil is simply hank-wound.

Testing the Coil
The number of turns "·ill depend
upon the aerial in use and is best

r-1OII(E---/h~
I
'1I

I

I

~2Rot

CORK ON Jroo.o

found by experiment. Put on 300
turns first of all, then secure the turns
in position by means of a rubber bancl
slipped over them, and without cutting
the wire from the reel bare a very small
piece on the coil and connect up whilst
5 X X is working. Shellac over the
bared place, and see whether you get
' Haveyou seen the June issue of -~

" MODERN

WIRELESS"? .

In this splendid shillingsworth the
how-to-make articles include "H.T.
from A.O. Mains," "The - B.B.C.
Five," and "The Silver-Toned Two."
Many other valuable features that
should not be missed.
Make sure of your copy.
Prire 1/·
Now on Sale.

I--

··--

1
1

j

;
;
1

i

i

bigger strength by the addition of a
further 50 turns. Continue until you
get the uumber of turns exactly right.
The coil is finished off by trimming off
the cheeks to the level of the wire
between them and giving a winding
of Empire tape.
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An Interesting Supersonic
Component
the Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.,
of Letchworth, we have received for test a sample of their
latest oscillator coupler for use with
their supersonic outfits-or, for that
matter, with any other intermediates
tl1at may be suitable. The coupler is
a handsome ebonite box, carrying four
terminals and a two-point switch. On
01:c position of the switch the oscillator serves for the lower broadcast
bn nd, and on the other position for the

F

ROM

'l.lu· Uowyer-Lowe osc:llator COUI>Ier.

Daventry- Radio Paris- Koningswusrange.
For those who
already possess Bowyer-Lowe supersoHic outfits this single coupler can
bt· ~ubstituted for the two now used.
The internal connections of this
coupler follow the standard practice
of the Bowyer- Lowe Co., which is to
UsC' the Ultradyne circuit in which
tlw high tension for the first detector
vah·e is supplied from the oscillator
grid circuit. The detector valve
rectifies this, and thus it is provided
with uni-directional pulses of current
of a frequency equal to that of the
oscillator valve. The method, though
somewhat unusual, is .perfectly satisfactory, and possesses certain advantages, one of which-not the least-is
an economy of H T. current. Particulars of how to wire up this component

tcrhau~en
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A MONTHLY REVIEW OF

_

TESTED APPARATUS.

~
~

~ (NOTE : All apparatus reviewed ~
~ iD this section each month has ~
~ been tested in the Editor's private ~
=laboratory, under his own personal~
~
supervision.)
~

adequate amperage at a lower cost,
cannot be used in country districts
where charging facilities do not exist.
Even in towns the number of charging
stations which can be guaranteed
not to maltreat an expensive H.T.

'iitlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'fi

can be obtained on application to the
makers.

Columbia "Layerbilt" H.T.
Batteries
A modern multi-valve set with
120 volts H.T. and a super-power
valve in the last Rtage forms a vastly
better receiver than any we had available a few years ago, but side by side
with the steadily increasing efficiency
of our receivers has come the just-assteadily-increasing demand upon our
H.T. supply. There are four leading
sources of H.T. supply available, each
with their advantages and disadvantages. First we have what are
known as "Mains" units, which
take current from the lighting mains,
and rectify and smooth it sufficiently
to make it useful for H.T. purposes.
While such units have the advantage
that they do not "run down," they
are expensive, and not all houses are
fitted with the necessary wiring.
H.T-. accumulators, while giving a
perfectly smooth H.T. supply of

accumulator are relatively few. The
wet type of Leclanche battery, to
which reference has already been
made in these pages, while efficient, is
rather a messy source of supply, and
finally we have the modern type of
dry battery specially designed for
heavy output. Of these the Columbia "Layerbilt" submitted for test is
an excellent example. The test report
of an H.T. battery is bound to take
time to prepare, and fortunately we
are in a position to pass an opinion

The C.E. Precision coil holder, reviewed in
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What's New-continued
the Columbia large- type H.T.
batteries, as a number of these ha\'e
been in aetual use in this laboratory

•111

amperes has been frequently taken
for hours on end from these battcrirs,
and in no case have they failed to do

Tloi.~
illustration
shows tlw " Efesco " l•et•sion of tile
now
tmit·crsolly
popnlnr
si;c - pin
coil, with base nn<l
sr,~eening t•ap.

for the rast two years. The heavyduty batteries are 1'nade in 43-volt
units, and are fitted with three terminals, of the Fahnestock spring-clip
pattern, one for negative, one for 22jYolts, and one for 43 volts. The.se
hatteries are not cheap--the cost of
a ,1;)-\·olt unit is £1 5s., but it must be
remembered that they will mpply
without faltering the mo~t extrant:.;:ant demands of modem receivers
and still give a long life.
In experimental work and numerous
1c'sts to which receiYers are subjeeted
in this laboratory a load of 2U milli-

their duty. Where a very heavy
current is not required, the smallertype Columbia batteries are available.
For example, the No. 4780, made in
GO-volts, tapped at 30, 48, 51, 54, 57
and GO, is very satisfactory. A pair of
the~e, giving 120 volt,~ in all, will give
perfectly satisfactory service in all
~mt the biggeRt ~>ets. The GO-volt
unit~, being smaller cells, are cheaper
than the 45-volts referred to above,
coc:ting 22s. Gel. each. Readers who are
inclined to think this price a high one
to pay for such batteries should bear in
mind that the annual cost of high
tension when using such batteries
will be no more than when using the
. cheaper kind, when replacement will
be far more frequent.
The high-duty Colm,ubia batteries
which have been tested in this laboratory have proved thoroughly satisfactory, and we are glad to welcome
the new " Layerbilt " pattern which,
while selling at, the same price, has a
still larger capacity. Two or three
"Layerbilt" 45-volt units have been
in continuous use for the last three
months on a set using a super- power
valve in the output stage, and as they
still show a voltage of 43 volts each
we have no hesitation in recommending them to readers who do not mind
paying a somewhat higher price than
usual to obtain a really long -life
battery.

Additional Screened Coils
.tn ingenious centl·e-tappcd Gambrelt
coil.

·Messrs. Falk Stadelman & Co. have
submitted for test their version of
HJ8

the now popular six-pin screened
coils and bases. The screens Are of
copper, and the bases are of a moulded
insulated material, the electrical qualities of which are satisfactory for th€
purpose. The coils themselves, which
are supplied in the standard windings,
have a satisfactorily low radio-frequency resistance and are soundly
made mechanically. These coils and
screens can be ti~ed in any of the
standard circuib with sati8fa.c:tion.

A New Gambrell Component
The increasing popularity of their
centre- tapped coils has prompted
Messrs. Gambrell to bring out a very
ingenious coil holder which enables
the user to dispense with the usual
and somewhat unsightly flexible con-

Nentrnlising condenser jot• ptmel or
baseboard nwunting (Bowye1• Lowc).

nection to the central tap. To achieYe
this an extra fitting is attached to the
side of the plug, and, as is shown in the
illustration, is provided with a slot.
When the coil is inserted in the socket
the terminal of the centre tap slips
into the slot, when the terminal screw
can be tightened. This component, of
course, is only applicable to :Messrs.
Gambrell's centre-tapped coils, and
can be thoroughly recommended.

A Useful Neutralising
Condenser
From the Bowver Lo,ve Co.. we
have received a ~ery well-clesignecl

Tile fi••st step in tile construetion of file
K.L.l t•alvc,

neutra.li:;ing condenser which can be
changed in a few minutes from base·
board-mounting. to panel-mounting
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What's New-continued
form. While the maximum capacity
o~ ,tainable is fully adequate the minin~ •1m is appreciably lower than that
of some neutralising conden~ers we
luve tested. The whole component
i- very well designed and finished,
::- :·d i.~ worthy of the high standard
o!' this firm's products.

Valve for Alternating Current
Mains
We have now completed our preliminary tests of the new Osram
nlve type K.L.l, a general-purpose
y;:Jve designed for use with an alterJl:i ting current filament supply, in
place of the usual accumulator. This
ic; an important step forward in the
direet~on of running a wireless set
eLtirely from the mains. It is not
w·nerally realieed by the wireless
b<·ginner that it is not primarily
the electric current supplied by the
accumulator which is required for
wireless purposes, but the heat

Tile electrode asse>nbly of the K.L.1.

g<·nerated by the passage of the
cutrent through the filament. For this
n·:1son it isC· theoretically possible
to have a valve in which the necessary
be·tt is provided from a gas-burne;,
although such a valve is not likely
to make much appeal to the average
u.,Pr.
In the new K.L.l valve an
alternating current is passed through
a heater (i.e. a miniature electric fire)
awl this heat is transmitted to the
actual cathode of the valve, which is
coated with a substance emitting a
copious stream of electrons as soon as
it becomes hot. The usual filament
connection in the wireless circuit is
taken to this cathode, and the grid
aud plate are used in the normal way.
The makers' rating for this valve is
2 amperes at 3·5 volts (2 amperes for
the heater); and thus we require a stepdown transformer to supply the
current to the valve from the alternating current mains. Two amperes
may seem a large current, but it must
be remembered that the voltage is
low and the power consumption is bue
7 watts. Allowing only 75 per cent.
efficiency in the transformer, the

maximum consumption from the
main~ is thu~ less than 10 watts, or not
a fifth of the power required to

The K.L.l 's cathode anrlllcating element.

operate an ordinary 60-watt lamp in a
living-room. So far we have only been
able to test the valve for a few months
in general working, but it is '1uite
sati;;factory as a high-frequency valve,
grid-leak detector, or a low-frequency
amplifier. The real test., however, of
such a valve is its length of life, for
previous experiments made in the
United States with AJC valves heated
from the mains have not alwayt~
shown durability.
Howenr, the
reputation of 1the makers is such that
they are not likelv to market a valve
without having ·assured themselves
that it will have a reasonable life.
A maximum anode voltage of 100 is
recommended by the makers, the
amplification factor given is 7·5, and
the impedance 5,500 ohms. Certain
precautions need to be taken when
designing a set to use several
of these valves. For example, in a
three-valve set, the tDtal current
taken from the transformer is not les~

The complete parts of the
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than ~ix amperes, so that the filament
wiring must be adequate to carry thi~
current without loss or heating, and
switching must be properly done. The
making and breaking of a six-ampere
current requires substantial contar:ts.
Another point to remember is that if
the transformer is used several feet
from the set-and this is advisable
if hum is to he reduced to a minimuma very appreciable voltage drop in

Plugging-in the Lotus distant eonh-ol.

these leads will take place if they are
not of adequate gauge. (Series running
would appear a more satisfactory
method.)

The "Lotus" Distant Control
System
An ingenious scheme for controlling
your wireless set from a distance and
(Continued on pnge 208.)

Lotu_s distant cq6trol outfit.
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CHATS AT .TI-ffi

WORK-TABLb
An w·ticlc of ptu·ficnlcn• intm•est to tlw }JI"Ciclicu! Wllflfcur,

By R. W. HALLOWS, M,A.

Resistor Disadvantages

bulb with a low wattage rating. It is
a good plan to place a row of batknholdcrs on the hattery Ride of the
di_stributing panel, one .being in series
WJth eaGh lead. ThPn if anything
untoward should oeeur, seven pennyworth of flashlamp will probably
·'go ., instead of possibly pounds'
worth of valves. No damage whatever
will be clone to either battery Pven hy

of us, I expect, have on our
shelves any number of old com
ponents for w hi eh in om present
>httc of enlightenment we ran find no
;:pparent use . .Actually, by the exercise
uf a little ingenuity, many an old"" haslH'C'Il" can be altered slightly so as to
make it distinctly usPful. ·Probably
~-ou have long since adoptrd fixed
re~istors and not a few rheostats
@
I
@
repose in your " junk " cupboard.
H.l+ H.l- llf« F7i'rMf
LTr i..T."CcNTii'At. Ccwr~
.:\ow, tl:e one dra,vhack to tlie fix!'d
resistor, paradoxical as it may seem at
first sight, is that it is fixed. What I
nw;m is this. You luwe a ,1-volt
a direct shoit-Gireuit between H.T.
aecmnulator and you have been using
and L. T. if Hashlamp Rafeguarcls of
Ya!Yes requiring a potential of 3·6 and
smtablc type are used. A lamp that
rakii1g ·1 ampere. The set, therdore, is
I would recommend for the purpose is
fitted with 4-ohm resistorR. It occurs
one rated at 2·.5 volts, ·:2 ampere · or
to you that you would like to trv in
·5 watt. These little bulbs '· blo~ ,.
the last holder a super-power y3Jve
instantly when the Gtlrrent approaches
n••tniring, say, 3·8 volts and passing
-:3 ampere and even the lowest con·:?.] ampere of filament current. There
sumption thtll emitters will almost
is nothing for it lmt to chano·e the
certainly not be burnt, out and probtixcd resistor connectrd to tl~e last
n.bly not greatly injured by the passage
holdrr, since the resistance ncedNl is
of
such a current for only a second or
·2 divided by ·23 or rather less than
less. A tip which I have found
l ohm. Or, again, a friend ma.y bring
exce_ed~ngly useful in the receiving
round some F,pccial 2-volt valve,
set Is Illustrated above. Instead of
asking you to trv it out in some
using a wire to make the connection
particular r.older. ·you are faced with
between H.T. - and L.T.+ use a
the n_ec~e:,aty of making or purchasing
a swtr,ble fixed resistance--and in · batten holder between these two
terminals at the back of the terminal
any ease you must ehange the existing
panel. Flashlamps are dwap ; valves
one. 'Ve do not nowadays rPquire
are not!
rheostats on our ]Janels, but hewing
Distributing Panels
them _fitted may sometimes prove
~Iany experimenters find it conexececlmgly useful, and at IJO time
venient, as I do myself. to have
c.m they be a di;;advant<lge.
on the bench used for
trvina
out
•
J
0
A Flashlamp Safeguard
new sets and new circuits a. disOne may, however, in a monwnt of
tributing panel connected by leads
to batteries placed on the floor
tempor~ry i_nsanity, make a wrong
( unnectwn m the apparatus under
?enea.th. My o\\:n distributing panel
tl'st, or allow two leads at diffPrent
1s mounted vertically and it has a
potentials to come into momeHt<ny
small _wooden cover which is placed
contact, with devastating results. The
over It to guard against accidental
short-circuits after connections have
simplest, cheapest and altogether the
most satisfactory safeguard for both
been made or when it is not in use.
The details are readjly seen from the
valves and batteries is the flashlamp

M
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drawing below. The panel itself appears
at A._ It consists of a piec-e of ~-in.
ebomte of suitable length mounted
between triangular end-pieces "id1ich
are attached to a wood base. The !earls
from the batteries below the table are
permanently attar her! to the terminals
on the far side, and the shanks which
protrud~ beyond the side of the panel
-that rs, towards the bene h-are
provided with butterfly nuts so that
secure connections may he Yerv
rapidly made. "\\'here v~lws of different types arc used it is ronnnient
to tap the accumulator, taking a lead
from each tapping-point to a terminal
on the panel. One has thm low-tcn7
si on terminals marked L. T. -, L. T.
2, L.T.
4. and L.T. + 6. The
high~tension terminals may be H. T. -,
H.T.
60. H.T.
73, H.T.
90,
H_.T .. + ~05 ·~nd H.T. + 120. A panel
of this kmd Is quickly mmlc at Rrnall
expense and sa\·cs a great deal of
troub!e when one is enga ~\·cl in
expenmental work. The triamrular
end-pieces gu~rrl the terminak ~ preventmg
accidental
short-c-ircuits
through_ the careless laying down of a
screwdriver, a steel ruler, and other
tools. When the Gover, which fits
tightly over the base, is in position a
short circuit in the panel itself is
practically an impossibility.

+

+

+

+

+

Using Old Rheostats
W~y

not use your old rheosta.ts,
espemally those of the dual yarictv. as
fixed resist<rs ~ c' ll that .s ll(' e ·~ar y

A
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T.c.c.

Condensers

zo Years

Standard I or

1927 IMPROVED MODEL

H.T. ACCUMULATOR

o

T

·:. ea!t.o;re

Ttw ~~ A.L. U:.1' Da:ten- i~
breakm~ all recnrds for ~ales

~ ,, f:1i~:~~~
:"suam" Double-reading

M life. and steady voltagr>
Add 7d. for postage

Hooks, 2
for 1td.
2
for 1id.
,
..
D.P.D.T ... 1/- Insulating Staples, 4
i Patent Ontl';ide Framt'l
for l.d.
Aerials ... each 1718 Earth Tubes (copper),

~~;f~~~~~ t;i~~ri reil~a:~~~~\f

:

Voltmeters, eac-h

S P D T ea. 6d

j (China)~{%~·::;·~~:

·
l
ll

• ........ a ......................................•

Components by tire foUowing
8'llpplied ,· lists free on request.

Ericsson, lgranic, Lotus, Bretwooct, l<'ormo, Electron. Jacl<son
Bros., Beniamin, R.l., Bramles,
Edi~on Bell; Marconi, Sterling,
Belling-Lee, .Watrnel, B.T.H.,
Lissen. Loud Speakers by
Amplion, Sterling, Brown, etc.
ACCUMULATORS. 4 volt 00,
17/- : 4 volt 80, 22/6 ; 6 volt
60, 25/6; 6 volt 80, 32!6.
Postage 1/- each.

'• Alte:rno •'

Batterv

A~t~~~~~~~Pho~3i~hv~!!~
holders

...

Insulating

Egg

Climax

Insulators,

eaC'h 2.'3
Tttbes,

Earth

each 51·
each 1/· Headphone Cords, 1/3

~~a~~.~::;\~~·;•:~ 0 •·~~~
Battery connections,
doz. 9d.
Lettered
'' Osglim '•
Type
Lamps,
anv
letter ... ... each 1 r..

l-lb. reels S.W.G. Wire,
D.C.C., 16, 6d.; 18.
6d.; 20, Sd.; 22,
Sd.; 24, 9d.; 26,
10d.;
28,
11-;
30. 1/-.
Aerials-lOO ft. 7122
hard drawn, 1/11;

.Pxtra

Rubbf'lr
Lead-in,
10
yds..
ll·;
EJrtra.
hf'aY.Y, 2d. & 3d. yd.

7/6 Tikn :J~~ . 1~4.ds, 9d.;

iS?i~Piig:nlba8~vi:c:e~:

•

prove our absolute confidence in
these accumulators, we guarantee, if
you are not satisfied, to accept return
within 21 days from purchase date, and
refund money in full provided battery IS
returned intact to the Agent from whom it
was purchased.
C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators represent an
epoch-making advance as compared with dry
batteries. When dry batteries are down they
are done, and frequent renewals make them
more expensive. C.A.V. H.T. Accumulators
will last for years, and only need recharging
approximately every four months. They give
bigger volume and are silent in operation.
Every Accumulator is supplied fully charged
ready for use, absolutely complete in case, and
with distilled water filler, all included in the
pnce, v1z.:
Model H.T.3.

heavy,

2..'2:

Phosfor, 49 strands,
1/-. Electron in stock.

and 116

Loud SpPakPrCords. 1/9
TERMINALS, etc.Nh•kel, W.O. Phone,
Pillar,ll-doz,3 for4d.
Brass ditto, doz. lOd.
Nickt>l Valve Lf'gtt, 2
for 1}d.
8top Pins, 2 for ld.
Spade Tags, 6 for ld.
Soldering Tags, doz. 3t\.
Ormond Nnts, doz. 2d.
Wasllf'rs, 12 for 1d.
2 and 4 B. A. rod, ft. 3d.
Scre"'~ Spades. 2 for lid.
Pins Ram(' price .
Valve Pins, 2 for ld.
Vottm('t('rs, 0{6 and
0/10 ...... each 3'·

60 Volts 60f-

Size 8} ins. by 7 ins. by

to the value of 20/- sent post .froo. Lists ~f specia
POST ORDERS • G<Jods
parts on applica-tion. Cash with Order or C.O.D.

1

CECIL RIDLEY
"RADIO HOUSE,"

7:t

ins. high.

30 and 90 volts also supplied at pro rata prices
Catalogue supplied on application.

~~~\\1d&O~~~
ACTON. LONDON. W. 3.

MIDDLESBROUGH
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Chats at the Work-Table-continued
in most cases is to remove the knob
dtogethcr and to shorten the spindle
w that it does not protrude at
ali on IYhat was previously the panel
side of the rheostat. :'IIount the cmu_poncnts '' panel-side downwards " on
the baseboard by means of a couple of
screws. Y on 110w ha Ye a resistance
which is both fixed ancl varitlblcfixcd when you want it to be fixed
aml 1·ariable when you want to vary
it. Probably you have the maker's

""----~llllllll~------~
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figures for the resistance of the whole
winding, or of each half of the winding in the case of dual rheostats, and
if the component was mRtlo by a
rqJUtable firm these nmy be r!'lied
11pon as approximately correct. Since
1 he tums are usually quite regularly
"paced it ·is a simple matter to make
a. pretty good guess at any given re~istance within the limits of the
rheo8tat. Suppose, for example, that
it is a 6colnn component and that you
1nmt to put 2 ohms into the filament
c-ircuit: dearlv if you turn the arm
;Jbout tv;~octhil~cl.s ~f the wav round
from the oft position you will not be
Ycry far ont.
VoLToS
75

MILLIAMP£R£S

0
CoNYERS!ON 5c-'ll£ tft.t.I.IANPER&S- f&.rs

fia.-4:
Or, again, if you are using a dual
rheostat you know that the low-re~i;;tance winding is of, say, 5 ohms,
and the high resistance of perhaps
:.!:) ohms.
Any resistance between
0 and 5 ohms eau be obtained by
making a,n intelligent guess at the
position of the contact arm on the
low-resistance winding. Similarly,
resistances up to 30 ohms are readily

obtainable by using a proportion of
. the high-resistance winding. The
rheostat, then, may be rescued from
obscurity and turned into an exceedingly useful component in the up-todate receiving set.

Concerning L.F. Transformers
You have probably more than one
that you do not use because they do
not contain sufficient wire in the
primaries to give the inductance
values nccessa.ry for the high quality
of reproduction that we look for in
the modern set. Following a valve
of medium impedance a transformer
primary of fifty hemies or more is
desirable ; after a power valve of
the 6,000- to 7 ,000-ohm class from 15
to 20 hemies may suffice.
•
The super-power valve with an
impedance in the neighbourhood of
3,500 ohms requires only a comparatively small inductance in its plate
circuit. Now it is clearly undesirable
to pass through the windings of the
loud speaker the steady plate current
of a valve which may be drawing as
mudt as 15 milliamperes or more
from the H.T. battery.
Y on can get over the difficulty by
using the well-known filter circuit.
Yery often an old transformer has
sufficient inductance to provide the
necessary impedance. If the secondary is wound with sto+It wire this
may be used as a choke instead of the
the primary, but frequently the
secondaries of small transformers are
wound with rather fine stuff, which
is hardly up to such a big load.

Transformer Secondaries
One can, however, often make use
of the secondary of an old transformer
in quite another way. 'l'o see whether
it is of any use for the purpose about
to be suggested it is first of all necessary to find its D .C. resistance. This
can be done in the way shown in
Fig. 3. \Vire up the niilliammeter
and a. battery of known voltage in
series with the secondary winding. If
you have not an accurate voltmeterthe
filament accumulator, provided that
it is in good eondition, may be used,
and the voltage taken as 2 per cell.
Once the milliammeter reading has
been obtained it is easy to work out
the resistance of the secondary by
Ohm's law, R

= {: .

Suppose that

the battery voltage is .6 and that the
current passed is 4 milliamperes. The
202

calculation then is

~

X 1,000

=

1,500 olnm.

By using the transformer seconclary
in series with the instrument you
can now obtain direct voltage r~ad
ings with the aid of the milliameter.
Since the resistance is 1,500 ohms
each milliampere recorded represents
1l volts. If your milliameter has a
scale readin" from 0 to lOO vou
can thus t;ke H.T. batten· v~lt·ages up to 150. Xobody wants to
have to work out Ohm's law every
time that a voltage reading is taken,
and it is therefore best to make a
conversion scale, as shown in Fig. 4.
If this is pasted on to a card and kept
on the work-table one's difficulties
vanish. You may he lucky enough
to find a transformer with a secondary
resistance of exactly 1,000 ohms. ·I
have one of this obliging nature, which
means that each milliampere of the
scale represents one volt. In any

0

case, whatever the resistance ma~· bE', _
it is by no means difficult to work
out a conversion scale similar to that
shown in the drawing.

Other Components
If you have adopted slow-motion
dials your old dials are by no means
useless. 'l'o begin with, they make
quite useful protractors if they are
divided into 180 degrees. But why
not use them for the reaction control
of a receiving set fitted with capacity
reaction 'I Reaction is seldom so
finnicky-certainly it should not be
-that a slow-motion dial is required.
It is a very great help if the reaction
condenser, even though it be of the
" micro " type, is fitted \'vith a large
dial and a pointer, for one thus gets
to know the amount that may be
applied over a ginn wave-band to
bring the set to a sensitive conditiQn
without causing it to oscillate. But
what is to happen if the dial is
threaded 2 B.A. and the reaction
condenser has a 4 B.A. spincl!e ? Or,
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Chats at the Work-Table-concluded
again, it may not be threaded at all,
but may be drilled ±inch clear. ··J.~et
us see how these difficulties can be
overcome In the first case, that of
the dial bushed with brass and
threaded 2 B. A., I recommend the
following procedure Insert a 2 B.A.
screw and drive it home tightly Cut
it off short, trim the end flat and make
a punch-mark at the centre. Drill
and tap 6 B.A. Kow file down the

spindle of the micro condenser carefully until the threads have almost
disappeared, point off and thread
with a 6 BA. die. You will now be
able to secure the dial to the spindle
in the ordinary way. Where the
condenser is drilled ! inch and has a
setscrew fixing take a short piece of
!-in. round brass rod and drill
through it with a No. 33 :Morse drill.
Tap 4 B.A. Now run a 4 B.A nut
on to the spindle of your condenser
and follow this with the piece of !in. rod. Loelc the one against the
other. You will now be able to secure
the dial to the spindle by means of itR
setscrew. Fig. 5 makes this plain.

the cells A type of crate that the
writer has found very satisfactory is
shown in Fig. 6. '!.'he dimen1'tions are
not given, since these will depend
upon the number of cells as well as
upon their overall dimensions The
tray portion at the bottom of the
crate should be about onr inch in depth
and the height of the crate should be
such that the cell~ when placed in
position reach to about an inch helow
its top. There is no need to use hard
wood for the purpose, well seasoned
deal or white wood being <iuite ~nit
able. It is as well to provide a lid,
which can be cut from a pie.:-e of threeply, for this greatly minimise~ the
possibilities of an accidental l'hort·
circuit The sides of the crate slJ(•uld.
however, be left open, since h~· doing
so one makes it easy to inspect celb.
The lid can be secured by mean- of
four scrPWi' to the upright corner
pieces

Separation and Insulation
When t]JC crate has been completed,
melt down some paraffin wax in the
following way. Obtain a tin that is
watertight and proYirle it with a
handle, which can be made from wire.
A small pouring lip should he made
by bending the .rim of the tin suitably. Put the wax int.o the tin. awl
place the tin in a saucepan half filled
with water As the water i~ heated

Housing the Wet H.T. Battery
The H.T battery composed of wet
Leclanche cells is becoming increasingly popular for several reasons.
First and foremost, if the cells and
particularly the sac elements are of
reasonably large size it will work for
months without showing any serious
drop in the terminal voltage ; and,
sel'on<lly. when such a battery does
run do\~·n it is not discarded but can
The wet Leelanche
be rPnewed.
battery is, in fact, practically everlasting, though both zincs and sacs
must he renewed at intervals Many
readers who have considered making
up such batteries from the cells
offered by advertisers must have
pondered over the problem of providing a suitable housing for them.
A mere tray is not very satisfactory,
since it does not sufficiently protect

oYer a gas-ring the wax will melt
without there being any danger of
it~ catching fire
When it is meltPd
l'"ur into the tray of the crate
suflicient wax to make a layer ratLrr
more than } in. in thicknesR Allow
thi8 to cool off and when it has set
hard arrange the cells upon it w
that each is slightly separated from
its neighbour. Leave the cells in
po~ition, melt down some more wax,
and pour it into the tray round them,
making the depth again ! in. or a
little more. \rhen the second layer
of wax has set you will find that you
can lift the cells out should it be
necessary to do so, and that hollows
will rem~ in of the right size and shape
~11111!1111111!1111!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-'=

Every constructor should read
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~ Britain's Best and Brightest Radio Weekly ~
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_
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Price 3d.
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to fit them exactly. This wax tip is
an excellent one. for half the battle
with a wet Leclanehe battery is to
~ecure first-rate insulation by. means
of spacing between cells. If you want
to contriYe easily accessible tappingpoints. here is a simple way of arriving
at the desired end. Use a piece of
}-in. ebonite for one of the top endpieces of your crate, and in this drill
holes for terminals. Connect the
negati,·e pole of the battery to one
terminal and to the others take leads
from appropriate
tapping-points.
Mark the voltage obtainable from
ea('h terminal in white ink on the
ebonite. Hou!'ed in the way sugge;.:ted, and given a reasonable amount
nf attention, wet Leclanche cells will
lllake up what is practically a "notrouble,. H.T. battery.

Ry conNecting battery, >nilliarnn•eter, and transfornuw, as shown above, the
D.C. t"esistance of the lau- ·<'OR be •-ured.
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Experimental Work.
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a p~lley i~ us?d at the top of the
aenal mast for the halhards to
run through, it can be the cause
of a considerable amount of inconvenience. Owing to its being so exposed to the weather the metal pulley
i~ apt to jam or to break in time
through the effects of corro~ion, and it
not infrequently happens that the
wpporting rope slips from the groove
in the wheel and bE'comes wedged
lwhnen it anfl one of the f<heaws.
On! y the other day a friend of the
writer's had to take down his mast" in
order to free the halliards which l;ad
lwcome hopelessly jammed when the
aerial wires were only half-way up.
A tip which a voids all trouble of this
kind is to make use of a large shell
insulator, as shown in the drawing,
in:;tead of a pulley. The ropes pass
with very little friction oYer the
polished surface of the porcelain and
it is practiGa!ly impossible for a jam
of any kind to occur. The only
calamity that may possibly happen
i::; that the insulator may be broken
by coming into violent contact with
the mast if the aerial is let down
thoughtlessly with a run. There
neetl be no fear of this happening
if a pad made of old sacking is fixed
to the mast at the place where the
iwmlator will come into contact with
it \Yhen the halliards are ;,;]ackened.

I

F

*

*

*
which is usually
.
A takPn on trust by the concmtPOXEXT

.'trnctor, but which should be
heyond reproach in design and con-

struction, is the; large-capacity fixed
cond('Hser placed across the H.T.
battery. The least leakage through
the dielectric material or via the containing case of such condensers will
place a continuous drain on the H.T.
battery and will prevent the condenser from fulfilling its proper
function.
The ordinary fixecl-rondenser test
which makes use of a single dry cell
and a pair of headphone:> is not complete enough with the larger capacities.

t0c:cc: or faoNir£
FOR /INAL

..

.. , .

lisr ).

c·.

fvcH_,qWAri,(?ST<W5ocKETB. TNEI'IGWfl.va .

A much surer test can be carried out
with a pair of wander-plugs and an
H.T. battery, (~ee Fig. 1). Attach
the leads of the wander plugs to the
terminals of the condenser, put one
of the plugs in the negative socket of
the battery and brush the other one
lightly across the positive socket. Not
less than 50 volts should be used.
There should be only a small, sharp
spark, as the condenser charges up.
If the insulation is hopelessly faulty,
there will be a big spitting spark as
the plug touches the socket.

Tile cmnoyanee of a
jmnn•ecl pulley cmrl tlw
h•ottble of tal,iny <lown
a 1nast nwy be at•oi<le<l
by usiny a la>'ge sltell
insulatot•,

ns

sllou.·n

in

tllis slwtel1. The object
of tile pad of sacking
is explairtc<l above,

4vsuLAT~ t/S£0
AS.''Pl/d£Y.
204

To complete the test, after brushing
the plug on the positive socket bring
it into contact with the other plug,
when there should he another small
spark as the condenser discharges
again. Now touch the plug on the
positive socket again and then lay it
down on a piece of ebonite. Come back
in a few minutes' time, and if you can
still get a small spark on bringing the
two wa.nder-plug,; together, you can
be quite sure that you will not han:
any trouble with that comleJFer.

*

*

*

T

~HOSE

experimenters who are
fortunate. enough to have a
room in which they can cctrry
out their IYireless experiments uninterrupted, are apt to use two or
three sets in different parts of the
room, and connect the aerial to oue
or the other (]S required. "'hen the
set is some di;,tance from the lead-in,
the trailing wire may get in the way,
and prove very inconvenient. A good
system in Slleh a room is to erect a
" bus-bar " aerial. This is a very
simple device, consisting of i\1·o rod or
other aerial insulators, one on each
side of the room, joined by a piece of
bare aerial wire pulled taut. A tlexible
connection, soldered to this wire at
one end, is taken to the aerial lead-in.
A number of flexible wires are then
prepared, one end of each being
fitted with a spade terminal and the
other with a spring clip, specimens of
which can be obtained at any wireless

accessory shop. The spring slips are
soldered firmly to the ends of the
flexible wires, and when it i:;; desired
to connect a particular set, a lead is
clipped on the bus-bar aerial, the
spade end of the lead being joined
to the set. The earth terminals of
all sets can be kept permanently
joined to the earth lead, or a bus-bar
earth wire can be run along one sicle
of the room and used in a manner
similar to the bus-bar aerial.
This bus-bar scheme must be used
to be fully appreciated. It serves to
. keep loose aerial wires out of the way,
and adds to the efficiency of reception
by preventing unwanted capacity
effects, which often creep in when
long trailing aerial leads are used.
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VERNIER

" Perfeet Tuning"

KNOB RATIO

200 : 1

1 TURN APPROX. 1 DIV. 01' SCALE.

is Free a~d
LARGE KNOB FOR DIRECT
DRIVE.

Post Free

THE NEW

@ PUB~ICATION

to you.
3·inch DIAL WITH
CLEAR DIVISIONS
AND FIGURES.
ONE·HOLE
ING.

FIX-

PORCELAIN
SULATION.

IN-

DEFINITE STOPS.

THf

liY8

GIAIUD CONDtN.fl,.

ROTOR VANES OF
DECREMENT
SHAPE.

SOLDERED PIG•
TAIL
CONNEC·
TIONS TO ROTOII
VANES.

WILL BE SENT YOU, FREE AND POST FREE,
ON RECEIPT OF THE COUPON BELOW (IN
A ~d. STAMPED ENVELOPE) OR A POSTCARD TO

W. G. ·PYE & CO.,
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND

I

GEARED

CONDENSER PRICES

I

REDUCED.

=····························································································
STOUT STAMPED
BRASS END
PLATES.

~ To W. G. Pye 6- Co., Gran/a Works, Camb;-idgc, Eng. :
~

i

DUST - PROOF
COVER TO GEAR
ll!ECHANIS!ll.

l

Please send per retum, free and post free,
"PERFECT TUNING "

:

i

~

Xame (block capitals)·············

j AddresS·······························

~STEEL

~ACCUMULATORS

All the leading
radio experts
write for
"MODERN

WIRELESS"

FOR

HIGH TENSION
Only 1/· per vol-t.
Absolutely Noiseless.
No Acid.
No Fumes.
Last a Lifetime.

BATTERIES,
L TO., REDDITCH
LONDON OFFICE :-220, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

Which contains a wealth of con~
structional and other articles of
interest to all radio enthusiasts.
Every phase of radio development
is dealt with in an interesting and
authentic manner.

i

€U1' THIS OU'I

FOR ~&RI NETS

and post to us for FREE list i/iustrating
Cabinets as shown in" lVireless Constructor" etc.,
etc., and for our additional Bulletin No 2. '
NAME ..........................................................................~

I

I
I

L

PLATE

ADDRESS ...........................................................................................

On Sale on the First of Each Month

·······iwrii~"i';;·bi~k-·k'ti~;s;·pi~T

........................................................................................ ....

Price

1/-

....... .

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Cameo Works,

Obtainable Everywhere

Sandentead Road, South Croydoa.
Trade enqairiea ••pecially inl1ited.
Telephone : Croydon 062 3 (2 !hies).
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WITHIN THE VACUUM
-coidw:led from page 188

work on a moderatelY low filament
current. and ·which ;.ould be more
robust than " other valves of lower
filament consumption, both rnechani<':Jlly and as r('gards emission.''
As I have already stated I have not
yet }tad time to test these valws. hut
~s soon as I have done so I will gi \'C
mv opinions in these columns.

Resistance Coupling
With regard to the B8 valve which
I mentioned previously in my notes
on valves, I may say that I have given
this a thorough test, and "-hile I
consider the mannfaeturers are to be
congratulated upon the amplification
tlH'Y have obtained I must say I
ean'not agrP<' with somP of thr circ'uits
thPv advise in thc•ir leaflets where
mo~e than one Rl'l valve is f('CO!llmendecl. Personall~-, I preft'r to use
a valve of lower magnifiration in the
second stage of an L.F. amplifirr
if one of high amplification factor
has been employed in the first stage.
If this is not done. distortion owing
to overloading is Iikelv to occur, the
overloading being us~ally apparent

in the last stage owing to the
inability of the power valve to deal
with the grid voltages supplied to it.
However, this may be only my
PXperience, and I shall be glad if
readers will let me know how they get
on when using several valves of the
B:'< dass in cascatle.

THE RICE-KELLOGG LOUD
SPEAKER
-{)On,cluded from page 176

in parallel require a transformer
ratio of 14: 1.
The secondary winding must be a
thick one and suitablv sectionalisecl,
as shown in the sketch, which incidentally gives the dimensions of the
" stalloy " stampings. The sectionalising ensures small leakage between the
primary and the secondary windings.
Of course, this loud speaker should
be used with a resistance amplifirr
or something equally good, and blasting must be avoided at all costs.
I mentioned at the beginning that
there is a diaphragm resonance.
This shows itself as a high-pitched
effect--strong " s " sounds, etc.and is usually rather disagreeable.
A 2 to 5 mfd. condenser across the
winding of the loud speaker, or a
condenser of {Jl to ·05 mfd. across the
transformer primary, will put the
matter all right.
The size of the baffie plate is a
matter for experiment-the larger the
better, of course, but a COll1lJromise
can be found at about 2 ft.. square.

More New Valves
Bv the way, I notice that MetroYid~ Supplie;, Ltd., have once more
altered the nomenclature of two of
their valves, and the D.E.55 and the
S.P.55iB valves have now been replaced by the D.E.50 and S.P.50/B.
The former is described as a generalpurpose valve taking 5 to 6 volts L.T.,
and ·09 amp. filament consumption,
and having an amplification factor of
9 with an impedance of 20,000 ohms.
The S.P.55/B has the same filament
characteristics, but is of high imperlance (50,000), and has a magnification factor of 35.
Two more additions to the 2-volt
clns~ are the Marconi and Osram
D.E.H.210 and D.E.L.210 respectively
for resistance-capacity coupling and
H.F. or L.F. work. The former has an
impedance of 75,000 ohms and a magnification factor of 35, while the lattl'r
has an amplification factor of 9 wit,h
an impedance of 17,000 ohm~.

-coNSTRUcT______MAGNUM H.T. UNITS-I

~---MAGNUM

SCREENED COILS

THE LONG-WAVE SPECIAL
As described in this issue by Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS.
.
1 liahogany Cabind, 16 x 8, with haseboard
1 :Ebonite Pant' I. 16 x 8 x 3! 16, reatl:r drilled

£

•. d.

1
0

4 0
7 6

1 l\'fig~~~~ni~;~fsrave4 :.ermi~~l Pa~~~ with 0

1 Magnum Singlt> Coil Holder

1 I'ye Choke, 32 henries

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

0

...

0

Pye L.F. TransformPr', 2.5 :1
T.C.C•. Fixf'd Condenser, 2 mfd. ...
...
Neutralising Condenser, B.M. type
M. H. N('ntralising Cond(•nser
'' Yibro '' Valve Holders
Qn.otr Switch ...
:..
...
...
...
Lissen Rh(lostat, for panel mounting
...
Varley Rf'$:istanc£>, 300,000 ohms, and base
LiRRf'll Fi n·d CondNIA('r
...
...
Dul1ilier Leak ·25·nWg., with holder
'l~enlprytPs and ba.RNI
...
Cyldon Log Mid-Lint> Condt·nser, ·0005 .

5 6

1

9

12 6

0 17 6
0
4 8
0
5 0
0
4 9
0
7 6
0
1 3
0
2 8
0 11 0
0
1 8
0
3 8
0
8 0
0 15 6

1 Burndept Vprnif'r Dial
Glazih'. and SUlldry SCl'CWtJ

0
0

9
2

0
1

£7

5

0

..............................................................

No. 1058.

NEW STANDARD COILS. AND PJUCES.
llllAGirollt Screening Box complete with 6-pin base
(Standard spacing and cross formation). 12'-.
Split Primary, Split Secondary}
Aerial Coils at standard prices.

Reinartz

and

MAGNUM CALIBRATED
RHEOSTAT

Price, D.C. model with 2 H.T. tappings,
6o and rzo volts .. .. .. .. .. !2 17 8
.\.C. model, as above
. . . , . . . . !6 10 0
(Royalty on A.C. model 12/6.)
\Vhen ordering state voltage and periodicity of
mains supply.

The CUBE

a!

~ Send stamp for comprehensive range of lists, ~

: including latest star sets descrihed in several :
~
radio publications.
~

.

.

Any of the above parts supplied separately as renuired.
Components supplied for all sets described in this
issue.
Note.-"'here a complete set of parts is order~d. :\lacconi Royalties at 12:'6 per valve-holder are payable.

FOR BASEBOARD
MOUNTING.

BURNE·JONES

&

CO., L TO.,

M anujactu1ing Radio Engineers,

MAGNUM HOUSE,
288, Borough High St., London, S.E.I.
Telephone: Hop 6257.
Telegrams: u Burjotnag, Sedist, London."
Cab!es: "Burjomag, London."

MADE IN TWO SIZES

Zero to 6 ohms; ·Zero to 30 ohms. PRICE
Fitted with terminals and solder tago.

EaCH

31•

Demonatrationa daily of the Cab.. Receiruor ~~
this addre'as : also at
·
26, CHURCH ST.. SOHO, LONDON, W.l

An entirely seJf·contaiTte,l R::cciver.
No Aerial.
~o Earth.
Loud-speaker reception at 15 miles
from a main B.B.C. Statjon. Complete and readv
for use, 10 guineas. Royalty Ill 17 6.
·
Total weight 26 lbs. Size, 12 inches cubical.
Supplied also for Daventry at same price.
Demonstrations daily.
Supplied on Easy Payment System if desired.
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Save One and
Sixpence per
Valve

These handsome moderately
priced cabinets are made in
styles to suit any furnishing
either to customers' own designs or to standard designs
as illustrated.

Beyond the Detector stage, to pay
more than r/3 for the valve holders
is extravagauce. The belief that
"shock absorbing" devices are
"
necessary in every stage is a definitely
exploded fallacy. For H.F. and L.F.
stages there is nothing better than the new Ash1ey Valve Holder.
Constructed throughout of genuine bakelitc and non-oxydi5ing metal, the valve
sockets are surrounded by air throughout go% of their length. Sockets and
connections are stamped complete out of one piece, provision being made for
wiring to terminals or so1dt:ring to tags. Moreover, a special safety groove is
provided to ensure the valve legs engaging with the corresponding sockets.

PRICE 1/3 ench

An t'llustrated jolde1 containing prices
and specimen cabinets, or quotations for
prit'ate orders, gladly given on application.
Deferred payments can be arraaged.

V. C. BOND &SONS,

61, Hackney Grove,
Mare Street,
J.,ondon, E.S.

Pho11e: Clissold oSS3.
Established I 899.

STANDARD VALUE

RESISTANCES

PRICE 2/6 each

Exhaustive tests by the
National Physical and
other
world
famous
laboratories have produced highly satisfactory
reports. Each H.esistance
on corn pletion is subjected
to a prolonged ordeal
during which it is under
pressure at a minimum of
230 volts.

---1

iI

" POPULAR

I

(with clips)

WIRELESS"

50,000 ohms to 1 megohm.

Guaranteed accurate within ten
per cent. Superior to wire wound.
Differs in construction from all

Publishes articles of interest to
all classes of radio enthusiasts
and is the

LEADING RADIO
WEEKLY

I

Full constructional details of dependable receivers are published
weekly, t<lgether with articles by
the leading authorities on wireless
matters.

ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY
PRICE
3d.
I

i____ P~ACE ~~:~ULAR ORD~~

NOW!

otllers.
If your dealer cannot supply
we send post free.

Ash/ey Wireless T e/ephone Co. ( 1925) Ud.
Finch Plc.ce, London Road, Liverpool

PIRTOID TUBES
Do you want to know where to obtain the above,
so much recommended by the Radio Technical Expertc;:
for making your Solenoid Coils, H.F. Transformers, eto.?
Why! From the actual manufacturers-

H. CLARKE & CO. (Mer.), LTD., Insulation Specialists and
Radio Engineers, Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

ADVERTISEMENTS
As far as possible all advertisements appearing in this magazine are
subjected to careful scrutiny before publication, but should any
reader experience delay Gr difficulty in getting orders fulfilled, or
should the goods supplied not be as advertised, information should
be sent to the Advertisement Manager, "Wireless Constructor,"

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

A GREAT ADVANCE

"INDIVIDUAL·GANG" CONTROL CONDENSER
again to the fore!
IRS:I' we gave our customPrs a highly
efficient and low-priced Yariable Condenser and L.F. Transformer. Now we
lead In the design of a Gang Control Condenser with Individual adjustment which
has all the advantages of the ordinary
Gang and Single Condensers without-ANY
of their dlsad vantages.

F

CROWN WORKS, Dept. 6,
Cricklewood Lane, N.W. 2.
'Phone : 1787 Hampstead. ·
Manchester: Mr.l. B. Levee, 23, Bartle:v St.,
Levenshulme. 'Phone: Beaton Moor 475.

TWIN GANG ••••
TRIPLE-GANG., ••

£2: 1.2: 6
£3: 3 : 0

TUNE with the centre dial until you
hear your station.
ADJUST with the side dia!s for maxi·
mum signal strength.

IT'S SIMPLE!
IT'S EFFICIENT!!
IT'S GOOD!!!

IT~S

FORMO ! ! ! !
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WHAT'S NEW
-continued .from 1)age 199

distributing the output to any number
of rooms in convenient fashion, has
beendev:i;;edand is now being marketed
by MessnL Garnett, Whiteley & Co.,
Ltd., the makers of the well-known
"Lotus" components. This scheme,
which is illustrated in the accompanying photograph (see p<~ge 199),
consists of a special relay which i~
placed near the receiving set, a number
of wall jacks (one for each room to
which it is desired to distribute the
output), and a plug for each room
connection.
As an example, let us imagine that
the set itself is situated in a study and
that it is desired to use loud speakers
in the dining-room, drawing-room,
a bedroom, and the kitchen. "Lotus,.
wall jacks are placed in each of the
rooms and each of the loud speakers
is proYided with a " Lotus •· plug.
The relay, which is placed in the study
immediately by the set, has eight
terminals, two for connection to the
L.T. terminals of the set, two for
the accumulator and four for the
<li.,tributing wires.
At this point it may be said that the

9

FINE
DESIGNS

25

SIZES

outfit indudcs a supply of four-strand
cable for joining up the various rooms
to the relay. When all of the plugs
are out of the jacks the set is turned
off, but immediately the first plug is
inserted in the jack (say, in the diningroom) the set is turned on and the
loud speaker operates.
If now it is desired to connect a
loud speaker in one of the other rooms,

One of the
'' n;rearite' t
Binocular
Coils, a report
on t.t•l•ielt flllpeared in ou.r
A p r i'l issue.

the plug connected with the ~econd
loud speaker is inserted in its jack
and this loud speaker, too, comes into
operation without interfering with
the other. Loud speakers can be
operating in all of th~ rooms simultaneously or in any one of them, the
set being automatically switched on
immediately the first p·lug is inserted

CABINETS

MADE IN OAK AND MAHOGANY.
''Artcraft Popular Type" Cabinets
Price m

Price in

10 X 8 X 6
12 X 10 X 8
14 X 10 X 8

810
12/0
14!0
14/0
21/0

12/0
16/0
19/0
19/0
29'0

--9-X~6~ ~~~{C.
16 X 8 X 8
IR X 12 X 9

For Accumulator Testing
Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd., of
Croydon, have sent us a specimen of
the Ala hydrometer, that tested beiug
known as the Ala "·B ". A claim of
lOO per cent accuracy is made for the
instrument in question, which . has
For
several noteworthy features.
example, how many hydrometers can
be used to test the specific gravity of
the small H.T. accumulator cells now
so popular 1 The Ala " B " will do
this quite satisfactorily, as it is provided with a very small tube which
can be inserted into the tiny orifice
with which the H.T. accumulator
cells are fitted. The amount of liquid
required to give a reading is quite
small and the float itself is clearly
marked. Another point of impo~
timce is that the base is made square,
so that there is no fear of the hvdrometer rolling off the table.
The' price
(3s.) bringB it within the reach of all.

A Useful Battery Component
The steadily increasing use of c-upt>rpower valq~s for the output stage of
(Continued

011

prtge :l10.)

-

Bright
and
Breezy
Fiction

ARTCRAFT

Panel Size Depth

and switched off immediately the last
plug is withdrawn. The whole outfit
is very well made and finished, and
can be recommended with full confidence to all readers.

for

B,tsPboarrlll Free. Hmged Lids 1/6 extra.

Holiday
Reading

CARRIAGE PAID.
Crate and PackiJlg 1/- extra.
Radion. Reaiaton and Ebonart
Panels at StaDdard Prices.

THE ARTCRAFT COMPANY,
156, Cherry Orchard Rd., Croydon.

For Your Portable
Receiver
THE NEW FRESHMAN
MASTERPIECE SPEAKER

Buy the

MERRY
MAG.

70.

Here is the ideal loud speaker for compactness, volume and life·like reproduction.
The Freshman Maslerpiece measures only
6 inches in height, but is equipped with a
power unit which will not overload and
which will give volume equivalent to that
of a 24·inch horn-type speaker.
High
a!ld. lo~ notes are reproduced with a
duttncbve mellow tone and quality un•
excelled by speakers costing considerably
more. The secret lies in usinK a re8ex
resonating air chamber in conjunction
with a balanced armatute type of reprod~cing unit.
Being: small and compact,
th1s speaker should apJ>eal instantly to
thooe where space
LIST
f
is a consideration.
PRICE
•

60

The ROTHERMEL
OJ'..' SALE AT
NEWSAGENTS
and BOOKSTALLS
208

RAD\0 CQRPORATION OF Cl BRITAIN, LTO.
24.26, Maddox St., Regent St., London, W.l
Telephone - Mayf
578-9
Telegrams - .. Rothermel, W.. do, London."
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No Radio Component
offers· so many opportunities for different
designs a> the variable
condenser.
The Popular Condenser,
on its introduction, led
the way and is still
supreme.
It is acclaimed by
amateurs everywhere as
being the best condemer
of its kind.

The Bowyer-Lowe
Popular Condenser is
perfectly made of sound
materials and is generously guaranteed.
Increase the efficiency
of Reception through the
perfect control provided
by the Popular Condenser.
"THERE IS NO
BETTER CONDENSER
at
DOUBLE THE PRICE!"

WITH DIAL
•0003M.F

10'-'
ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE BOWV£R•LOW!; Cf\.TO. I.EiCHWOATH.HERTS.

1

------~~--~ "B§~J.. ~~Y,.~~------'""""'!"""---------~---~-~----

1

GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS
Two Splendid Numbers Now on Sale Everywhere

PORTABLE SETS

THREE FAMOUS

The book is amply illustrated with photographs and diagrams, and constructors will
find the wiring directions most lucid and
straightforward. The sets described are :
The All-Station Loud Speaker Portable.
A remarkably compact six-vah·e SuperHet.
Three-Valve Portable.
Several
stations on the loud speaker and many
more on Telephones can be obtained with
this receiver.
Baby Portable.
A two-valve receiYcr
contained in a very small attache case.

Constructors using these
books cannot go wrong!.

VALVE SETS
This book describes and illustrates in
photographic detail three absolutely reliable
circuits.
All have been tested undrr
normal broadcasting conditions. The sets
are "A Trinadyne Two-Valver," "The
' Chitos' One-Valve Set," and " The OneValve Unidyne Receiver." The direc6ons
given make the assembling of each set
exceedingly straightforward.

At all Newsagents and
Bookstalls everywhere.
Each.

'l
t

I
-----------'
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LEJMF~IS~~~oi

oF ADD
CALLER'S
COLUMN
2d. IN EACH 1:- (011.

WHAT'S NEW

LISSEN, G.E.C., BURNDEPT.,
WEARITE, DUBILIER. EDI·
SOH BELL, COSMOS, MUL·
LARD, COSSOR, EDISWAN,
B.T.H., MARCONI, STERLING,
GAM:BRELL,:MAGNUM, EV..ER·
READY, RESISTON, T.C.C.'

PART) FOB. POST ORDERS
FROM THIS COLUMN (POST
FREE OVER 10/-).
POST ORDERS muot be not
less than 2/8 in va.lue
FROM THIS COLUMN.
g~ANI_?J i~~~R~'W.Ja~~- NOT SENT ABROAD.
LOT"us, NEWEY, PYE, c.E: AEB.IALS.-lOo tt. ?1"2
PRECISION, EUREKA. UTIL· Hard drawn. 1111. Extra
rrY, FORJrtO, BdWYER-LOWE, ~t::lcis 2 1 2i .:llos~~~tr~~
!l9.LVE!\.I!:. R.L, PEERLESS, stocked.
Svecial IN DOOl<
POLAR, T.C.C., PE'IO-SCOT'I · Aerial•.
DhOliiDllor.
wtth
WE HAVE THE COODSll ebonite scvarators and

.

1

KITS OF PARTS ~~.b.";J.,:-t~t~.85o ~t :;6~
FOR

LATEST CIRCUITS

~£:hes~ 16ciu~l~t~.er fOa~~~:

11-; 10 ycts. 1!3: 10 yct•.
l/6. Extra hea,vy, 2d. and
R. & B. Twlll .Flex
(best), 6 yds. 10d.; 12
yds. 1/6; 36 yds. 4/•. Ins.
Hooks, 2 for lid. Egg In.

3d. yd.

2

}f:a~Jlzi.~~l;l, W4~~~
MAGNUM SllREENED OOILS,

S.T. VALVES

S~!~i~~~4 a 1!~~a~~hdTu ~~~;

Copper, extra value, 2/3.

~~i~ai, ifx<ak~~ili.SJ;

with 2 insulators and leadin,
1/3.
EBONITE
A.
Stork
sizes, 6 .x 6 and 7 x 5.
1lOCHi 1/3; 8 X 6, 1/6; 9 X 6,
l/9; 10 X 8, 2;9; 12 X 6,

LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW G R AD E
'0003

&11~

4'11 each.
ByPost&/il ~;~; f~ ~ s1.3~%12A'Ls96

OUT TO SIZE while you
With Vernier w&it at ~d. per ~q. inch
1/· e-a.
3/16tb and jd. sq. inch

-continucrl from page 208

a receiver has made the high-tension
problem more acute than ever. Only
the largest and specially designed
types of dry H. T. battery will give an
adequate current supply for such
Yalve~, for which reason rechargeable
H.T. batteries of the wet type are
growing more popular. :Many experimenters are turning with interest
to the small Leclanehe cells as a
~ouree of H.T. current.
The Leclanche cell is one of the oldest
primary batteries, for it has been in
gPneral use for ringing electric bells
and supplying current to telephone

N.A.D. Wavy. This has been ;,;ubmitted to resistance and high- frequency tests, and has giYen a satisfactory account of itself. One specimen of the ebonite has a kind of
crystallised appearance somewhat
similar to the" crackle" finish giYen to
some loud speakers, and offers a rather
pleasing variation to the conventional
matt or highly polished finish. The
other sample shows a " wavy" surface. The material cuts and drills
satisfactorily, and although not possessing all the properties of the
highest- grade ebonite sheet, should
prove perfectly satisfactory for wireless receiver panels.

The Loriostat
A very ingenious, well-made, and
efficient component, the Loriostat, has

=s-=E:::T:::S:-i:B.O'E=P~A:-;I;;JI.:-:E;;-D;--;:O~JI.::' ~~el~ ~~f. ~~?~~~~ c~t~~f.

JI.ECONSTB.UCTE:b.. TEJI.MINALS.
/i:ICkel
Pa.neb ttrtlle4. LowCha.rgea. W.O. Pillar, 'Phone, 1/BADIO MICJI.O
doz. (3 for 4d. with N.
(Guaranteed genulne).
~~:.• w(~;d~r::~h d~:ith10~:
3.5-v . . 06-a., 0.1?. 6/11 and W.), all high quality.
1.8-v .•. 2-a.., O.P.
6/11 Valve-Pins, with nuts, 2 a
3.5-v• . 1-a.., Power
9/8 14. Ormond Screws, 6 or

l.~~~t 6~~a each '13 1

sJ.?!8

ALL CIRCUITS, PAR'I'S,

COILS 4 SHS f!OO!ED.

A.MERICAli'

Hingea

Oak,

!ut~·A;;..,1,~;,
Red

dgcna "'i~~
Black Spades,

and

~c~~~w a~~ ~~~~et-~!:~d

p:r

CABIKETS. Black, 3td. Wander Plugs,
Lid,

Base- Red or Black, 3!-d.

ro·~de ~ 8. ~~h~·~~'! ti 6~~~~~tors~ood:l.d. ·~(~~~
6
~o~d :f1:.:ut~! 1.Ji~)~ e~~~-; f~rn~d~~c:~~. ~~~en~u};;as!
116 eacb.

1

JJr.

Send for list5.J Spade Tags, 6 a ld. Nickel

WAEfv;V.•;.g:E'it;A~fij! ~;i~de4J.a,f'·R:d. a3~~foot~

e:nable you to d.ispenee
finally v..-ith troublesome
Vernk>r coil-holdera and seta
ot coiLs. n is adaphtble to
any set a..."t·eady made, &nd
('overs all wave lengths trom
150 t.e 2,000 metres~ and
·:s complete with reaction.

Nickel Valve Legs a.nd
Nuts, Id.; Sd. dozen. Stop
Pins, 2 a ld. H.T. BAT·
TERIES. l!iglwst quality
only at lowest prices. Adif'OJ
{Trade test award best
givC'D) 60-v .• 6/·; 100-v.,
l.lf9. The-rla, 60-v., 5.16;
"Allwave "Tuner, 9/8, lOQ.v., 101-. Evc.rrC'ndy.
Po111t Free.
66-v., 9/6; 108-v., 15;6.
Compl~t-e with full inBtru& Others
from
5,:..
1·5
~nd Mue JJrtrtts,
x~iYe-o. ~·~~e-rsir.~~..H., ~~~
CARBORUNDUM.' Flag, 2/·; Briri,h, 116.

Detf>CtOl' only (Xo. 30), 5/-: ~~.Lfo~t~'

~"~~~i~~~Jo B:~.~~n~. f~/~:

STANDARD WET H.T.
BATTERIES. Economical,
110
charging, pt'rmauf'nt.
~dle>nt in ac-tion. Size 11 m.
br 18 in. 90 volt. 60 cell
battPry. Complete sets 0f
components, 21/
(BOOKLET FREE.)
Carrb~e Forward
4 •

gi~·.D·ind 1 i~td~.PS~li~-d

CL I M A X SPECIAL
CHOKE, 10/6. Potential QUa.lity. Panel switches,wilh
Oi\·idf'r, 5/-.
H.F. Chokf' Ebonitf' handle, worth double·
for all wave-lengths, 8.'6. ~.P.D.'l'.,1/·; D.P.D.T ..1/6.
Autobat
Transformer, Insulating
Tape,
4td.
D.W. M@dcl, 39/6. S.W. Copperfoil, 4d. foot (6 in.
27/6.
Earth Tufie, 5/·.
wide). Grid
Bias Clips,
V ARIA B LE
6rl. Panel Brackets, 9id.,

pr.

P~li~'1Nf~'i:

:r-.d e:~;
~0Ef>3~· 24/-~ ?~oos~2~/6: Micro (latest, cannot be
Brandes S.L.F, Friction, equalled), 216. Brownie,
4 in. Dial, Ratio 80-1, 3/·.
Enclosed Kay Ray,
18/6; ·0003. 18/·. ~f;te/J~tth s~~;isctal;-r~r~:
Cyldon R.L.F..
' 0005 • 416. CRYSTALS. SUP<'l'·
,1--5-/6-:;
ComPOnents for
w,-ray,
H:E:AD·
116 .
"LONC·WAVE SPECIAL" PHONE CORDS. Good,

18/6;

·00035,
1

14}6.

~~1'~~~.?o~e~).

-ooos.

~-o_o_o_3_5;.,'-1~5..,'~··--,1 ~~t~Utn!l:~rt~Pt~~·~d.~ef,:_~

"£XCHANCE" RECEIVER
LOW INCLUSIVE
PRICES FOR PARTS.
ANYSE'f0FPARTSOVER201"
'J-IVEN A SPECIAL QUOTAnoN. PLEASE MAKE OUT
LISt'
(Postage
refunded)
JRDERS DESPATCHED BY
RETURN.

LISTS FREE,

~)8/i~e. 1 ~~w..~-k~~r,~.i

k;J'ck~adsc~li.2~i:.L~Gc~~
F.bonlte on

nrantle~

inle1~l·stiny

e.rnmple of IIH·
tiJotfe.t.,_n getn~cd

tl o u· n

conipo-

nent.

l~n~h SQ~e~::~

Bar, 2 ft. ld. Tinned
copper. rs and 18 galJg(',
round. 9d. per 1-lb. D.C.C.,
fAb. 20 gauge, Bd.; 22
gauge,
9d.; 24 gtltlgC'.
10d.; 26 gang(', lld.; 28
gauge. li-: 30 gauge, 1/2.
MANSBRIDGE
CON·
DENSE.R.S.
• • Hvdr.1 '•
1 mfd., 2,19; 2 mfd~. 3,9_
0·1, 1/9; ·25 and •5, 2/3.
SWITCHES on PorcC'IR.in

'i~r~~[;,Ns:a~.~ ~o~o~: ~4.

'/'/1(•

S.L.f'. l'm·inbt<'
Condenser. All

Dase,

std.,

7ld. Lotus:, Sd. Burne·
Jonea, 1/9.
Low Loss,
8Jd, Panel, 6id. Variou!'l
stocked. GEARED COIL
STANDS. 2-way, 2,'3,
2/6, 2111
un.
3-way,
gr;md valne, 5/11. ]hl''k
.~~og~~el from 2111. All

~\·~ll'lll~ for Yery many years.
Exf'!'lknt ~lllall cells, forming units for
H.T. hattNie.,, are now aYailable at a
,-.,ry reasonahle price.
·when a Leclancht\ bath,ry is exlwusted it can be recharged by emptying out the liquid--a solution of amnwnium chloride --and replaeing it by
fre~h.
After a number of reeharges
ha Ye been ginn it will be found that
t!te zinc has been eonsnmed and new
zinc electrodes will be required. The
Wrt H.T. Battery Company has
recently sent us Bamples of their
la test type of zinc for ·such batteries,
these being of a good heavy gauge,
well shaped, each fitted with a tongue
to facilitate connection with the
carbon of the next cell. The price
( l s. a dozen) is mo~t reasonable.

K. RAY.MOND

" Fancy" Ebonite

a:ours: 9;1& to 7.411
Back or Dal:r'• Theatre
daturd&Jr: 9 to 8.41 Nearest Tube, Lelceater SQuare
Sunday: 11 to 1
• Plu>ne: Gtrrard 4637

From :Messrs. 1\ieLeod & McLeod
we have receiYed samples of their
new lines of sheet ebonite known as

2'7 &
2Sa., LISLE ST.,
LEICESTER SQ., '1lll".C.2

210

recently been submitte(l t,, Lhis
laboratory for test. It consistH of a
multiple ·variable baseboard unit,
made up of three variable-resistance
filament controls on one base. It is
abo obtainable for one-, two-, four-,
five- or six-stage units. The general
appearance can be well judged from
the photograph on page 211. Two
polished ebonite end- pieces carry
three polished ebonite rods, on which
are wound tlw resistance wires of
suitable gauge-in the component
under review the three resistors are
each of 30 ohms.
Above each of these rods is placed
a square-section plated bar on which
runs a slir:ler. At one end these rods
are joined to a common strip hearing
a terminal, and at the other end each
rod termi11ates in a solde.ring lug.
The whole com1Jonent is so mounted
that it can be screwed down rigidly
to a baseboard, the finish being
(Gontinned on page 211.)
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NEW SETS FOR OLD
How to improve your u Special Five " Receiversee Mr. Percy Harris' article in the " \\"ire!ess
Coustructor/' June, 1927,
Comp1cte conversion kit comprises: .
1 Copcx Shrouds and Bases, 2 Special Split Prim ..
ary H.F. Transformers, and z Keystone B/::\I .:"\eutralising Condensers
•

49/

Convert your " Elstree Six " Receivt:'r to the "Al!British Six," and obtain maximum efficiency.
Complete conversion kit comprises:
4 Copex Shrouds and Bases, and -t Special Copex
" O.C." Split Secondary
H. F. Transformers
,.
,.

£4 0 0

\Yith each" of the above kits a conversion diagram
i;; supplied free-if suppJied separately, 1,'6 each.

11

THE
MULTI-NEUT" CONDENSER

WHAT'S NEW
-concluded from page 210

particularly handsome. The threeway Loriostat sells at 5s. 6d., and is
made in 6-, 15-, or 30-ohm values.
This is a thoroughly well-made component and can be recommended to
all readers of the WIRELESS CoxSTR<:CTOR.

A. Good Screwdriver

HOW TO HAVE
SIMULTANEOUS
RECEPTION
WITHOUT
INTERFERENCE
IN EVERY ROOM
IN YOUR HOME

l\Iessrs. Atalanta, Ltd., have submitted the Atalanta screwdriver. It
is very well made and particularly
suited for wireless use. Three box
spanners are provided with the wireless model of the screwdriver. These
slip over the end and fit on the flat
of the blade, thus enabling the user
to gain access to awkward parts of a
set where nuts have to be tightened.

HIS condenser has been designed to meet the
need for a twin neutralising condenser as
used in Mr. Percy Harris'" SIG!\AL BOX"
and " BLACK PRINCE" Receivers, but it can
·also be ·used for balancing out stray capacities,
as a " trimmer
between gang condensers, and
in endless other way;;. Its many applications
are dealt with in the Keystone Folder now in
course of preparation, "::\fulti-Neut Condenser."
Send for your copy to-day.
.

T

11

Pnce

Fill m the coupon below
FREE BLUE PRINTS

for

6'6-

and Instructions for

KEYSTONE "MIDGET"
CONDENSER

THE

1~1fl0fS
OT very long ago the writer
wanted a valve holder in a
hurry. Circumstances dem11.nded
that a note-magnifier be made without delay, and though all other components, including the valve, were
available, the valve holder was mi_ssinp:. What, then, could be done?
It is a poor reader of the WIRELESS
CoNSTRuCTOR who cannot get over
a little trouble like thi.s, and, seizing
the spare valve, together with four
short lengths of No. 30 D.C.C. wire,
one length of the wire was bared for
an inch or so, and wound for a few
turns round each valve leg.
The
valve was pushed, legs downwards,into the top of a safety matchbox, after first removing the matches,
and the four wires were threaded
through pin-holes ; four being made
on the top of the box adjacent to the
four valve legs, and four through the
bottom of the box. In a few minutes the valve holder was made.

N

Ideal for the many positions where a small_eapa·
city condenser is required. An aluminium shi~ld
prevents hand-capacity effects, and a spectal
taper bearing gives a beautifully smooth movement. Accurately designed aud rigidly constructed this Keystone condenser is backed by
the usual Keystone guarantee of efficien~y.
Capacity • 0001 mfd.
Pr1ce

5 f6
5Valve;;-I Dial-50 Stations!

If you want a high-class receiver that will give
you clear and loud reproduction on practically
every European station, however near you may
be to yonr lo::al station, send for our new Art
Booklet describing the wonderful "Solodyne."

.......................................................................
i All the above are obtainable from any ~

! good dealer. In ca•es of difficulty, writ~ to :
j us direct, giving the name of your usual retailer. :
: ....................................... ,u .............................. :

PETO-SCOTT CO., Ltd.
77, CITY ROAD, E.C.l
Branches at 62, High Holbom, Londo:t, W.C.l.,
WALTHAMSTOW, PLYMOUTH and LIVERPOOL.
P.S. 8862.
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REMOTE CONTROL

Complete Outfit
for Wiring Two
Rooms• .

,
30

~

Each Additional
Room

FREE!

To Advt. Dept.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool.

Please send me Free Blue Prints and
Instructions explaining how two rooms
can be wired in half an hour.

Name·······················-····································
AddresS························································

w.c.s

Tm

1
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So.me of the More Interesting Happenings

~

in the Radio World this Month

~

~

*~
~

~

~
~

··············~··························
By Short Waves to Sydney
Sweden's Super Station

o-eDial
,onfrol
for gang.

So good were the short-wave
transmissions from PC J J, the Dutch
experimental broadcasting station at
Eindhoven, that they' have successfully been re-broadcast in Australasia.
Recently tests have been carried
out from 7 p.m. till 11 p.m. on
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays,
the wave-length used being ·30·2
metres. When picked up and rebroadcast by 2 B L, Sydney, Australia, both the quality and strength
were reported to be absolutely first
class.

Rosenhuegel
The Rosenhuegel station-already
well received in this country when
conditions are good-is to have its
power trebled during the summer.
Probably the Austrian station will
have to close down for several weeks
in September to refit, but when it
returns to its radio audience it will be
as powerful as any broadcasting
station in Europe.

Half-a-Mile Aerial System

lt th<_. 1mits iu Gang Condensers are of the logarithmic
type there is no need for individual control devices.
The C YLDON LOG MID-LINE cortdeusers are .as
yet tt1·.' only variable condensers designed on the
logo.rit!Jmic principle. They are ideal for gang work
oud Uy adopting them you still have

ONE-DIAL _CONTROL
Tll<' Log Mid-Liue design avoids all the defects
inlwrent in Square Law and Straight Line Frequency
cond~n!ers.
It spreads st_a.tio.;ts really satisfactorily
oyer the whole dia·l. It mak~s. eve.qr station " keep
in step." It is now the only type of condenser you
should nse.
Yesterday 1s impossibi1ity is to-day's
neces-:;it }'. Going to Jlt them to your next set?

· Prices:
2-Gang £2 : 10 : 0
3-Gang £3 : 10 : 0
4-Gang £4 : 10 : 0
Cyldon Temprytes-the best meaJtS of valve co11trol.
Fuw::tio11 perfectly with any type of valve. Tested and
to give Perfect performance.
Cyldon

gua,ranft:tJ

1 cn;prytcs 2'6 each.

Holder Mountings 1/6 each.

(VL©@~
CYLDON products can be obtained 'from stock
by r~tur_n. an~ do not believe any statements t~
the contrar)<. If any difficulty
Phone : Enfield 0672,
Wire : Enfield 0672
or use the C.O.D. system.

SYDNEY S. BIRD& Sons,
Cyldon Works, Sarnesfield Rd.,
Enfield Town, Middlesex.

Now that the "Beam" wireless
service is going strong, some interesting details of the equipment have
been published. The Grimsby trans·
mitter for l.Q.dia has two wave-lengths,
16 and 35 metres, one for day and the
other for night work. For this service Grimsby has five masts 287 ft.
high, each with a 90 ft. crossbar at
the top to carry the aerial and
reflector wires. The masts are in
line 650 ft.. apart, so that the aerial
system from one end tail- anchor
block to the oth('r is well over half
a mile long.

Another Short-Wave One
To the lustv voices of American
W G Y and K D K A is now added
another r('cruit, broadcasting on short
waves in addition to its band in the
regulnr broadcasting spectrum. This
is W LW, the Crosley station at
Cineinnati, Ohio, whose 5-kW. transmissions are frequently heard in this
country on 422 metres. The W L W
programme is now also being broadcast on 52·02 metres, using 250 watts
power.
212

Have you tried for Motala, the
new Swedish station 1 It is a hard
worker, being on the air practically
all day on Sundays, and every evening
during the week. Its programmes,
which are remarkably steady and
clear, are relays of the Stockhol!ll
transmissions. 'l'hey are sent out
from Motala on 1,305 metres.

A Home-Made Basket Aerial
With reference to the article entitled" A Home-Mad1• Basket Aerial"·
in the February issue, readers are
informed that certain aerials of this
general type are the subject matter
of patents.

A Low-Power Record
A South port experimenter (G 5 K L)
has been breaking all the low-power
records by talking to a pal in Nova
Scotia on a wave-length of 45 metres,
using a power of less than one watt !
Many an ordinary receiving set takes
more power than this for H.T. alone!
It is to be hoped that this remarkable low- power, low wave -length
achievement will induce other experimenters to emulate it. In the
meantime, mon ch<Ipeau comes off to
G 5 K Land his opposite number in
Nova ~cotia.

World's Highest Wireleas Set
Stations which are situated high,
high, high up in the hills will have
to look to their laurels when the
French get their wireless balloon
going. This ingenious gadget is intended to investigate the Heaviside
layer, and will consist of an automatic wireless tranRmitter, placed
under a balloon, and capable of
carrying on at an altitude of fen miles!
'1'he idea is that a comparison
between the balloon's signals and
those of a synchronised ground
!itation would throw much light upon
the Heaviside layer.

Is Radio Power-Transmission
Coming?
Are we on the eve of important
developments in distributing power
by radio 1 There were two very
(Continued on page 213.)
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PUBLIC CONFIDENCE

significant pronouncements upon the
subject last month, one in this
country and one in America. OYer
here SC'natore Marconi himself admitted that he felt optimistic about
the chances in the near future, whilst
Dr. E. F. Alexanderson-America's
radio scientist-was equally hopeful.
It looks as though wireless \Youdcrs
will never cease !

Would You Believe It ?
A youthful reader--who .~hall be
nameless-writes to tell me that
recently on several occasions he
has been able to draw "quite fat
sparks" from his aerial lead (which
has a condenser in series). He :>eems
to think this is very praiseworthy and
notable, but as a matter of fact it is
both silly and dangerous. During
thundery weather a good aerial is
more a safeguard than a danger, if it
is properly earthed and ldt alone.
To go playing about with electrical
charges upon it is as much a mug's
game as the investigation of gunpowder with a lighted candle !

LOUDSPEAKER
CORDS J~kol!.n~>~olot~~: l~
Of,D GOJ,D, RED, BLUE, BROWN, BLACK, JAZZ.~)

!

Gtt . • 12 /t. 24ft. 36 /I, 48 11. 60 /t. 72 .Jt.
1/9
2!6
416
6/6
8/6
10/6
12/6
Sent C.O.D.-FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC CORDS,
LTD. 1 Tbe Queensway, Pondera End, MIDDLESEX.

"SOLODYNE"
£5
Portable Set

dowri brings the

This fine Set, manufactured
by the famous firm of
PETO·SCOTT CO., Ltd., using
5 valves, has a range of

250-2,000 METRES.
JJ'o·ite jm· full pm·ticulao•s fo

1He\\1 'trimes Sales Co.,
77. CITY ROAD, E.C.l.

7:p_etfo.Mf:' fir your~

\9

-~ WIR€uess

SeT

OUR STANDARD
CABINETS

are DUSTPROOF
and house the whole
apparatus, leaving no
parts to be interfered
with. Made on mass

production lines, hence
the low price. Proy;sion
is made to take panels
from 16 by 7 Ui> to 30
by x8in. Special Cabi•
nt>ts for the ELSTREE
SOLO DYNE, NIGHT HAWK,
BRITISH
SIX, etc., now ready, IV rile/or /TII particulars,
MAKERIMPORT CO.
(Dept. 20),S0a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

THE J.B., S.L.F.
In any industry the firm which produces
a consistently sound and reliable product is the firm which gains the confidence of the pubEc.
\Ve claim that we have achieved this
end, Our Condensers have earned for
us the reputation of being a firm of
absolute reliability. The public feel
that they can buy J .B. products with
the assurance of getting full value for

money.

The .J.n., S.I~.F., complete with -t-in. Ba1ielite
Di3l. ·ooo5 mfd. 11:6, ·ooo 15 mfd. 10/6.
·ooo25 mfJ. 10/-. For Short \Yavc H~Sccivers,
·oo015 mfd. 10/•,
The ].B. True Tuning S.L.F., complete
wil!J 4·in. Bakelite Dial. 2-in. Bakelite knob
for slow- motion device.
Fitted with a

Double Reduction Friction Drive, ratio 60 : 1,
which completely eliminates aU possiNlity ol
backlash.
·ooo; mid. 16;6. ·ooo35 mfd.
15!6. ·ooo25 mfd. 151-, For Short Wave
1\.ecclvcr:::, ·ooors mfd. 15/....

The " Radiano Three "
l\Iany readers have a:,ked if the
Gambrell Y Coils are O.K. for the
"Radiano Three" receiYer, which was
described in the \rJRELESS Co~
STRUCTOR for last }larch.
These coils have been approved by
the Editor as being quite suitable.

Before Winter Comes
I expect you saw in the papers the
statement by Mr. Vyvyan, Engineerin-Chief of the l\Iarconi Co., regarding the possibilities of Beam telephony. "This summer," he mill,
" Canada and England IYill be on the
'phone ; by the end of the summer
Australia, South Africa, aml India
should be similarly connected with
the Home country."
I must confess that I did not quite
realise the tremendous significance of
such a statement until I heard for
myself a transatlantic telephone
talk the other week.

J.B. NEUTRALISING CONDENSER
The X eutralish]g Couden:-cr illustrated is a
new j.B. product, \\'hich i~ recomt~ended to
nU N.adio enthusiasts. Finished in polished
nickel plate, the J.B. Xeutralising Condenser
is the essence of simplicity. Of robnst con~

struction, it is absolutely reliable and CAXXOT

Transatlantic ·Trunks
Happening to be in the room dwn
his telephone bell tinkled for Transatlantic Trunks, I OYerheard Jir.
Percy W. Harris gossiping over the
Atlantic.
A 3,000 - mile wet and watery
waste interveneu between him and
(Continued on page 215.)
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SHORT CIRCUIT. Its maximum capacity
is approximately 20 1:n.m.f. with- a negp~ible
minimam cap~dty. The J.D. Neu_tralising
ConclCnser requin:s a very small amount of
space. Baseboard mounting cnly. It is self·

locking and dustproof, aud is fitted witb a
smooth ultra-fine adju=.tmeut.
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Round the
W" orld' A
for

5/6
For selectivity and the greatest range in
radio Ormond Condensers are already
world renowned, while their extraordinarily low prices are outstanding
factors in their popularity. But the new
Orniond No. 3 S.L.F. Condenser surpasses anything previously accomplished.
The same precision in selectivity, the
same velvety-smooth action are qualities
of this Ormond No. 3 S.L.F. Condenser,
but the price i:s cheaper than any yet.
The new Ormond No. 3 S.L.F. Condenser
is the precision Straight Line Frequency·
Condenser with a greatly reduced frame:
and highly .finished Bake lite end plates.·.
Specially shaped vanes give high maximum '
and low miuimum capacity with TRUE
S,L.F. readinss throughout the full rSo
degrees scale. ,Ko bunching of half the·
wave-lengths l>et\veen o and 27 degrees-all
stations are sprearl evenly over the dial.
Supplied either with 4-inch Bakelite Plain
Dial or 4-inch Bakelite Friction Control'
Dial. Each is engraved in rSosingle degrees,.
showing o at the shortest wave-Ien.gthssta tions are still referred to in metres-and
towards rSo for longer wave-lengths. Easy
to mount-One-hole fixing. Terminals and
Soldering Tags for connexions.

...........................................

~ Complt"te
:
:
:

with 4-inch ~
Plain Dial:
:
·ooo25 mfd. - 5/6
:
'00015 ..
• 5/9
:

~~~~- ;i \Vi~~
Fri~iion 55·!)
. c:~Zrol ~ - - - ·
Dial
{ratio
6/- ;
·

05

extrJ

re~pecth•ely.

·............... ' ........... ' .......... ._..

i

~

199-205,PENTONVILLE ROAD,
KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.l.
Telephone: C/erke11well 93H-5"6.
Telegram;: "Ormo:1dengi, K£ncross."

Factories: Whiskin Street and

Hardwick
street, Clerkenwell, Jl:.C.1.
Continental Agents: Pettlgrew & Merriman,
Ltd., Phonos House, 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, .
New Oxford "Stre.et, W.C.~.
•
--·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

popnl~r e~rcuit ~o-day:

is
that seen m F1g. 1, m wluch
use is made of crntre-tapped
coil~ to form the secondaries of the
II.F. transformers.
One of the
few disadvantages that this C'lrcuit possesses is that as a rule the
tuning of the grid circuit of Y 1 is very
much sharper than that of \- 2 . This
is due main!:· to the daml?ing introduced by the grid current, which is
necessary for gridleak and condenser
rectifiea tion.
Practical experience
shows that fpw 4-Yolt or G-volt valves
arr at their hest as rectifiers when the
grid return is made directly to
L. 'I'. positive as shown in the circuit diagram. Fsually there is a
distinct impron~ment in signal
strength if the grid potential is made
YERY

taincd when the slider of the poten~
tiometer is almost in the middle of its
travel, slightly nearer the positive
end than the negative. When the
potentiometer. has been fitted a little
experimenting soon shows which
position gives satisfactory signal
strength combined with the best obtainable degree of selectivity.
There is another advantage of using
a potentiometcr in this way which

is not generally realised.
Modern
medium-impedance valves require a
good deal of current from the plate
battery at any time, but the amount
passed may be considerable in the
case of a rectifier whose grid is made
wry strongly positive by having its
return connected to L.T.+. By
rather less positivP, and this is
reducing the amount of the positive
clc<trl;- all to the good from the point of
grid potential the use of the pqtenview of selectivity. since the smaller
tiometer cuts down the flow of. plate
the flow of grid ~l;rrent the less will
current. Its fitting is therefore a
be the damping introduced. Fig. 2
distinct economy, since it prolongs the
shows how an improvement can be
life of the H.T. battery. Care should
eftccted by the use of a potentiometer
be taken to choose a potentiometer of
wired acros~ the L.T. leads. The
reputable make, or, if an old one is
centre-tapping of L 4 is now connected,
used, to see that it is in good connot to L. T. positive, but to the · dition, for if the contact made by
slider of the potentimeter, which · the slider is uneven it may give rise
enables the grid potential to be
to a great deal of noisiness. With a
adjusted to a nicety. The. writer
jumpy potentiometer adjusting the
finds that with most Yalves the best
grid pote!ltial may become rather a
general working conditions are obpainful business.

I

sometimes happ.ens that one
has on hand an L.F. transformer
which, saYe for a burnt-out primary winding, is good in all other
respects. Or, again, it may he desirable
to add a stage of choke-coupled L.F.
to an existing set, or one may wish
to try this form of coupling for the
first time, and no matter what the
· reason, the secondary winding of
T

214

most L.F. transformers can be used, <.:
as a substitute for a specially manu- .
factured choke by connecting it up
in the conventional manner.
In eases where the primary wind~
ing of a transformer is burnt out in a
set while working, a few changes in the
connections will quickly enable the
set to be used again, either until the
transformer is replaced, or it may be
used permanently as a choke-coupled
set. It should be remembered that
the valve, in whose anode circuit the
ehoke is connected, should preferably
he of the resistance-capacity or special
H.F types for the best results.
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BELLING-LEE
TERMINALS

OUR NEWS BULLETIN
-:onchlcd from Jl•lge 213

Recommended

tlt<~

:\fr. Loftin,

ra<lio invC'ntor, \\'ho
"~ashington, D.C. ;
hut ['ye liad more trouble- in pnttin~
t hroue!h a eall to Clapham than \l'a.s
PXprricncPcl in this trans-ocPan talk.
In Llet. the ,,·hole tran~aetion 11·as
perfect!}· smooth and cilky·---thc bncl
of thing that }fr. Loftin's conntrymm
1\'uuld 'tyle '· the eat's p:·jam<l~! "

wa.<

"P'-'a],iu~

from

bq

Mullard
for their
famous

P.M
Quick Work

Circuits

\\'bat I particularly liked ahout it
11as the absencP of anv excit<'lll<'nt.
No .'-'houting, no fu~~, i.10 hoth••r, no
roar of X's-~nothing hut .'\fr. Loftin's
own clear and friemlfv voice dif'cus,ing
the latest dewlopme;1ts of the LoftiJ{:
\\rhite tircuit, as they m·re occurring
to him. Talk about " straid1t from
the horse's mouth" ! \YhY, it \\'as
like a back-of-tonsil clo:-;e-up !
The Hugby tran:-;-oct"an tekphone
service may not yet be perkct. But
for slH'l'r, llownright, np:-;tandinv,
right-acro~s, all-along, top- to- bottom
efficiency th••n•'s Yery littll• to lH·;H
it on tl;is old ball o(land awl lnttPr
that we call the Earth!

J:

Edling-l.('e trrndnals are included in rtll the
fam.nu5 P.)l. circlJi1~ d{'St~ribed in" RaLlio for

tbf' .J.lillion.' 1

In addition the Dellir:.:;-Lee terminal is used by the manufacturers of all the
best battery eliminators, rrud embodies the

c.,scn tials \Yhich make the ptrfect. term in al.

Standard Model (Bakelite-insulated) (Type B.)
9d, each,
Standard lllodel(Non·tDBnlaltd)(Type M.) 6d. ea.
lllustrated Catalogue fr~e on n.~')UC3t.

THE DIX-ONEMETER
The 55 Range Rolls- Royce of Radio.

~ean~\f1f:v~?linl~ro2~8ffO \!6~~-amJ:a·

The

sures Crystal Signals or Rcsis.tancea

from 50 ohms to 50 meguhms.
JXSTRUMENT
...
. .. 551.
MUI,TIPLIERS, eeeh ...
... 6.'6
1 6-page

Booklet Free.

SUMMER CATALOCUE NOW READY.
68 Pages of ~ovel Apparatus. profusely illustrated; numerous new

Iincs. OY<>r 1.000 Wonderful Bargains. Splendid Select ion of lllstru-

ments. Send 4d. stamp for a copy.

218• Upper Tbame•
ELECTRADIX RADIOS St.,
London, E.C.4.

WIRELESS

A Radio Amalgamation

An instrument of exact precision

JWIYS

S.\YOYAIW

SOME CURIOUS RHEOSTAT
ARRANGEMENTS
-con!inuet.l from P"!le 104

•

Every kind of wood or asbeJios buildinJI, LISTS FREE.
PERCY WIDTE Wept. C), Thames St. Works, Staines

.,....................................................
Don't Use Ebonite
The brilliant red of Pa.douk wood lends
beauty to your set, and. has excellent Jnaulating propertlel. It ts only hall the price
ot ebonite, and bein& a.n open wood. 11
easily cut and shaped. A deacrlptive leaJlet
0

the resistance elements, :;o that if a

·······~~·l~i:o;.·_:_;_,~· ·l:.:~~;~i~ ,:ts:: ~ i~~· ~\:.;,~ :~.~:.1~~;1· ······
"NIGHTINGA:t.E" MASTER CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
The Finest Detector in the World.
Absolutely tPat<'nl ~'l. 265463) Per1nanent.

l I'Ilf'ln~o P.O. valnn 1/-; plt•ase S('llll me an
:S.:\LC. D• tcetor cniiiJllf'll' for <'asy panel mounting,
with five years' gnarantc('.
(.See Press ReJJorls')

is obtained hy
slider Xo. 1, slicler Xo. ·J mny he
usecl on the Yernier portion of its
element, and Yice Yer.~a.
In the second aml coneluding article
on this subject a number of tlrfUI!gemcnts will be shown, hecoming
gradually more complicate<l but at
the same time haYing greatPr anrl

greater range of application, and the
reader "'ill fiml it rather fa,;einating
to work out

di~erent

of

resistances and
applications of these.

X.\ME
ADDRli8S .
x·:M·.c:··j)~~i·~·.~:·~·;;;:~·;·

adjn~tment

3£)',' ·I';;:; lh'•;·; ~· i;nl·:uh:;·inu•lu;J·::'\:·j

····················································

arrallgrments
the different

(l'o /;e <:onriHdul.)
215

assembling.

Easily erected in two hours.
8 ft. x 6ft. 170/• Floor 201·
g ft. X 7 ft, 195/•
., 36/•
12ft. X 8ft, 275/•
;; 50/.

~~: o~ei!fi::fe t~~:l.~

coarse

ROOM

For experiments.

etc. Strongly made in sections.

that Radio Jnstrmnt"nts

(RI., Ltd.) and the Yarley .'\Iugnet
Co. haYc joined forces is a IYelcome
sign of tra<1e activity.
f:lo instetHl of Ri-mlry we shall hnw
R.L-Varley-almost the ~ame, but
better for cYery body !

/'J'(nf .Yn, :!:2!121.
v-'. D·.<[fll 71:!1:!4.

:::t t::t~e;ip~ ~t
8 1

•:

postcard. to
HOBBIES Ltd. (Dept 17), D£REHAM, NORFOLK
._•w•••••.,•-:it•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~o.
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********************

-~ USING OLD PANELS ~

*~*******************~

set is worthy of a good
panel, and its smooth polished
and unscratched surface will
do more to enhance the appearance
of the receiver than any other single
factor, but for experimental sets which
are to he " chopped and changed
about" the appearance of the panel
is not quite so important. In any
case, old panels can be utilised quite
effectively. and even given an excellent
appearance, if a few simple precautions are taken.
Usually an old panel has a number
of unneecled holes of varying sizes.
To see what must be done to make
your old panel presentable, clean it as
well as possible (if it is a polished panel
a hard rubbing with a piece of washleather on which a few drops of oil
have been sprinkled will do wonders),
and then lay out .those components
which are to appear on the panel.

A

GOOD

FiHing the Holes
If you use 4-inch condenser dials
in ac~cordanee with modern practice
you will probably find that the
dials themsPlves will cover several
of the older holes, and generally such
a component as an on-and-off switch
will fall in the same place as before.
When you haYe found which holes
need ohseuring. lay the panel on a
flat surface and fill up the unwanted
holes with pieces of wood, screwed-up
paper, or anything else suitable, being
careful that the filling material does
not come right to the surface of the
panel, but i; depressed slightly below
it.
Now obtain from your stationer's
a small hox of "Glitterwax." This
is a wax sold in sticks of several
colours, of which you will need the
black and sometimes the red. If

you are " patching" a black panel,
take a stick of the black wax, light a
match. hold it under the stick, and drip
the melted wax into the holes, until
they arc filled right up and overflowing. Do not worry about wax
running on the panel around the
hole, hut see that you get plenty in
the hole and a small amount aboYc
it. When you have filled up all the
holes in this way, set the panel aside
for half an hour, when the wax will
have set quite hard.
Now take a sharp, flat knife (a table
knife will do), and slide it along the
surface of the panel, being careful not
to scratch it. You will find the knife
will slice off all superfluous wax
neatly and cleanly, and the hole will
be almost completely obscured. Now
take a piece of .wash-leather and rub
all over the panel, and you will find
that it will polish easily and that the
old holes will he practically invisible.

Back of the Panel
If you desire, the hack of the panel
can be treated in the same way,
but usually it is the front of the
panel on!}; which matters so far as
For
appearances are concerned.
mahoganr panels you can blend the
red and black wax so as to get the
right colour for each particular hole.
The Rame waxing method can he
used to alter markings on terminal
strips. For example, -you may haYe
a terminal strip whieh is rngrawd iu
an unsuitable way. To remove the
markings take a sharp-pointed instrument, such as a seriher, or a large
needle, and pick out tlw white filling
material from the engraving. You
will find this will come out quite
easily. When this is done fill up the
engrawd lines with black wax as
before, when you will find, after
slicing away the superfluous wax and
rubbing the strip, that the old marks
11re completel:· obscurerl..

~*******************
'*

~

~A SAFEGUARD AGAINST~

~

SHORTS

*
*

~
*******************~

is a receiving set employI __yours
screened coils, or should the
shields
the cores of your
F

ing

~

transformers he earthed, the risks
of short-circuiting are considerable
owing to the large areas of exposed
metal which are connected to the
accumulator. An accidental contact
between an H. T. positive lead and
one of these, though lasting only
for a moment, may do pounds' worth
of damage by burning out valve filaments.
One can greatly reduce the risk of
short circuits by covering such exposed metal surfaces with an insulating layer. " All very well," says the
reader, "hut surely you don't expect
me to wind them round with insulating tape or something of that kind ~ "
Not a hit of it. All that is needed is
a sixpenny tin of quick-drying stove
enamel, or a bottle of shellac varnish,
and a paint brush. Give all the
surfaces referred to two good coats
with either of these, and they will te
pretty effectively insulated.
Do not forget, by the way, in the
case of earthed transformers, to paint
over the heads of the serews which
hold them down to the baseboard, if
these pass, as they nearly always do,
through metal lugs in electrical contact with the frame or the shield.
The enamelling tip is an exceedingly
useful one for other purposes as well.
Bare leads, for example, can be made
quite safe in this way after the wiring
of the receiving set has been done.
Soldered connections to tags can be
eovered up in the same way. Be
verv careful, however, not to allow
the. enamel to run under terminals or
over ebonite insulation.
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-'A Satisfactory Home..Built Set'
The illustrations show an excellent and easily constructed set, tor
three valves and resistance capacity coupling built entirely of

Satisfactory
Satisfactory to
Satisfactory in

Prices arc given for the whole range of types and sizes of each of the
components used. ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A COPY OF THE
CONSTRUCTION LEAFLET, No. 7117 1, COMPLETE WITH
DRILLING TEMPLATE.
"COSMOS"

"COSMos'' LOW LOSS SQUARE
LAW CONDENSER
SLOW

14/9

{'00025
·0005

MFD

.,

15/6

ORDINARY {·00025

MFD

12/0
13/0

MOTION

·0005

..

RESISTANCE
COUPLING UNIT
TYPE"O'

8/6

TYPE •v•

10/6

I UNIT ALONE)

!WITH VALVE HOLDER

"COSMos' SPRING
"cosMos" PERMACON EAcH
·0001, ·0002,·0005 MFO ••• 1/6.
·0003 (WITH CLOPS) & ·001 MFD 1/8
•002 MFD ...
1/10

·005 ..

.. .......... 2/8

·01

. ...........

..

VALVE HOLDER
ALONE

2/9EAC.H

3/9

EOSTAT
SINGLE WOUND 6·0 OHMS

I·OAMP ...
• ..... 4/6
DOUBLE WOUND 20 OHMS

•4AMPS OR340HMS ·2AMPS

POTENTIOMETER.
300 OHMS

Advt. of METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED • LONDON

iii

6/-

5/·

•
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These components, some of which, incorporate
the famo~s Bi-duplex winding, are tl\e result of
the combined resources of two firpts, who are
making, and will continue tp make, every
effort to produce better wirefess components
and accesso,ries without an increase in price.
Success has already rewarded tl1.ese efforts, and
actual experiment has proved that these first
new components are. considerably better .than
anything which has yet been produced.

.

Kingsway House, 103•. Kingsway, London, W.G.2
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